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Abstract
The present PhD thesis includes three different projects which belong to the do-
main of inner-shell atomic physics and high energy resolution X-ray spectroscopy.
The first project consists of a series of in-house measurements of the characteristic
K and L X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of several 3d, 4d and 5d transition metals.
For this project the target chamber of the von Hamos curved crystal spectrometer
of Fribourg was slightly modified to allow the operation of the spectrometer in
the so-called direct geometry. As compared to the standard von Hamos setup, in
this geometry the target is replaced by the anode of an X-ray tube. The XAS
spectra are then measured by inserting the absorber of interest either in front
of the spectrometer slit or in front of the CCD detector. In order to optimize
the experimental setup, the effect of the sample thickness on the experimental
edge energies and the influences of the chosen crystal and X-ray tube voltage
on the shapes of the spectra were carefully investigated and compared to XAS
measurements performed with synchrotron radiation (SR). Precise K and/or L
edge energies could be determined and compared to existing experimental and
theoretical values. The magnitudes of the absorption coefficient jumps across
the edges could also be determined quantitatively and compared to the values
obtained from the code XCOM developed at the National Institute for Standards
and Technology (NIST).
In the second project the double K-shell ionization of Sc, Cr and Cu induced by
electron impact was investigated. This second project was also carried out in-house
with the von Hamos curved crystal spectrometer of Fribourg operated in the direct
geometry, using the anodes of Sc, Cr and Cu X-ray tubes as targets. The dou-
ble K-shell ionization was studied via high energy resolution measurements of the
Ka1,2 diagram and Kah1,2 hypersatellite transitions. The main experimental diffi-
culty in this project resided in the determination of the hypersatellite-to-diagram
line intensity ratios because the same X-ray tube high voltages had to be used
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for the hypersatellite and diagram line measurements to get reliable ratios. The
hypersatellite lines being about 104 times less intense than their parent diagram
lines, the X-ray tubes should be operated at rather high voltages to get hyper-
satellite spectra with a high enough statistics but then the diagram lines could not
be measured in a straightforward way, the CCD being completely saturated due
to the tremendous intensity of the diagram lines. The difficulty was circumvented
by measuring the diagram lines first at low voltages without and with absorbers
and then at high voltages with the same absorbers. The energies and natural
line widths of the hypersatellites were determined and compared to existing ex-
perimental and theoretical values. The ratios PKK of the double-to-single K-shell
ionization cross sections were deduced from the measured relative intensities of the
hypersatellites. The results were compared to the PKK values obtained by other
groups with electrons, photons and via the nuclear electron capture process.
The aim of the third project was to investigate the influence of the chemical state
on the Khb1,3 hypersatellite spectra of Cr induced by single-photon double K-shell
ionization. For 3d transition metals and their compounds the Kb X-ray emission
spectra provide useful information on the electronic structure and oxidation state.
The solid- and chemical- effects on the Kb1,3 diagram and the Kb2,5 valence-to-core
(VtC) transitions are well known, and numerous measurements of the Kb X-ray
emission spectra of 3d transition metals have been performed using synchrotron
radiation, proton, electron and heavy ion excitations. In contrast, the sensitivity
of the Khb1,3 hypersatellite transitions to chemical effects has not been explored.
High energy resolution data for photoinduced hypersatellite Khb1,3 transitions
are scarse because of the low double K-shell photoionization cross sections and
transition yields. In this third project, the Kb hypersatellite, and also the Kb1,3
diagram and valence-to-core (VtC) spectra of metallic Cr and Cr compounds were
measured by applying the high-resolution XES spectroscopy technique using the
7-crystal Johann-type hard X-ray spectrometer at the Stanford Synchrotron Radi-
ation Lightsource (SSRL) . The chemical effects on the energies, intensities, shapes,
and widths of the Kb X-ray emission lines were investigated for Cr in four nominal
oxidation states: Cr (Cr0), Cr2O3 (Cr3+), CrO2 (Cr4+) and K2Cr2O7 (Cr6+).
Chemical speciation of chromium is important because this element and its com-
pounds are widely used in chemical industry. Further, high resolution XES data
of Kb-hypersatellites are also useful for theory because they allow for a stringent
comparison with atomic structure calculations.
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Résumé
Cette thèse de doctorat contient trois différents projets qui appartiennent aux
domaines de la physique atomique des couches profondes et de la spectroscopie de
rayons X en haute résolution.
Le premier projet concerne l’étude des spectres d’absorption (XAS) K et L de
quelques éléments de transition 3d, 4d et 5d. Les mesures ont été réalisées à Fri-
bourg avec le spectromètre à cristal von Hamos dont la chambre à cible a été
modifiée pour permettre l’emploi du spectromètre dans une géométrie différente,
dite géométrie directe. Dans cette géométrie, la cible est remplacée par l’anode d’un
tube de rayons X et les spectres d’absorption sont mesurés en insérant l’échantillon
à analyser soit devant la fente du spectromètre, soit directement devant le détec-
teur CCD. Afin d’optimiser l’arrangement expérimental, l’influence de l’épaisseur
de l’échantillon sur la position des bords d’absorption ainsi que les effets du choix
du cristal et de la haute tension du tube de rayons X sur la forme des spectres ont
été soigneusement analysés et comparés à des résultats obtenus au moyen de rayon-
nement synchrotronique. Les énergies des bords d’absorption K et/ou L ont été
déterminées avec précision et comparées aux valeurs expérimentales et théoriques
existant dans la litérature. Les amplitudes des sauts du coefficient d’absorption
aux bords ont pu être déterminées quantitativement et comparées aux valeurs cal-
culées à l’aide du programme XCOM développé à NIST (National Institute for
Standards and Technology).
Le deuxième projet est une étude de l’ionisation double de la couche atomique
K produite par collision avec des électrons pour trois éléments de transition 3d.
Ce projet a également été réalisé à Fribourg à l’aide du spectromètre von Hamos
en géométrie directe en utilisant les anodes de Sc, Cr et Cu de tubes de rayons
X comme cibles. Les mesures ont porté principalement sur les raies diagrammes
Ka1,2 et hypersatellites Kah1,2. La difficulté expérimentale majeure de ce projet a
été la détermination des rapports d’intensité entre les raies hypersatellites et les
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raies diagrammes parentes. Pour obtenir des rapports fiables, il a fallu mesurer en
effet les raies hypersatellites et diagrammes en utilisant la même tension anodique.
Comme les raies hypersatellites sont environ 104 moins intenses que les raies dia-
grammes, une valeur relativement élevée a dû être choisie pour cette tension, ce
qui a entraîné pour les raies diagrammes des taux de comptage très élevés qui
saturaient le détecteur CCD. La difficulté a été résolue en mesurant les raies dia-
grammes tout d’abord à basse tension avec et sans absorbeurs, puis à plus haute
tension avec les mêmes absorbeurs. Les énergies, largeurs naturelles et intensités
relatives des hypersatellites ont été déterminées avec précision et comparées aux
valeurs expérimentales et théoriques trouvées dans la litérature. Les rapports PKK
des sections efficaces d’ionisation K double et simple ont été ensuite déduites des
intensités relatives des hypersatellites et les résultats comparés aux valeurs obte-
nues par d’autres groupes au moyen d’électrons, de photons ou d’isotopes produits
par capture électronique nucléaire.
L’objectif du troisième projet était d’étudier l’influence de l’état chimique sur les
spectres de rayons X hypersatellites Khb1,3 du Cr produits par double photoio-
nisation de la couche K. Pour les métaux de transition 3d et leurs composés, les
spectres de rayons X Kb fournissent des informations très utiles sur la structure
et l’état chimique des échantillons analysés. Les effets chimiques et du corps solide
sur les transitions diagrammes Kb1,3 et les transitions valence-coeur (VtC) Kb2,5
sont bien connus et de nombreuses mesures des spectres d’émission Kb ont été
réalisées en utlisant du rayonnement synchrotronique, des protons, des électrons
et des ions lourds. En revanche, la sensibilité aux effets chimiques des transitions
hypersatellites Khb1,3 n’a pas encore été explorée. Les données de haute réso-
lution concernant les raies hypersatellites Khb1,3 sont aussi rares parce que les
sections de double photoionisation de la couche K et les probabilités de transition
Kb sont faibles. Dans ce troisième projet, les raies X hypersatellites Khb1,3 ainsi
que les raies diagrammes Kb1,3 et les raies valence-coeur Kb1,5 du Cr métallique
et de plusieurs de ses composés ont été mesurées par la technique de la spectro-
scopie X d’émission (XES) en haute résolution. Les mesures ont été réalisées à la
source de rayonnement synchrotronique SSRL (Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Lightsource) au moyen d’un spectromètre à cristaux multiples de type Johann.
L’influence des effets chimiques sur les énergies, intensités, formes et largeurs des
raies d’émission Kb et Khb ont été étudiés pour des échantillons de Cr dans quatre
états d’oxydation différents : Cr métallique (Cr0), Cr2O3 (Cr3+), CrO2 (Cr4+) et
VII
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K2Cr2O7 (Cr6+). La caractérisation chimique du Cr est importante car cet élé-
ment et ses composés sont largement utilisés dans l’industrie chimique. De surcroît,
des données XES de haute résolution sur l’émission X hypersatellite Kb est aussi
utile pour la théorie car elles permettent de vérifier de façon rigoureuse les calculs
de structure atomique.
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Chapter I
Introduction
1
I. INTRODUCTION
I.1 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
X-rays were first discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in 1895 [1, 2]. This
important discovery which was rewarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1901
opened a new era in the investigation of matter. Due to their short wavelength
and high penetration power X-rays represent indeed an unique and powerful tool
to study the elemental composition and the properties of matter. Among the
numerous analysis methods based on X-rays, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
has developed continuously through the 20th century [3] and the recent advent of
intense, monochromatic, energy tunable and micro-focused synchrotron radiation
beams has given a new boost to XAS which has become nowadays a well established
routine experimental technique.
I.1.1 Beer-Lambert law
Below 100 keV, the interaction of X-rays with matter is dominated by the photo-
electric effect, whose cross section is significantly bigger than the elastic or coherent
scattering (called also Rayleigh scattering) and inelastic or incoherent scattering
(Compton scattering) cross sections. In the photoelectric effect or photoioniza-
tion, the whole energy and momentum of the incoming photon are transferred to a
bound atomic electron. The latter called photoelectron is removed from the atom
with a certain kinetic energy. If the energy of the incoming photon is smaller than
the absolute value of the binding energy of the atomic electron, the latter can be
excited into an outer unfilled level (photoexcitation). In both cases the photon
disappears, i.e., is absorbed by the target atom. After a very short time, in the
order of 10–15 to 10–17 s depending on the atomic number and subshell of the
considered element, the ionized or excited atom decays either radiatively with the
emission of a characteristic X-ray line (fluorescence) or via a radiationless Auger
process. In other words, the energy of the absorbed X-ray is converted into the
kinetic energy of the photoelectron and/or the energy of the fluorescence X-rays
or Auger electrons as shown in Fig. I.1. According to the Beer-Lambert law, if an
incident X-ray beam with an intensity I0 interacts with a sample of thickness h,
the intensity I(E) which is transmitted through the sample is given by:
I(E) = I0 · e–m(E)·r·h, (I.1)
2
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II0
Transmitted X-raysIncident X-rays
Photoelectrons
Scattered X-rays
Fluorescence X-rays
Auger electrons
h
Figure I.1 – Schematic diagram representing the transmission of a colli-
mated X-ray beam through a sample of thickness h. The indicated directions
of the photoelectrons, Auger electrons and scattered and fluorescence X-rays
produced in the sample as a result of the absorption of the incoming radia-
tion are arbitrary.
where m(E) [cm2/g] represents the total mass absorption coefficient of the sample
and r its density [g/cm3]. For a collimated beam geometry as the one represented
in Fig. I.1, the elastic scoh and inelastic sincoh scattering cross sections must
be included in the total absorption coefficient because the scattered photons are
removed from the transmitted beam even if they are not really absorbed by the
sample. Thus the total absorption coefficient reads:
m(E) = sphoto(E) + scoh(E) + sincoh(E). (I.2)
I.1.2 X-Ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectra
An example of an X-ray absorption fine structure spectrum, namely the one cor-
responding to the K-edge of Fe, is depicted in Fig. I.2. In a XAFS spectrum, the
total absorption coefficient m, or like here, the absorbance A defined by
A = log10[I0(E)/I(E)] = log10[em(E)·r·h] ∼= 0.434 · m(E) · r · h (I.3)
is plotted as a function of the incoming radiation energy E.
The observed shape of a XAS spectrum can be explained as follows: as soon
as the energy of the incoming X-ray radiation matches the absolute value of the
electron binding energy of a given shell or subshell, the photoelectric effect becomes
energetically possible, which leads to an abrupt increase of the total absorption
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Figure I.2 – Fe K-edge XAFS spectrum showing the XANES and EXAFS
regions (Source: Ref. [4]).
coefficient m. This sudden step-like increase of m is named absorption edge, e.g., K-
absorption edge if the photoeffect takes place on a 1s electron, L1-, L2- or L3-edge in
the case of a 2s, 2p1/2 or 2p3/2 electron, and so on. Due to the lifetime broadenings
of the initial and final states of the excited electron, the edge is characterized by
a certain energy width. The width of the absorption edge is still increased by the
instrumental resolution of the detector employed for the measurement. Above the
edge, the absorption coefficient m or the absorbance diminishes again gradually
and exhibits usually some oscillations. Each element across the periodic table is
characterized by a set of unique absorption edges which correspond to different
binding energies of its electrons. The XAS technique is thus element selective.
As mentioned before, if the energy of the incoming photon is smaller than the
absolute value of the binding energy of the electron, the latter cannot be removed
from the atom but it can be excited into an unfilled outer shell. In other words, the
absorption coefficients begins to grow below the ionization threshold. The weak
spectral features (pre-edge structures, see inset of Fig. I.2) observed below the
main increase of the edge reflect the promotion of a core electron into an unfilled
outer level lying below the Fermi level, whereas the edge itself and the peak on the
top of it, the so-called ”white line”, as well as the secondary peaks observed close
above the edge correspond to the excitation of the core electron into unoccupied
bound levels lying above the Fermi level. These structures which extend typically
4
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over an energy range of 50-100 eV are named XANES (X-ray absorption near
edge structures) or NEXAFS (Near edge X-ray absorption fine structures). The
characteristics of XANES features provide information about the oxidation state
and spin state of the probed element.
The energy region of about 500-1000 eV above XANES is called EXAFS (Extended
X-ray absorption fine structure). In this region, the energy of the incoming photon
is bigger than the absolute value of the electron binding energy of the considered
atomic level. As a consequence the photoelectron leaves the atom with a kinetic
energy equal to that of the absorbed photon minus the binding energy (absolute
value) of the initial core state. The photoelectron escaping the atom may interact
with bound electrons of the surrounding non-excited atoms. Considering the wave-
like nature of the photoelectron and assuming the surrounding atoms to be point-
like scatterers, one can imagine that the backscattered electron wave interferes with
the forward-propagating wave. The resulting interference pattern appears in the
spectrum as a modulation of the measured absorption coefficient or absorbance,
causing thereby the oscillation observed in the EXAFS region. The wavelength of
the photoelectron is dependent on the energy and phase of the backscattered wave
whose wavelength changes as a function of the energy of the incoming photon.
Furthermore, the phase and amplitude of the backscattered wave depend on the
type of atom causing the backscattering and on the distance of the backscattering
atom from the central atom. It is thus possible to obtain information about the
chemical coordination environment of the original absorbing central atom from the
analysis of the EXAFS data.
The locations of absorption edges are not unambiguously defined [5] and have
been variously associated in the literature with i) the first inflection point of the
absorption spectrum, ii) the energy needed to produce a single core vacancy with
the photoelectron ”at rest at infinity” and iii) the energy needed to promote a core
electron to the lowest unoccupied state. A discussion of these alternatives can be
found in [6]. Note that in the alternative ii) the absorption edge energies can be
determined by combining the electron binding energies of outer shells which can
be measured accurately by means of photoelectron spectroscopy with the energies
of emission lines involving transition electrons which originate from the same outer
shells.
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I.1.3 XAFS techniques
The XAFS spectrum of a sample can be measured by means of the transmission,
fluorescence or electron yield method [7,8]. The corresponding experimental setups
are shown in Fig. I.3.
In the transmission method [see Fig. I.3 (a)], the incident beam intensity I0 and
the transmitted beam intensity I are measured by ion chambers and the absorption
coefficient mtot(E) is obtained from the Equation I.1:
m(E) =
ln( I0(E)I(E) )
r · h . (I.4)
For transmission measurements, the sample must be free of pinholes and its thick-
ness chosen so that the difference between the incident I0 and transmitted I beam
intensities is large, keeping I, however, at a reasonably high enough value. A too
thick absorber leads indeed to a decrease of the overall spectral intensity, attenua-
tion of XANES/EXAFS oscillations and to a reduction of the white line intensity
resulting in an apparent shift of the absorption edge energy with the sample thick-
ness [9,10]. As a rule of thumb, it is generally recommended to choose the absorber
thickness h so that 2 < m · r ·h < 4. To preserve the white line shape and intensity
an even smaller sample thickness given by mmax · r · h ≤ 1, where mmax represents
the maximum value of the total absorption coefficient, is suggested in [11].
In the fluorescence mode [see Fig. I.3 (b)], the incident beam intensity I0 is also
measured with an ionization chamber but instead of measuring the intensity trans-
mitted through the sample, one measures the intensity of the fluorescence X-rays
from the sample. The main advantage of the fluorescence method is to permit
the study of highly dilute or non-homogeneous samples which are not suitable for
absorption measurements performed in the transmission mode. However, as the
fluorescence X-rays can be partly absorbed in the sample, the measured intensity
should be corrected for the self-absorption in the case of thick or concentrated sam-
ples. Although the fluorescence detection is the most common XAFS method in
the hard X-ray regime, i.e., for XAS measurements around the K-edges of elements
with Z>30, it is relatively difficult to employ in the soft X-ray region because of
the tiny value of the fluorescence yield factors of light elements. The fluorescence
can be measured with PIN photodiodes or multichannel-plate-detectors (MCP).
In this case, the method is named ”total fluorescence yield” (TFY). One major
drawback of the total fluorescence yield method is its low signal-to-background
6
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Figure I.3 – Schematic drawings of the experimental setups for XAS mea-
surements performed by means of (a) the transmission method, (b) fluores-
cence method and (c) electron yield method. The drawing was reproduced
from [14].
ratio. This drawback can be eliminated by using energy-dispersive detectors with
a good energy resolution such as Si or Ge semi-conductor detectors. In this case,
the method refers to as ”partial fluorescence yield” (PFY). One of the widely used
detectors in PFY XAFS measurements is the silicon drift detector (SDD) because
it achieves a higher energy resolution and higher count rate as compared to conven-
tional semi-conductor detectors and it can be used near room temperature. If the
fluorescence yield is integrated over an energy interval centered on the selected flu-
orescence line and narrower than the natural linewidth of the latter, the method is
referred to as high energy resolution XAS [12,13]. In high energy resolution XAS,
the fluorescence is measured by means of wavelength-dispersive detectors (crystal
spectrometers). In the electron yield mode [see Fig. I.3 (c)], the electron emission
of the sample is measured instead of the fluorescence emission, the incident beam
intensity I0 being still determined using an ionization chamber. As for the fluo-
rescence yield mode, the total electron yield (TEY) mode and the partial electron
yield (PEY) mode can be used. In the TEY mode the yield corresponding to all
photoelectrons, Auger electrons and secondary electrons is measured. Secondary
electrons are electrons emitted as a result of inelastic scattering processes with
primary electrons. Due to the large mean free path of low energy electrons in
matter, the TEY signal is dominated by electrons with kinetic energies below 10
eV. For TEY XAS in the soft X-ray region, the simplest setup consists to connect
7
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the sample to the ground through an ammeter and to monitor the neutralization
current. Alternatively, it is also possible to measure the free electrons emitted
by the sample using a micro-channel-plate (MCP) detector. The partial electron
yield (PEY) method consists to collect only a fraction of the electrons by using an
electron energy analyser [15]. For instance, the kinetic energy of Auger electrons
being characteristic for a specific radiationless transition, the Auger electron yield
(AEY) can be determined by setting the analyser at this specific transition energy.
As recently demonstrated, an alternative method to measure XAS spectra in the
fluorescence mode is the high energy resolution off-resonant spectroscopy (HEROS)
[16–19]. It is known that XAS spectra can be retrieved using the Kramers-
Heisenberg formalism from high energy resolution off-resonant X-ray emission
spectra. The HEROS technique combines the irradiation of the sample at a fixed
incident beam energy, detuned to below the energy of the absorption edge of in-
terest, with the detection of the sample X-ray fluorescence by means of a von
Hamos-type crystal spectrometer. The main advantage of HEROS is that XAS
spectra can be measured in a scanless mode of operation in very short times, al-
lowing thus the investigation of fast chemical reactions [18, 20] or the extension
of the XAS method to X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) beams [17]. In addition,
HEROS was found to be insensitive to the self-absorption effect [21].
I.1.4 X-ray sources for XAS
XAS techniques have become increasingly important during the last two decades.
The main reason for this expansion resides in the development all around the
world of new X-ray sources, namely third- generation synchrotron radiation fa-
cilities providing monochromatic, energy tunable and micro-focused X-ray beams
of very high brilliances. The XAS technique, however, has been also used and
is still used with laboratory based X-ray sources such as X-ray tubes for routine
measurements that do not need too sophisticated photon beams and have to be
performed frequently and within short terms.
X-ray tubes
The most common laboratory based X-ray source is the X-ray tube which works ac-
cording to the basic principle discovered by Röntgen to produce X-rays. However,
an important improvement over the cold cathode Crookes’ tube used by Röntgen
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was made by Coolidge. A Coolidge-type X-ray tube consists of a sealed-off highly
evacuated glass envelope containing a filament heated by an electrical current and
a metallic anode called sometimes anti-cathode and made usually of Sc (Z=21), Cr
(Z=24), Cu (Z=29), Mo (Z=42), Rh (Z=45), Ag (Z=47), W (Z=74) or Au (Z=79).
A high voltage power source (30-450 kV) is connected across the filament and the
anode to accelerate the electrons. The heating of the filament serves to increase
the kinetic energy of the valence-conduction electrons present in the metallic fila-
ment until they can escape from the metal via the so-called thermionic emission.
The filament is commonly surrounded by a metal cathode, which is kept at the
same negative potential as the filament, and serves to focus the emitted electrons
to a small area (focal spot) on the anode. For high-power X-ray tubes (electrical
power of several kW), this focal spot is typically in the order of several tens of
mm2. Anodes of X-ray tubes are cooled down by water circulation (high-power
tubes) or air circulation (low-power tubes). For higher powers (20 kW or more)
X-ray tubes with a water-cooled rotating anode are employed.
For X-ray applications such as X-ray imaging which need a high resolution, i.e.,
smaller focal spots, micro-focused X-ray tubes have been recently developed. There
are two categories of such X-ray tubes, namely the solid-anode and metal-jet-anode
micro-focus X-ray tubes. The solid-anode micro-focus X-ray tubes are similar to
Coolidge tubes, but thanks to additional focusing electrodes a very small focal
spot can be obtained on the anode, in the range 5-20 mm. However, in order to
avoid melting of the anode the power density of the electron beam must be below
a maximum value of 0.4-0.8 W/mm depending on the anode material. This means
that a solid-anode micro-focus source with a 10 mm electron beam focus can operate
at a power in the range 4-8 W. In metal-jet-anode micro-focus X-ray tubes the
solid metal anode is replaced with a thin jet of liquid metal. The advantage of the
metal-jet anode is that the maximum electron beam power density is significantly
increased. Values in the range 3-6 W/mm can be reached using different materials
such as Ga and Sn for the liquid jet. In this case, with a 10 mm electron beam
focus a metal-jet-anode micro-focus X-ray source may operate at 30-60 W.
When a charged particle is accelerated or decelerated, it radiates electromagnetic
energy. Each change of the direction or magnitude of the velocity of a charged
particle results thus in some loss of its kinetic energy via the emission of photons.
This process is known as the Bremsstrahlung (BS) effect. In an X-ray tube, the
accelerated electrons strike the anode and are slowed down because they make
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collisions with the atoms of the anode material. In each collision, part of the
electron momentum is transferred to the atom, the electron slows down and, as
a result of this deceleration, a Bremsstrahlung photon is emitted. The energy of
the BS photon is hn=K – K′, where K and K′ stand for the kinetic energy of the
electron before and after the collision. An electron usually will make many colli-
sions, and therefore emit many different photons, before it is brought to rest. As a
consequence the wavelength of the photons will range from very large values cor-
responding to tiny energy losses up to a minimum wavelength lmin corresponding
to the maximum energy loss (K – K′ = K) if the electron loses all its energy in a
single encounter. For this reason, the wavelength distribution of the BS photons
is continuous and ranges from lmin to infinity (for K – K′ → 0), with lmin given
by:
lmin =
h · c
hnmax
= h · cK =
h · c
Emax
, (I.5)
where Emax = e ·U, e stands for the elementary charge and U represents the value
of the high voltage at which the X-ray tube is operated.
The intensity of the BS radiation emitted by a Coolidge X-ray tube as a function
of the wavelength can be deduced from the following empirical formula [22]:
I(l) = C · Z · 1
l2
· ( 1
lmin
– 1
l
) + B · Z2 · 1
l2
, (I.6)
where Z is the atomic number of the anode element and C and B are constants
with C  B. The BS intensity as a function of the energy is then given by:
I(E) = C · Z · E
2
h3 · c3 · (Emax – E) + B · Z
2 · E
2
h2 · c2 . (I.7)
The efficiency e of the X-ray tube which is defined as the ratio of the emitted BS
power to the absorbed electron power can be written approximately as [22]:
e ∼= 1.4 · 10–9[V–1] · Z · U. (I.8)
Using Eq. I.8 one sees that for a Au anode X-ray tube operated at 90 kV, the
efficiency is only about 1% so that 99% of the electron energy turns into heat
energy. This explains why it is important to cool down the anode. From the same
equation, on can derive the emitted BS power:
PBS ∼= 1.4 · 10–9[V–1] · Z · i · U2, (I.9)
where i stands for the anode current in the X-ray tube. The emitted BS power is
thus proportional to the anode current and to the squared high-voltage of the tube.
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Figure I.4 – (a) Measured X-ray spectrum from a Cu anode X-ray tube
operated at 20 kV. One can see the continuous Bremsstrahlung as well as the
superimposed characteristic K X-ray emission. As expected the intensity of
the Bremsstrahlung tends to zero at 20 keV. The cutoff below 3.5 keV is due
to the absorption of low energy X-rays in the Be window of the tube. For
the same reason, the characteristic L X-ray emission at about 1 keV is not
observed. (b) Detailed view of the photon energy range from 7.5 to 9.5 keV
with the characteristic Cu Ka and Kb emission lines (the Bremsstrahlung
was subtracted beforehand). The two plots were taken from Ref. [23].
If the kinetic energy of the accelerated electrons is bigger than the absolute value
of the electron binding energies of the core levels of the anode atoms, the latter
can be ionized, which leads to the emission of sharp characteristic X-ray lines.
The narrow characteristic X-ray emission is superimposed to the continuous BS
emission. The BS and characteristic X-rays are emitted through a thin Be window
placed usually on the side of the X-ray tube nose in front of the anode (side window
X-ray tubes). Depending on the power of the X-ray tube, the thickness of the Be
window ranges from 150 mm to 1 mm. For illustration, the characteristic and BS
X-ray emission from a Cu anode side window Coolidge X-ray tube operated at 20
kV is shown in Fig. I.4 (a). A more detailed view of the characteristic Ka and Kb
X-ray lines at 8.04 and 8.91 keV, respectively, is shown in Fig. I.4 (b)
Synchrotron radiation sources
The most prominent technical development that allowed XAS to become a rou-
tine experimental tool is the third-generation synchrotron radiation (SR) source.
The characteristics of such a photon source match indeed perfectly the conditions
required by the XAS technique, namely:
• the coverage of a wide photon energy range and the energy tunability of the
beam to allow XAFS measurements at the K-, L- and M-edges of elements
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across the periodic table;
• the need of monochromatic X-rays with a relative energy resolution of about
10–4 to permit the observation of the XANES and EXAFS fines structures;
• the need of high photon fluxes to get good statistics spectra in short times;
• the need of collimated beams to get reliable results in the transmission
method or focused beams to investigate micro-size samples.
At the present time more than 75 synchrotron radiation facilities located in 23
countries are available for users [24]. The basic design of third-generation syn-
chrotron radiation sources is depicted in Fig. I.5. The electrons produced by an
electron gun are first accelerated in a linear accelerator (linac) up to an energy of
several MeV and then injected into the main accelerator (booster), a synchrotron,
where they acquire their final energy of several GeV. The electrons are accelerated
by means of radiofrequency (RF) cavities. The latter transform also the contin-
uous beam produced by the electron gun in a few cm-long packets or bunches
of electrons. The electron bunches after reaching the final energy are injected
in the storage ring where they can stay for several hours. Although the vacuum
in the storage ring is high (about 10–10 mb), the average electron beam inten-
sity is slowly decreasing, due to collisions between the electrons and residual gaz
molecules. When the intensity reaches some fraction (e.g., 50%) of the initial in-
tensity, the beam is dumped and new bunches are injected from the booster into
the storage ring to retrieve the nominal intensity. During this operation, called
refill, SR beams are not available for users. At other facilities like the Swiss Light
Source (SLS), in Villigen, there is no refill, the electron beam intensity losses be-
ing compensated continuously by the injection of new electron bunches which are
simply added to those already circulating.
The velocity of the electrons circulating in the storage ring is given by:
v =
√
1 – 1
g2
· c ∼= (1 – 12g2 ) · c, (I.10)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and g the Lorentz factor which can be
written as:
g = K+m · c
2
m · c2
∼= Km · c2
∼= 1957 ·K[GeV]. (I.11)
In the above equation, K stands for the kinetic energy of the electrons and m · c2
for the rest mass energy of the latter (511 keV). From the equations I.10 and
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Figure I.5 – Schematic drawing of a third-generation synchrotron radiation
facility showing the most important components (reproduced from Ref. [25]).
I.11 one finds that for a beam energy of 6 GeV like at the ESRF the difference
1-b, where b stands for the reduced velocity v/c of the electrons, amounts only to
4 · 10–9. This explains why the electrons circulating in the storage ring are said
ultra-relativistic. To bend the trajectory of the electrons towards the center of the
storage ring and force them to circulate in a closed orbit inside the latter, dipole
bending magnets are used. Dipole magnets inducing some beam divergence, the
latter is compensated with quadrupole magnets. The linear parts of the electron
trajectory between two consecutive bending magnets are called straight sections.
The storage ring can be operated in the multi-bunch mode (several hundreds of
bunches simultaneously in the storage ring), few bunch mode (e.g., 16 bunch mode
at the ESRF) or even single bunch mode.
The trajectory of the electrons traveling through the magnetic field of a bending
magnet is curved due to the Lorentz force. As the electron is a charged particle and
the change of its velocity direction corresponds to a centripetal acceleration, the
electron deflection is accompanied by the emission of an electromagnetic radiation.
The latter named synchrotron radiation (SR) is similar to the Bremsstrahlung of
an X-ray tube (both types of radiation are characterized by a continuous wave-
length/energy spectrum) but in the BS the radiation is predominantly due to the
deceleration of the electrons, i.e., to the diminution of the magnitude of the elec-
tron velocity, whereas in the case of SR the photons are emitted as a result of the
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Figure I.6 – Schematic diagram of an insertion device showing the
”wiggling” trajectory of the electrons. jh and jv represent the angular
spreads of the radiation in the horizontal and vertical planes (reproduced
from Ref. [25]).
change of the electron velocity direction, the magnitude of the velocity remaining,
however, nearly the same. Another difference between BS and SR is that the an-
gular distribution of the BS radiation is isotropic, whereas for SR, according to
relativistic electrodynamics, the photons are emitted in the direction of the elec-
tron motion within a narrow cone having an angular aperture equal (in radian)
to the inverse of the Lorentz factor g [26]. This means that for 6 GeV electrons
the produced SR beam has a divergence as small as 85 mrad. A further difference
between BS and SR, maybe the most important one, resides in the magnitude of
the so-called brilliance which is 104 to 1010 times higher for SR. The brilliance
gives the number of photons emitted per second by a 1 mm2 source within a solid
angle of 1 mrad2 and an energy bandwidth of 1%. The source size is given by the
cross section of the electron bunches in the center of the magnet. Furthermore,
due to the bunch structure of the electrons in the storage ring, SR is emitted as
about 70 ps long pulses with a repetition rate varying approximately between 1
MHz (single bunch mode) and 500 MHz (multi-bunch mode).
The brilliance of SR radiation sources can be further increased by replacing the
bending magnets with wigglers or undulators. Wigglers and undulators are also
called insertion devices (ID) because they are inserted in the straight sections of
the storage ring. They consist of periodic arrays of magnets designed to produce
a series of oscillations of the electrons around their otherwise straight trajectories
(see Fig. I.6). The distance between two consecutive magnets determines the so-
called ID period. The electrons whose trajectories are ”wiggled” by an insertion
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Figure I.7 – Historical graph showing the enormous increase in brilliance
of X-ray sources as a function of their date of availability (reproduced from
Ref. [25]).
device emit synchrotron radiation along the axis of the device. In the case of
a wiggler, there is no coherence between the radiation emitted by the individual
electron ”wiggles” so that the total SR flux is equivalent to that of a single bending
magnet multiplied by two times the number of periods of the magnet array. In the
case of undulators, the radiation is emitted coherently by each electron ”wiggle”
so that the total flux is equivalent to that of a single bending magnet multiplied
by the number of periods squared [25]. As the number of periods is always bigger
than 2, undulators provide photons beams with significantly higher brilliances than
wigglers (see Fig. I.7). To compensate the energy losses of the electron produced
by the SR emission, one or several RF cavities are inserted in the storage ring.
The beam lines which give access to the users to the radiation produced by the
bending magnets or insertion devices are positioned downstream along the axis of
the SR emission. Each beam line consists of an optical hutch and an experimental
hutch. The optical hutch which is connected to the storage ring via the front
end shutter contains the X-ray optics elements needed to prepare the SR beam
according to the specific requirements of the users: vertical and horizontal slits to
define the size of the beam, mirrors to cut the radiation corresponding to upper
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harmonics, crystal or multilayer monochromators to select the energy of interest
and focusing elements such as Fresnel lenses or Kirkpatrik mirrors for experiments
requiring micro- or nano-size beam spots. The samples, the detector systems and
part of the data acquisition electronics are installed in the experimental hutch. In
contrast to the optical hutch whose access is usually restricted to the sole beam
line staff, the entry to the experimental hutch is authorized for users, provided
that the front end shutter is closed. The computers and electronics needed to tune
the SR beam (energy, position and size), adjust the position of the sample and
acquire the data are located in general in a separate hutch, namely the counting
room, from where the users control online the data acquisition.
As mentioned above, the pulse length of SR is in the order of 100 ps. This is too
long to investigate processes with characteristic times under a picosecond such as
the vibrational motion in molecules or photochemical reactions. The problem has
been solved by the development of fourth-generation X-ray sources, namely the
so-called X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) that produce intense, nano-focused
and coherent femtosecond X-ray pulses. XFELs have brought a revolution in the
field of ultrafast time-resolved X-ray measurements. They also give access for
the users to non linear X-ray processes. The first hard X-ray free electron laser
source, the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), which was built on the campus
of the University of Stanford, is in operation since April 2009 [27]. Presently other
XFEL sources are operational in Japan (SACLA/SPring-8 in Harima Science Park
City) and in Italy (FERMI/Elettra in Trieste). Other ones such as the SwissFEL
facility at PSI and the European XFEL at DESY (Hamburg) will be set into
operation in 2017. The typical brilliances of different X-ray sources are presented
for comparison in Fig. I.7.
I.2 Double 1s vacancy states produced by impact
with electrons
I.2.1 Production of hollow K-shell atoms
The double K-shell ionization of neutral elements leads to the production of so-
called hollow K-shell atoms, i.e., atoms with an empty K-shell while the other outer
shells are occupied. The double K-shell ionization can be produced by collisions
with energetic heavy ions (HI) (see, e.g., [28]), light charged particles such as a
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particles (see, e.g., [29]), protons (see, e.g., [30]) and electrons (see, e.g., [31]) or
by impact with photons (see, e.g., [32]). The recent advent of X-ray free electron
laser (XFEL) facilities has given a new boost to the domain of hollow atoms. In
this case, the extremely short (10–15 s) and very intense X-ray pulses allow to
produce double K-shell vacancy states by the absorption of two photons in the
same atom [33–37].
In collisions with charged particles, the ionization results from the Coulomb in-
teraction between the incoming projectile and the electrons of the target atom.
The ionization cross section is proportional to the squared charge of the projec-
tile [38–40]. As the charged projectile can interact simultaneously with several
bound electrons, after the collision the target atom is left in most cases in a mul-
tiply ionized state. The radiative decay of such multiply ionized atoms gives rise
to complex X-ray spectra characterized by reach satellite and hypersatellite struc-
tures. For illustration the K X-ray spectrum of a Fe target bombarded by 179
MeV Ne9+ ions is presented in Fig. I.8.
As shown in Fig. I.8, in the case of heavy-ion bombardment the single and double
K-shell ionization is accompanied by a strong additional outer-shells ionization.
Whereas the L-shell satellites can be separated from their parent diagram and
hypersatellite lines, provided, however, that the measurements are performed by
means of high energy resolution spectroscopy, the M-shell satellites cannot be re-
solved because their energy shifts are smaller than the natural widths of the parent
transitions. This results in energy shifts, broadenings and asymmetric shapes of
the diagram and hypersatellite lines. As a consequence, if the aim of the measure-
ments is to determine accurately the energies, line widths and relative intensities of
K hypersatellites, softer collisions involving photons or light charged projectiles like
electrons are preferable. In this case the photon-induced or electron-induced dou-
ble K-shell ionization cross sections are several orders of magnitude smaller than
those corresponding to HI-induced double K-shell ionization. However, for photons
the small cross sections can be compensated by the high number of monochromatic
photons delivered by synchrotron radiation facilities (about 1012 ph./s). The same
holds for electrons for which currents up to about 100 mA (corresponding to about
6·1014 e–/s) can be currently obtained with standard commercial electron guns.
It should be noted here that most commercial electron guns cannot be operated
above about 20 kV so that only low-Z elements were investigated [31, 42]. An
alternative method for studying the double K-shell ionization induced by electron
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Figure I.8 – Fe Ka X-ray spectrum induced by 179 MeV Ne9+ ions. The
first two peaks at about 6391 and 6404 eV correspond to the Ka2 and Ka1
diagram lines, while the broader lines at 6432, 6461 and 6490 eV correspond
to the Ka1,2L–1, Ka1,2L–2 and Ka1,2L–3 satellite lines, respectively, i.e., to
the Ka1,2 lines with one, two or three additional spectator vacancies in the
L-shell. The Kha1,2L0,1,2 hypersatellite lines (at about 6661, 6693 and 6725
eV, respectively) which are represented enlarged in the inset, correspond to
X-ray transitions whose initial states are characterized by two vacancies in
the K-shell and zero, one and two spectator holes in the L-shell. (Taken
from Ref. [41]).
impact consists to replace the electron guns by X-ray tubes that can be operated
currently up to 60 kV or higher and use the anodes of the latter as sources of radi-
ation. This permits to extend K-hypersatellite measurements induced by electron
impact to heavier elements [43,44].
A further important difference between the double K-shell ionization induced by
heavy ions and photons or electrons resides in the projectile threshold energy. Due
to the large mass difference between heavy ions and electrons, only a tiny part of
the HI linear momentum can be indeed transferred to the bound electron so that
the HI kinetic energy should be bigger to a large extent than the absolute value
of the binding energy of the 1s electrons. For instance, in the above discussed
Ne9+ → Fe collision, the projectile threshold energy for a single K-shell ionization
of Fe is found to be about 1.5 MeV, which is more than 200 times bigger than the
ionization energy of 1s electrons of Fe. In contrast to that, in the case of ionization
induced by electron impact, the whole linear momentum of the projectile can be
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transferred to the bound electron because the two collisions partners have the
same mass so that the projectile threshold energy is equal to the ionization energy.
The same holds for photoionization since the dominant process in this case is the
photoelectric effect which becomes possible as soon as the energy of the photon
becomes equal or bigger than the ionization energy.
As in the photoelectric effect a single photon interacts with a single electron and
because the photon disappears after the interaction, the removal of the second
electron requires another process. Actually two different mechanisms contribute to
the second ionization, namely the shake [45] and the knock-out (KO) [46] processes.
In the shake process, the second electron is removed due to the abrupt change of
the atomic potential following the ionization of the first electron. The shaken
electron can be ejected into the continuum or promoted into an unfilled outer
shell. In the first case, the effect is named shake-off (SO), in the second one
shake-up (SU). The SO and SU effects are quantum mechanics effects that can be
explained by the overlap of the wave functions of the shaken electron in the initial
and final states. To preserve the energy conservation law, the energy needed for
the shake effect must be provided by the incoming photon. The shake probability
can be calculated within the Sudden Approximation (SA) model [47]. Because the
change of the atomic potential should be faster than the atomic relaxation time,
the photoelectron must leave the target atom very quickly. This means that in
a shake process the energy of the incoming photon should be significantly higher
than the double ionization threshold energy. The KO mechanism is a two step
process in which the first ionized electron hits a second bound electron which is
then ejected from the atom. This electron-electron inelastic scattering process is
also named Two-Step-One (TS1) process. The TS1 process is the dominant effect
at low photon energies, whereas the shake mechanism prevails at high photon
energies [32,48].
The double ionization induced by impact with electrons can be also explained
by the SO/SU and TS1 processes. In the case of electrons, however, a further
mechanism, the Two-Step-Two (TS2) process, may contribute to the production
of double vacancy states. In the TS2 process, the two bound electrons are ionized
by the incoming electron via two consecutive inelastic scattering processes. As for
photons, the SO/SU, TS1 and TS2 processes are energetically allowed only if the
energy needed to ionize the second bound electron is provided by the incoming
electron. In other words, the electron-induced double K-shell ionization requires
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that the kinetic energy of the incoming electron should be bigger or equal to the
threshold energy for the double 1s ionization.
I.2.2 Hypersatellite X-ray transitions
The radiative decay of hollow K-shell atoms leads to the emission of so-called Ka
and Kb hypersatellite X-ray lines. Hypersatellite transitions were observed for the
first time by Charpak [49] in 1953 but the first theoretical study of the radiative
decay of atoms with an empty K-shell is about 30 years older since this pioneering
work was already carried out in 1925 by Heisenberg [50].
Transitions decaying doubly ionized atoms are shifted towards higher energies
as compared to diagram transitions decaying atoms with a single vacancy. The
vacancy which is not filled by the radiative transition is called spectator vacancy
because the latter is not directly involved in the transition. The energy shift is due
to the diminution of the electron screening originating from the spectator vacancy.
This diminution of the electronic screening leads to enhanced binding energies
for all atomic levels but the enhancement diminishes with the principal quantum
number of the atomic level, which results into a net increase of the transition
energy. Moreover, the measurements show that the energy shifts of X-ray lines
emitted by doubly-ionized atoms decrease with the principal quantum number
of the shell where the spectator vacancy is located. As a consequence, satellites
with the spectator vacancy in the L-shell are more shifted than satellites with the
spectator hole in the M-shell, which in turn are more shifted than satellites with the
spectator hole in the N-shell, and so on. The strongest energy shift is thus observed
when the spectator vacancy is located in the same shell as the initial vacancy. In
this case the shift is much bigger than the one observed for other satellites and,
for this reason, it was proposed by Briand [51] to name hypersatellites these most
shifted satellites. The measurements show also that the energy shifts of X-ray
satellites increase with the principal quantum number of the shell from which the
transition electron originates. This explains why satellites and hypersatellites of
Kb X-ray lines (K–1-M–1 transitions) are more shifted than those of Ka X-ray lines
(K–1-L–1 transitions).
The diagram Ka1,2 and hypersatellite Kha1,2 transitions are represented in Fig.
I.9. The transition probabilities per electron of the Ka1 and Ka2 transitions are
nearly the same so that, due to the fact that the 2p3/2 subshell contains 4 elec-
trons and the 2p1/2 only 2, the I(Ka1)/I(Ka2) intensity ratio is about 2 for all
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elements throughout the periodic table. This is no more true for hypersatellite
transitions because the Kha1 hypersatellite which corresponds to the 1S0 - 3P1
spin-flip transition (DS=1) is forbidden by the E1 selection rules in the pure LS
coupling. The Kha1 transition is, however, allowed in the jj coupling. On the
other hand, the Kha2 hypersatellite which corresponds to the 1S0 - 1P1 transition
(DS=0, i.e., no spin flip) is allowed by the E1 selection rules in both coupling
schemes. Thus, for hypersatellites the I(Kha1)/I(Kha2) intensity ratio is nearly
zero for light elements, for which the LS coupling scheme prevails, while tending
to the value of 2 for heavy elements which are governed by the jj coupling scheme.
In the case of mid heavy elements for which the intermediate coupling scheme ap-
plies, the I(Kha1)/I(Kha2) intensity ratio grows progressively between these two
extremes as a function of the atomic number Z. Exactly the same holds for the
I(Khb1)/I(Khb3) yield ratio since the Khb1 hypersatellite corresponds again to the
spin-flip transition 1S0 - 3P1 which is forbidden by the E1 selection rules in the LS
coupling scheme and thus not observable for light elements, whereas the transition
corresponding to the Khb3 hypersatellite is allowed in both the LS and jj coupling
schemes.
Figure I.9 – Schematic illustration of the (a) Ka1 and Ka2 diagram tran-
sitions and (b) Kha1 and Kha2 hypersatellite transitions.
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Accurate measurements of hypersatellite energies represent a powerful tool to
probe the goodness of atomic structure calculations. Energies of hypersatellite
transitions are indeed more sensitive than diagram transitions to the Breit inter-
action, relativistic effects and quantum electrodynamics (QED) corrections. From
the hypersatellite-to-diagram line yield ratios, the double-to-single K-shell ioniza-
tion cross section ratios PKK can be derived. In the case of DPI the PKK ratios
were investigated carefully [32] because many results from SR-based measurements
are available in the literature. For electron-induced double K-shell ionization, how-
ever, PKK values are scarce and only available for few light elements [31,42,52–54].
Furthermore, as mentioned above, the I(Kha1)/I(Kha2) intensity ratio varies as a
function of the atomic number Z from 0 to 2, allowing thus to probe the interme-
diacy of the coupling scheme across the periodic table [29,44]. Finally, the natural
line widths of K hypersatellite X-ray lines permit to determine the mean lifetimes
of double 1s vacancy states and to compare the latter to theoretical predictions.
In the present study, the Ka hypersatellite X-ray spectra of Sc (Z=21), Cr (Z=24)
and Cu (Z=29) induced by electron impact were measured by means of high energy
resolution spectroscopy. For the lightest element, the extremely weak Kb hyper-
satellite could also be measured. As for electrons the maximum ionization cross
section is observed at energies that are about 2 times bigger than the ionization
threshold, for each element the electron kinetic energy was chosen to be around 2
times bigger than the threshold energy for the double 1s ionization. The energy
shifts of the hypersatellites with respect to their parent diagram lines and their
natural line widths were determined and compared to existing experimental and
theoretical data. The double-to-single-ionization cross section ratios PKK were
derived from the measured relative intensities of the hypersatellites and compared
to other PKK values found in the literature for electrons and photons.
I.3 Chemical sensitivity of photoinduced Kb hy-
persatellite transitions in Cr compounds
Third-generation synchrotron radiation (SR) facilities have boosted the develop-
ment of high-energy resolution X-ray spectroscopic techniques, such as X-ray emis-
sion (XES), resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS), high energy resolution
fluorescence detected X-ray absorption (HERFD-XAS), partial fluorescence yield
(PFY) XAS and X-ray Raman spectroscopy (XRS). X-ray emission spectroscopy
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of inner-core and valence-to-core (VtC) transitions in resonant and non-resonant
excitation conditions is a powerful technique to probe the electronic structure and
chemical state of matter [55–60]. In the soft X-ray regime XES is a popular tech-
nique because of its unique capabilities to investigate transition metal oxides and
surface chemistry of adsorbates [61] [62,63]. Because of the penetrating properties
of hard X-rays, hard X-ray emission has more advantages over soft X-ray emis-
sion in terms of sample environment (temperature, pressure, gas feed) allowing
for in – situ experiments [55,64]. Over the past years numerous studies have been
performed on transition metal complexes, important enzymes, geometrical com-
pounds and catalytic systems using high-energy resolution X-ray spectroscopic
techniques [57,60,64–74].
High-energy resolution and high collection efficiency are prerequisite in order to
measure X-ray line energy shifts of few eV or less, as well as to evince small
variations in X-ray line intensities and spectral shapes. Efficient collection of X-
rays with high-energy resolution can be achieved by using curved-crystal X-ray
spectrometers. For hard X-ray radiation Bragg-type perfect-crystal X-ray optics
are commonly used. First Bragg-type curved-crystal spectrometer designs were
presented in 1930s by Johann [75], Johansson [76], and von Hamos [77]. In the
case of the Johann and Johannson geometry a point-to-point focusing scheme is
realized, where both the crystal analyzer and the detector are moved, whereas the
von Hamos geometry allows collecting a spectrum over a certain energy bandwidth
without moving any parts. Non-dispersive or vertical focusing corresponds to the
von Hamos geometry and for the dispersive or horizontal focusing to the Johann
or Johansson geometries. The best focusing conditions with bent crystals were
first described by DuMond and Kirkpatrick in 1930 [78]. More details on the early
developments of curved-crystal spectrometers can be found in DuMond and Chap
[79] and Knowles and Chap [80]. The Rowland-circle based Johann and Johannson
geometries, as well as the von Hamos geometry are used today to construct curved-
crystal X-ray spectrometers. Various hard X-ray spectrometers based on Bragg
reflections from single or multiple perfect crystals have been developed [81,82,82–
92]. Nowadays, several synchrotron facilities offer hard X-ray beam lines which are
equipped with high resolution multi-crystal spectrometers [55,84,85,88,90,93–99].
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Figure I.10 – Schematic illustration for the (a) Kb1, Kb3, Kb2 and Kb5
transitions and (b) Khb1- and Khb3-hypersatellite transitions.
For 3d transition metals and its compounds the Kb X-ray emission spectra pro-
vide information on the electronic structure, oxidation state, ligand type and
metal-ligand bond length, and spin state. A schematic of the Kb1, Kb3, Kb2
and Kb5 and the hypersatellite Khb1,3 transitions is represented in Fig. I.10.
The solid- and chemical-effects on the Kb1,3 diagram and the Kb2,5 VtC tran-
sitions are well known, and numerous measurements of the Kb X-ray emission
spectra of 3d transition metals have been performed using synchrotron radiation,
proton, electron and heavy ion excitations to investigate the energy shifts, inten-
sity ratios, relative positions and widths of the elements and their chemical com-
pounds [55,57,59,100–110]. In contrast, the sensitivity of the Khb1,3 hypersatellite
transitions to chemical-effects has not been explored. High energy resolution data
for photoinduced hypersatellite Khb1,3 transtions are scarse because of the low
double K-shell photoionization cross sections [32, 48, 111], and transition yields
(e.g., for Cr the intensity ratio of Khb to the strongest diagram transition Ka
is only about 5×10–5). Hitherto, only two high-resolution measurements of the
Khb1,3 hypersatellite transitions induced by photon impact have been published,
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those of Diamant et al. [112] for elemental Fe and of Huotari et al. [113] for Ti
metal.
The objective of this work was thus to investigate the influence of the chemical state
on the Khb1,3 hypersatellite spectra of Cr induced by single-photon double K-shell
ionization. The Kb-hypersatellite, and also the Kb1,3 diagram and VtC spectra
of metallic Cr and Cr compounds were measured with the 7-crystal Johann-type
hard X-ray spectrometer [92] at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource
(SSRL) by applying the high-resolution XES spectroscopy technique. The chemical
effects on the energies, intensities, shapes, and widths of Kb X-ray emission spectra
were investigated for Cr in four nominal oxidation states: Cr (Cr0), Cr2O3 (Cr3+),
CrO2 (Cr4+) and K2Cr2O7 (Cr6+). Chemical speciation of chromium is important
as it is widely used in chemical industry and also because its two common oxidation
states Cr3+ and Cr6+ appearing in nature are toxic, where Cr6+ ion is about
one hundred times more toxic than Cr3+ [96]. The Cr4+ ion has also gained
interest since CrO2 was found to be a half-metallic ferromagnet [114, 115] and
it has many applications in speed sensors, read sensors for magnetic disc drives,
random access memories for computers and new generation of spintronic devices
[116–120]. Further, high resolution XES data of Kb-hypersatellites allow for a
stringent comparison with atomic structure calculations.
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II.1 Preamble
X-Ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy is widely applied at synchrotron ra-
diation sources where the bright, coherent, micro-focused, time-resolved, energy
tunable and monochromatic X-ray beams are routinely used to analyze samples
from different disciplines such as physics [121–124], chemistry [125, 126], environ-
mental sciences [127], geology [128], cultural heritage [129], archeology [130] and
biomedicine [131]. For external users, however, the access to such advanced re-
search facilities is not so easy. For each experiment a proposal should be indeed
submitted and if accepted the allotted beam time is only available several months
after the proposal acceptance. In addition, the available beam time is usually lim-
ited to several days. It can be also noted that many XAFS applications which do
not really require fine focus, high flux and time resolved X-ray beams are neverthe-
less performed in most cases at SR facilities because of the lack of any alternative.
However, alternative methods for XAFS measurements that do not need the full
performance of SR beam lines do exist. They are provided by laboratory-based
setups which offer the advantages of lower costs and better accessibility. Although
such setups using conventional X-ray sources have played an important role in
the early development of the XAFS technique [132–135], only sporadic in-house
XAFS applications have been reported in the literature [136–146] since the ad-
vent of third-generation SR sources. More recently a laboratory-based hard X-ray
monochromator for high-resolution XES and XANES measurements and a setup
for single shot XANES measurements in the laboratory were developed at the Uni-
versity of Washington [147] and the University of Berlin [148], respectively. The
possibility to use a DuMond curved crystal spectrometer as a monochromator for
XAFS measurements around the K-edges of mid heavy elements such as Mo was
also demonstrated [149, 150]. In the present work, we discuss an experimental
setup based on a von Hamos curved crystal spectrometer and a side-window X-ray
tube for laboratory-based XAFS measurements around the K-edges of elements
with 11≤ Z ≤ 40, L-edges of elements with 30≤ Z ≤ 82 and M-edges of elements
with Z ≥ 60.
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II.2 Experimental setup and methodology
The new laboratory-based setup for X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements
is based on the von Hamos curved crystal spectrometer of Fribourg [151] which
was developed about 20 years ago for high-resolution XES measurements. The
spectrometer can be employed for in-house projects using X-ray tubes or electron
guns for the production of the sample fluorescence. Thanks to its compactness,
the spectrometer can be also transported and installed at external big facilities
for projects requiring synchrotron radiation or heavy-ion beams. As this Bragg-
type bent crystal X-ray spectrometer represents the key part of the new XAFS
setup, its working principles and main characteristics are briefly outlined in the
next subsection.
II.2.1 Von Hamos crystal spectrometer
Figure II.1 – Schematic drawing of the von Hamos spectrometer. The main
components are represented in the different insets.
As shown in Fig.II.1, the spectrometer consists of an effective X-ray source defined
by a vertical rectangular Ta slit placed in front of the sample, a cylindrically bent
crystal and a position sensitive CCD detector. The sample-slit system, crystal and
detector are enclosed in a 180 cm long × 62 cm wide × 24.5 cm high stainless steel
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vacuum chamber which can be pumped down to 10–6 mbar by means of a turbo-
molecular pump. On the top of the chamber three circular flanges give access to
the sample, crystal and detector. Additional flanges are located on the side wall
to connect the spectrometer under different angles to the beam line at external
facilities. For in-house measurements, the X-ray tube is mounted on the flange
located above the target chamber and the electron gun on the first beam port.
In the von Hamos geometry [152] the crystal is bent cylindrically around a hor-
izontal axis parallel to the direction of dispersion and provides focusing in the
vertical direction. The front surface of the detector, the slit center and the axis
of curvature of the crystal are all contained in the same vertical plane. The slit-
to-crystal and crystal-to-detector distances are equal. For given fixed positions of
the crystal and detector, a certain angular range which is determined mainly by
the extension of the CCD detector along the dispersion direction is covered by the
crystal so that a certain energy range (30-300 eV depending on the Bragg angle
and employed crystal) can be measured at once in a scanless mode of operation.
To cover a wider energy domain, the crystal and detector are moved along their
translation axis, the detector twice as much as the crystal but the position of
the slit remains unchanged. The Bragg angles that can be covered with the von
Hamos spectrometer of Fribourg vary between 24.4◦ and 61.1◦. With the use of
different crystals whose radius of curvature is 25.4 cm, the energy range covered by
the spectrometer extends theoretically from 0.6 keV to 16.7 keV but due the low
efficiency of the CCD detector at low and high photon energies, the spectrometer
is normally used between 1 keV and 15 keV.
The translations of the crystal and detector (see Fig. II.2) are achieved via
threaded spindles driven by remote-controlled stepping motors. For each axis, one
motor step produces a displacement of 5 mm. For a given photon energy E, the
distance xc between the crystal center and the slit, measured along the dispersion
axis, is given by:
xc = R · cot(ϑ), (II.1)
where R stands for the radius of curvature of the crystal and ϑ for the Bragg angle.
The latter can be deduced from the Bragg law [153]:
ϑ = Arcsin
{
12.398[keV · Å] · n
2dhk`[Å] · E[keV]
}
, (II.2)
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Figure II.2 – (a) CCD chip (hardly visible) and remote-controlled X-ray
shutter. (b) Bent crystal and SDD detector. The latter mounted on the
top of the crystal support serves to monitor the beam intensity during ex-
periments at external facilities. (c) Top view of the interior of the vacuum
chamber with the crystal and detector. The target chamber which is not
visible is located on the left side hand of the photograph. The Schneeberger
rails and threaded spindles used to move the detector and the crystal can be
seen in a), b) and partly in c).
where n is the diffraction order and dhk` the spacing of the diffraction planes (hk`)
of the crystal. As in the von Hamos geometry the distances between the source
and the crystal and the crystal and the detector should be equal, the distance
along the dispersion axis xd between the center of the CCD chip and the slit is
similarly given by:
xd = 2 · R · cot(ϑ). (II.3)
In the von Hamos slit geometry, the center of the sample should be located behind
the slit on the straight line joining the slit and the crystal centers. This means
that the sample position should be changed whenever the Bragg angle, i.e., the
crystal position, is modified. This alignment is realized by translating the sample
along the so-called TAF axis that is perpendicular to the direction of dispersion.
The target carriage position is given by the following relation:
yTAF = d · tan(ϑ), (II.4)
where d=2.5 cm represents the distance along the dispersion axis between the slit
and the TAF axis. The slit is mechanically coupled to the target carriage through
a thin rod so that it remains automatically perpendicular to the direction defined
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Figure II.3 – Photograph of the target chamber of the von Hamos spec-
trometer. The sample position can be adjusted along two translation axes
(TAF and TAT) and a vertical rotation axis (TAL).
by the sample and crystal centers for any TAF position. The sample transverse
position (TAT axis) and sample orientation (TAL axis) (see Fig. II.3) can also be
adjusted via remote-controlled stepping motors. The target barrel allows to mount
simultaneously four different samples. It is equipped with a remote-controlled
stepping motor (TAB axis) which permits to select the sample to be measured.
The slit width can be adjusted by means of a micrometer screw. Depending on
the required instrumental resolution, the width can be varied between 0.05 and
0.5 mm.
The X-rays diffracted by the crystal are detected with a position-sensitive CCD
camera. For the present XAS project, a back-illuminated CCD chip with a deple-
tion depth of about 20 mm was employed. This camera consists of 1340 pixels (in
the direction of dispersion) and 400 pixels (in the vertical direction) with a pixel
size of 20 mm. The diffracted X-rays build a two-dimensional pattern on the CCD
surface. Thanks to the energy resolution capability of the CCD, good pixel events
can be sorted by setting appropriate charge or energy windows during the pixel
reading. To avoid multiple hits on the same pixels, rather short exposure times in
the order of 1 s are used. A measurement consists usually of several hundreds or
thousands of images depending on the count rate. All filtered images are added
and the sum is then projected onto the dispersion axis to get the one-dimensional
X-ray position spectrum. The latter is then converted into an energy spectrum
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via the calibration procedure (see Subsect. II.4.1).
II.2.2 XAS setup
XAS measurements are performed in the transmission mode (see Sect. I.1.3). The
sample is placed either between the X-ray tube and the crystal, e.g., in front of
the slit, or between the crystal and the detector, e.g., in front of the detector
(see Fig.II.4). The X-ray tube is oriented so that the center of the electron beam
spot on the anode, the center of the slit and the center of the crystal are aligned
along the direction determined by the Bragg angle corresponding to the measured
absorption edge. When the sample is placed in front of the slit, the Bremsstrahlung
from the X-ray tube passes first through the sample and then the transmitted
radiation is analyzed by the crystal. When the sample is placed in front of the
detector, the Bremsstrahlung is first ”monochromatized” by the crystal and then
the fraction of the diffracted radiation which is transmitted through the absorber
is detected by the CCD. Note that in both cases the transmitted intensity I(E) of
the Bremsstrahlung X-rays belonging to the energy range selected by the crystal
is measured in a straightforward way by the CCD and there is no need to vary
any element of the spectrometer (scanless measurement).
Figure II.4 – Von Hamos setup for laboratory-based XAS measurements.
The sample can be placed either at position (1) (in front of the slit) or at
position (2) (in front of the CCD detector). The crystal and detector positions
are set according to the Bragg law
.
The alignment of the X-ray tube that depends on the Bragg angle is realized by
rotating the flange supporting the tube by an angle ϕ around a vertical axis passing
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through the flange center. As the tube is not coaxial with the flange, an additional
rotation of the X-ray tube around its axis by an angle g is required to align the
normal to the center of the X-ray tube window on the slit-crystal direction (see
Fig. II.5). The angle g is indeed equal to zero only when the straight line joining
the crystal and slit centers passes through the center of the flange. According to
the schematic drawing presented in Fig. II.6, this condition is fulfilled for:
ϑ = Arctan
[
b
d
]
= Arctan
[
2.2[cm]
2.5[cm]
]
= 41.3◦. (II.5)
For Bragg angles ϑ 6= 41.3◦, g reads:
g = Arcsin
[
a · cos(ϑ)
c
]
, (II.6)
where c = 4.5 cm and the length a is given by:
a = d · tan(ϑ) – b. (II.7)
From the two above equations one sees that g > 0 (anti-clockwise rotation of the
tube) for ϑ > 41.3◦ and g < 0 (clockwise rotation of the tube) for ϑ < 41.3◦.
Finally, as shown in Fig. II.6, the angle ϕ can be written as:
ϕ = 90◦ + ϑ+ g. (II.8)
Note that in the standard operation of the von Hamos spectrometer (XES mea-
surements) the X-ray tube is positioned at ϕ = g = 0.
Figure II.5 – Rotary flange for the angular alignment of the X-ray tube
with the angles ϕ and g.
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Figure II.6 – Schematic illustration of the angles ϕ, g and ϑ for the case
ϑ ≥41.3 deg.
The measurement of a XAS spectrum is realized in the following way: first the
crystal and detector are positioned according to the Bragg angle corresponding to
the absorption edge of interest using the equations II.1, II.2 and II.3. The slit is set
perpendicularly to the direction defined by the Bragg angle via the stepping motor
of the TAF axis (see equation II.4) and the X-ray tube is aligned according to the
above mentioned procedure (see equations II.6, II.7 and II.8). The intensity I0(E)
of the Bremsstrahlung corresponding to the selected energy region is measured and
then the measurement is repeated, using exactly the same positions for the crystal,
detector and slit as well as the same orientation, high-voltage and intensity of the
X-ray tube, but this time the sample to be analysed is inserted in front of the slit
or in front of the CCD detector. This second measurement provides the intensity
I(E). The absorption coefficient m(E) is then calculated, using equation I.4. For
illustration, the intensities I0(E) and I(E) and the resulting absorption coefficient
m(E) are depicted for the K-edge of Ti in Fig. II.7. The spectra were calibrated
in energy from measurements of the Ka1 X-ray lines of Ti and V, using the values
reported in Ref. [5] for the energies of these transitions.
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Figure II.7 – (a) Measured incident (open blue circles) and transmitted
(open red circles) photon intensities around the K-edge of Ti. (b) Total
absorption coefficient m(E) deduced from (a). The sample thickness was
2.07 mm and the X-ray tube (Cr anode) was operated at 10 kV × 10 mA.
The measurement was performed using a Si(220) crystal and the sample was
placed in front of the slit (width of 0.2 mm).
II.2.3 Optimization of the setup parameters
In order to probe the sensitivity of the setup to different parameters and to opti-
mize the latter, several test-measurements concerning the sample location, sample
thickness, high voltage of the X-ray tube and choice of the crystal were performed.
All measurements focused on the K-absorption edge of metallic Cu and they were
made using a Cr X-ray tube and a slit width of 0.2 mm.
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Sample location
Figure II.8 – Comparison between the Cu K-edge absorption spectra mea-
sured with a 2.91 mm thick metallic foil placed in front of the slit (green
curve) and in front of the CCD (red curve). Both spectra were measured
with a SiO2(22¯3) crystal and the X-ray tube was operated at 15 kV×15 mA.
As mentioned before, the sample can be placed either in front of the slit or in
front of the detector. In the latter case, the dimensions of the sample should be
large enough to cover the CCD surface and the thickness should be uniform to
avoid a fake modulation of the transmitted intensity. In addition, as the Bragg
angle varies continuously along the dispersion axis of the CCD, the thickness h
of the sample can no longer be considered as constant and has to be replaced
by h/sin(ϑ) in equation I.4. A further source of possible systematic error when
the sample is placed in front of the CCD is the fluorescence produced in the right
hand part of the sample which is irradiated by diffracted photons having an energy
bigger than the absorption edge. As the sample is lying just in front the detector,
this fluorescence is collected within a big solid angle and might not be completely
eliminated by the energy window set on the CCD to sort good pixel events. This
fluorescence signal increases the transmitted intensity, which leads to a too small
value of the absorption coefficient. This problem is not encountered when the
sample is placed in front of the slit because, in this case, the fluorescence lines
are filtered by the crystal. For all these reasons, all XAS measurements discussed
hereafter (see Sect. II.3) were performed with the sample in front of the slit.
To illustrate the above discussion, the XAS spectra of a 2.91 mm thick Cu foil
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placed in front of the slit and in front of the CCD are presented in Fig. II.8.
The variation of the sample thickness resulting from the change of the Bragg
angle along the horizontal axis of the CCD was considered in the second spectrum
(sample in front of the CCD). The drop of the absorption coefficient observed
below 8910 eV (red curve) is due to the fact that the length of the foil in the
direction of dispersion (about 24 mm) was smaller than the CCD length (27 mm).
A further more important difference between the two spectra concerns the pre-edge
structure which is not seen in the measurement performed with the foil in front of
the CCD. The pre-edge structure is due to the resonant excitation of 1s electrons
into the 3d+4s hybridized levels. When the foil is placed in front of the CCD, the
increase of m(E) arising from this resonant excitation is canceled by a simultaneous
fake diminution of the absorption coefficient due to the Kb5 fluorescence (4d-1s
transition) produced in the sample. One can also see that between the edge and
about 8930 eV the values of the total absorption coefficient m(E) obtained with the
foil placed in front of the CCD (red curve) are somewhat bigger, whereas above
8930 eV the two XAS spectra are again overlapping. This might indicate some
local inhomogeinity of the foil thickness. On the other hand, it seems that in
this case the contamination of the transmitted intensity by the foil fluorescence is
negligible, the Ka and Kb fluorescence lines from the absorber being eliminated
by the energy window set on the CCD to sort good events.
Sample thickness
To probe the influence of the sample thickness, the XAS spectrum of Cu around
the K-edge was measured using three foils whose thicknesses were 2.91 mm, 10.21
mm and 20.07 mm, respectively. The results are depicted in Fig. II.9. According
to Ref. [11], the sample thickness should fulfill the condition m · r · h ≤ 1. For the
thinnest sample, this condition is satisfied (m · r · h ∼= 0.7), but not for the thicker
ones (m · r · h ∼= 2.5 and m · r · h ∼= 5.0, respectively). It is thus not surprising
that the XANES oscillations are less pronounced in the spectrum corresponding
to the 10.21 mm thick sample and almost invisible in the XAS spectrum measured
with the 20.07 mm thick sample. Depending on the sample thickness, the XANES
oscillations are indeed more or less smeared out by the effects discussed in [11]. In
addition, as shown, the absorption coefficients m(E) above the edge derived from
the thicker samples’ measurements are smaller by about 15% and 30%, respectively,
than the one of the thinnest sample. The ”hole” around 8905 eV which can be
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seen in the XAS spectra of the two thicker samples is due to the Kb1,3 X-ray line
produced in the sample and diffracted by the crystal. This fluorescence intensity
increases fakeley the transmitted intensity, which results into a ”negative line” in
the absorption spectrum.
Figure II.9 – Comparison between the Cu K-edge absorption spectra mea-
sured with samples having thicknesses of 2.91 mm (green curve), 10.21 mm
(blue curve) and 20.07 mm (red curve). All three spectra were measured
with the sample placed in front of the slit, a high voltage of 15 kV and the
SiO2(22¯3) crystal.
X-ray tube high voltage
According to equation I.9, the power of the Bremsstrahlung emitted by an X-ray
tube increases quadratically with the high voltage applied to the tube. To get
XAS spectra with a good statistics in reasonable acquisition times, it could seem
logical to operate the X-ray tube at the highest possible voltage. However, the
XAS spectrum might be then contaminated by X-rays diffracted by the crystal at
higher orders and having thus energies 2 or even 3 times bigger than the measured
edge energy. These ”upper harmonics” X-rays, which are not fully eliminated by
the energy window set on the CCD, falsify the XAS data because their absorption
by the sample is smaller and not affected by the edge. To obtain reliable and precise
absorption coefficients m(E), it is therefore preferable to chose a high-voltage U so
that e · U ≤ 2 · Eedge and to collect the data in longer acquisition times.
The high voltage effect is illustrated in Fig. II.10 showing the K-edge absorption
spectra of Cu measured with the Cr X-ray tube operated at 15 kV and 45 kV,
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respectively. The measurements were performed with the 2.91 mm-thick foil placed
in front of the slit and the SiO2(22¯3) crystal. As shown, the absorption spectrum
measured at 45 kV (red curve) does not give correct absorption coefficients. The
latter are indeed found to be too small above the absorption edge as a result of
the presence of intruder photons of higher energies in the measured I0(E) and I(E)
spectra. It can be also noted that the ”negative” imprint of the Kb1,3 X-ray line
at 8905 eV is more pronounced in the spectrum measured at 45 kV, as expected.
Figure II.10 – Comparison between the Cu K-edge spectra measured at 15
kV×15 mA (green curve) and 45 kV×15 mA (red curve) using a SiO2(22¯3)
crystal. The 2.91 mm thick Cu foil was placed in front of the slit.
Choosing the right crystal
In order to probe the effects of the chosen crystal on the shape of the XAS spectra,
the Cu K absorption edge was measured with three different crystals, namely
SiO2(22¯3), Si(333) and Ge(440) (see Table II.2). For these measurements, the
2.91 mm thick Cu foil was placed in front of the slit and the X-ray tube was
operated at 15 kV×15 mA. The corresponding XAS spectra are presented in Fig.
II.11.
It can be seen that the absorption coefficients determined with the Si(333) and
Ge(440) crystals differ somewhat from those obtained with the SiO2(22¯3) crys-
tal. For Si(333) the tiny differences below the edge are not significant, whereas
the about 7% smaller absorption coefficients above the edge are probably due
to a weak contamination of I0(E) and to a smaller extent I(E) by 3 keV photons.
Bremsstrahlung photons having an energy of about 3 keV are indeed also diffracted
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by the crystal but in first order. Considering that the reflectivity of the Si(111) at
3 keV is about 10 times bigger than the reflectivity of the Si(333) at 9 keV (rounded
value of the Cu K-edge energy), that the efficiency of the CCD is 5 times bigger at
3 keV than at 9 keV [154] and that the number of 3 keV Bremsstrahlung photons
emitted by the Cr tube operated at 15 kV is about 3 times smaller than the one
of 9 keV photons, the number of 3 keV photons is more than 15 times higher than
the one of 9 keV photons. As a consequence, the fraction of 3 keV photons which
are not eliminated by the CCD energy window or make triple hits on single CCD
pixels (in this case the charge deposed on the pixels is equal to that of 9 keV
photons) is not completely negligible. However, as the absorption coefficient of Cu
for 3 keV photons is high, this contamination affects predominantly I0. This fake
excess of intensity of I0 leads to a diminution of the absorption coefficients. The
calculations show that the diminution is about three times bigger above the edge
than below, as observed. Note that the reflectivity of the Si(111) crystal in second
order of diffraction is zero so that there is no additional contamination by 6 keV
photons.
For the Ge(440) crystal, the deviations are more pronounced. Actually the ab-
sorption coefficients are too big below the edge (63 instead of 45 cm2/g) and too
small above the edge (262 instead of 309 cm2/g). The explanation is similar to the
one given for the Si(333) crystal but in this case the excess of intensity is due pre-
dominantly to the fluorescence of the crystal itself. The K X-rays of Ge produced
by the incoming Bremsstrahlung radiation are indeed not fully eliminated by the
energy window set on the CCD. This fluorescence effect is not observed with the
SiO2 and Si crystals because the average energies of the O and Si K X-ray lines
(0.5 and 1.7 keV, respectively) are far apart from the K-edge of Cu (about 9 keV),
whereas the energies of the Ge K X-rays (about 10 keV) are significantly closer to
it.
The excess of intensity due to the fluorescence of the crystal can be estimated from
the following equations derived from the relation I.4:
m(Eb) =
ln
[ I0–x
Ib–k·x
]
r · h (II.9)
and
m(Ea) =
ln
[ I0–x
Ia–k·x
]
r · h , (II.10)
where m(Eb) and m(Ea) and Ib and Ia represent the total absorption coefficients of
Cu and the intensities of the transmitted beams just below and above the K-edge,
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respectively, I0 stands for the average intensity of the incoming beam and x for the
contamination fraction of the latter by fluorescence photons, while k is a constant
given by:
k = e–mav·r·h, (II.11)
where mav represents the absorption coefficient of Cu averaged over the energy
range of the incoming radiation. Assuming that the edge lies in the center of the
energy range and that the incoming radiation is nearly constant, the parameter k
reads:
k = e
–m(Eb)·r·h + e–m(Ea)·r·h
2 . (II.12)
The overdetermined system of equations [II.9,II.10] can be solved by means of a
least-squares-fitting method, i.e., by solving the equation:
d
dx

[
ln
(
I0 – x
Ib – k · x
)
– r · h · mb
]2
+
[
ln
(
I0 – x
Ia – k · x
)
– r · h · ma
]2 = 0. (II.13)
Inserting in the latter equation the values I0=0.545 s–1, Ib=0.462 s–1 and Ia=0.275
s–1 obtained from the Ge(440) measurements, the values m(Eb)=45 cm2/g and
m(Ea)=309 cm2/g deduced from the XAS spectrum measured with the SiO2(22¯3)
crystal and the result k=0.688 provided by Eq. II.12, a value of 0.134 s–1 is
found for the excess intensity x. Using this result in equations II.9 and II.10,
values which are consistent within the quoted errors with the SiO2(22¯3) data are
retrieved for the total absorption coefficients below and above the edge, namely
m(Eb)=38 cm2/g and m(Ea)=305 cm2/g.
Figure II.11 – Comparison between the Cu K-edge absorption spectra
measured with a SiO2(22¯3) (green curve), Si(333) (blue curve) and a Ge(440)
crystal (red curve).
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II.3 Measurements
The present XAS setup based on the von Hamos spectrometer of Fribourg was
employed to measure the absorption spectra around the K edges of Ti, Fe, Cu and
Ge and around the L3-edges of Mo, Ag, Hf, Ta and Pt. For Mo and Ag, the XAS
spectra around the L2- and L1-edges were also measured. All measurements were
performed with a slit width of 0.2 mm. More information about the employed sam-
ples, crystals and X-ray tube operational characteristics are given in the Subsect.
II.3.1.
II.3.1 Samples, crystals and X-ray tubes
The samples consisted of thin metallic foils with elemental purities higher than
99.99% which were provided by Goodfellow [155]. All samples were weighted and
their dimensions were measured to get accurate thicknesses in [mg/cm2]. Divided
the latter by the sample density, the effective thicknesses in [mm] were obtained. In
these calculations, it was assumed that the sample surface oxidation was negligible.
The weights, dimensions, densities and thicknesses of the samples are listed in
Table II.1. The relative uncertainty on the sample thickness was estimated to be
about 2.5%. This value includes a relative uncertainty of 2% for possible thickness
inhomogeneities.
Table II.1 – Weights, dimensions, densities and thicknesses of the measured
samples. The notation 2.07(5) means 2.07±0.05.
Element / Edge Mass [mg] Area [mm2] Density [g/cm3] Thickness [mm]
Z=22, Ti / K 5.87 25.0 × 25.0 4.540 2.07(5)
Z=26, Fe / K 10.13 25.0 × 25.0 7.874 2.06(5)
Z=29, Cu / K 16.00 25.0 × 24.5 8.960 2.91(7)
Z=32, Ge / K 6.67 25.0 × 25.0 5.323 2.00(5)
Z=42, Mo / L1,2,3 4.61 14.6 × 24.9 10.22 1.24(3)
Z=47, Ag / L1,2,3 5.02 25.8 × 15.8 10.50 1.17(3)
Z=72, Hf / L3 23.40 25.0 × 24.8 13.31 2.84(7)
Z=73, Ta / L3 12.80 25.0 × 15.0 16.65 2.05(5)
Z=78, Pt / L3 4.70 16.0 × 7.0 21.45 1.96(5)
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The measurements were performed with four different crystals whose specifications
are given in Table II.2. The energy range covered by each crystal in first order of
diffraction was determined by inserting in the Bragg law the maximum (≈ 61.1◦)
and minimum (≈ 24.4◦) angles at which the von Hamos spectrometer of Fribourg
can be operated. For higher diffraction orders n, the minimum and maximum
energies are obtained by multiplying the values reported in Table II.2 by n.
Table II.2 – Dimensions and double interplanar spacing 2dhk` of the crys-
tals used in the XAS measurements. The energy range covered by each
crystal in first order of diffraction is also indicated.
Crystal Dimensions [mm3] 2dhk`[A˚] Energy range [keV]
Si(111) 100×50×0.3 6.271 2.258-4.788
Ge(220) 100×50×0.3 4.000 3.539-7.505
Si(220) 100×50×0.3 3.840 3.687-7.818
SiO2(22¯3) 100×50×0.4 2.750 5.149-10.919
The specific conditions at which the K and L XAS spectra were collected are
summarized in Table II.3. Note that the notation Si(333) is equivalent to Si(111)
in third order of diffraction. Similarly, Si(440) and Ge(440) are equivalent to
Si(220) and Ge(220) in second order of diffraction.
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Table II.3 – Experimental parameters used for the measurements of the
K and L-edges. The energy calibration of the spectra was carried out by
measuring the reference X-ray lines listed in the fourth column.
Edge X-ray tube (U×i) Crystal Calibrationa Acq. time [s]
Ti K Cr (10 kV×10mA) Si(220) V Ka1(4952.22) Cr
Ka1(5414.80)
I0(E): 8’000
I(E): 30’000
Fe K Cr (11 kV×11mA) SiO2(22¯3) Co Ka1(6930.38)
Ni Ka1(7478.25)
I0(E): 10’000
I(E): 40’000
Cu K Cr (15 kV×15mA) SiO2(22¯3) Zn Ka1(8638.91)
Ge Ka1 (9886.52)
I0(E): 8’000
I(E): 30’000
Ge K Cr (20 kV×20mA) Si(440) Se Ka1 (11222.52) I0(E): 8’000
I(E): 30’000
Mo L3 Cu (4 kV×9 mA) Si(111) Cl Ka1 (2622.44)
K Ka1 (3313.95)
I0(E): 40’000
I(E): 60’000
Mo L2 Cu (4 kV×9 mA) Si(111) Cl Ka1 (2622.44)
K Ka1 (3313.95)
I0(E): 17’000
I(E): 42’200
Mo L1 Cu (4 kV×9 mA) Si(111) Cl Ka1 (2622.44)
K Ka1 (3313.95)
I0(E): 40’000
I(E): 60’000
Ag L3 Cu (6 kV×10 mA) Si(111) K Ka1 (3313.95)
Sc Ka1 (4090.73)
I0(E): 20’000
I(E): 60’000
Ag L2 Cu (6 kV×10 mA) Si(111) K Ka1 (3313.95)
Sc Ka1 (4090.73)
I0(E): 16’000
I(E): 40’000
Ag L1 Cu (6 kV×10 mA) Si(111) K Ka1 (3313.95)
Sc Ka1 (4090.73)
I0(E): 16’000
I(E): 50’000
Hf L3 Cu (15 kV×20 mA) Si(333) Zn Ka1(8638.91)
Ge Ka1 (9886.52)
I0(E): 13’000
I(E): 30’000
Ta L3 Cr (12 kV×12 mA) Ge(440) Ti Ka1 (4510.90)b
Ge Ka1 (9886.52)
I0(E): 6’000
I(E): 30’000
Pt, L3 Cr (20 kV×25 mA) Ge(440) Se Ka1 (11222.52) I0(E): 8’000
I(E): 30’000
aThe reference energies are given in [eV]. They were taken from Deslattes et al. [5].
bMeasured in 1st order of diffraction, i.e., equivalent to 9021.80 eV in 2nd order.
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II.3.2 K-edges of Ti, Fe, Cu and Ge
The K-edge XAS measurements of Ti, Fe, Cu and Ge are presented in Figs. II.12,
II.13, II.14 and II.15, respectively. Present K-edge energies were determined from
the first inflection points of the absorption spectra. The absorption coefficient
jumps are compared to the values quoted in the NIST-XCOM database [156].
Note that the XCOM data do not take into account the processes leading to the
XANES and EXAFS structures. For this reason, the XCOM plots over narrow
energy domains correspond to quasi-straight lines with slightly negative slopes and
sudden jumps of the absorption coefficient to bigger values at the K-edge energies.
The first peaks (mid-edge shoulders) observed in the absorption spectra of Ti (at
4965 eV), Fe (at 7114 eV) and Cu (at 8983 eV) correspond to the ”white lines”.
They are due to the large unoccupancies of 3d states in metals [157]. It can be
noted that this peak does not appear in the XAS spectrum of Ge because the 3d
level is filled for this element.
Figure II.12 – K-edge XAS spectrum of Ti. Present data are represented
by the red full circles. The green solid line corresponds to the absorption
coefficient m(E) from the XCOM database [156]. The present edge energy
determined from the first inflection point of the XAS curve is indicated by the
vertical dashed line. The specific parameters employed for the measurement
(sample thickness, crystal, voltage and current of the X-ray tube, calibration
lines) are indicated in Tables II.1, II.2 and II.3.
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Figure II.13 – Same as Fig. II.12 but for Fe.
Figure II.14 – Same as Fig. II.12 but for Cu.
Figure II.15 – Same as Fig. II.12 but for Ge.
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II.3.3 L3-edges of Hf, Ta and Pt
The XAS L3-edge spectra of Hf, Ta and Pt are presented in Figs. II.16, II.17
and II.18, respectively. As shown the L3-edge spectra evince strong ”white lines”.
The latter are due to the 2p → 5d dipole transitions exciting 2p electrons into
the unfilled 5d level [158]. As the 2p → nd excitation probability grows with the
number of vacancies in the 5d level, the ”white line” is stronger for Hf (eight 5d
vacancies) than for Ta (seven 5d vacancies) and almost vanishing for Pt (a single
5d vacancy).
Figure II.16 – L3-edge XAS spectrum of Hf. Present data are represented
by the red full circles. The green step-like curve corresponds to the XCOM
data. The present edge energy (vertical dash line) is also indicated. The
specific parameters of the setup corresponding to this measurement are given
in Tables II.1, II.2 and II.3.
Figure II.17 – Same as Fig. II.16 but for Ta.
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Figure II.18 – Same as Fig. II.16 but for Pt.
II.3.4 L1, L2 and L3-edges of Mo and Ag
To probe the sensitivity of the experimental XAS setup, the less pronounced L1-
and L2-edges were also measured but only for Mo and Ag. The corresponding XAS
spectra are presented in Figs. II.19 and II.20. For comparison the L3 edges of the
same elements are also plotted. As shown in Fig. II.19, rather intense ”white
lines” are observed in the L2 and L3 absorption spectra of Mo but not in the L1
one. This is due to the fact that the ”white lines” correspond to the excitation of
2p electrons with an angular momentum ` = 1 to the unfilled 4d (`=2) level and,
to a smaller extent, the 5s (`=0) level. Such excitations are indeed allowed within
the electric dipole (E1) selection rules (D` = ±1, Dj = 0,±1) [159], whereas the
excitation of 3s (`=0) electrons to the 4d or 5s level is forbidden by the E1 selection
rules, since in this case D` = 2 or D` = 0. Actually, ”white lines” appear in the
L2,3 XAS spectra of early transition metals of each transition series [160].
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Figure II.19 – L1, L2 and L3 absorption edges of Mo (from top to bottom).
Present data (red full circles) are compared to the absorption coefficient
m(E) from XCOM (green solid line). Present edge energies are represented
by vertical dashed lines. The experimental parameters employed in this
measurement can be found in Tables II.1, II.2 and II.3.
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Figure II.20 – Same as Fig. II.19 but for Ag.
For Ag, the ”white lines” in the L2 and L3 XAS spectra are hardly visible because
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for this element the 4d level is filled and the 2p-5s excitation is significantly less
probable than the 2p-4d one.
II.4 Data analysis
II.4.1 Energy calibration
The one-dimensional position spectrum resulting from the projection on the dis-
persion axis of the sum of the filtered CCD images can be converted into an energy
spectrum by calculating the Bragg angle ϑi associated to the pixel number i of the
CCD (i= 1,..., 1340) and by deriving then from this angle the corresponding energy
Ei via the Bragg law. The angle ϑi corresponding to the pixel position xi along
the dispersion axis is given by:
ϑi = Atan
[
2 · R[cm]
xd + (i – 670) · 20 · 10–4[cm]
]
, (II.14)
where R represents the distance along the direction perpendicular to the dispersion
axis between the crystal surface and the front plane of the CCD camera and xd
the position of the detector center (see equation II.3) or equivalently of the pixel
i=1340/2=670. The corresponding energy Ei can be then written as:
Ei[keV] =
12.398[keV · Å] · n
2 · dhk`[Å] · sin(ϑi)
, (II.15)
where n is the diffraction order.
If the CCD front surface is located exactly in the focal plane of the crystal, the
distance R entering equation II.14 coincides with the radius of curvature of the
crystal. However, the value of R may slightly vary when the crystal and detector
are moved along their axis because tiny deviations in the parallelism of the Schnee-
berger tracks cannot be a–priori excluded. The same holds for the constant dhk` of
the crystal occurring in equation II.15. The real value of this constant may indeed
slightly differ from the known nominal value. For these reasons, the values of R
and dhk` are usually determined by measuring two intense Ka X-ray lines whose
energies are known accurately and whose corresponding Bragg angles are slightly
smaller and bigger than the central Bragg angle of the X-ray spectrum to be cali-
brated. Such measurements are named energy calibration measurements because
they permit to calibrate in energy the position axis of the one-dimensional X-ray
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spectra via equations II.14 and II.15. However, when the Bragg angle correspond-
ing to a reference X-ray line is very close to the central Bragg angle of the X-ray
spectrum to be calibrated, the energy calibration can be performed using only this
close lying reference X-ray line because in this case the energy calibration is almost
insensitive to the error on the crystal radius of curvature R. For the calibration in
energy of the XAS spectra presented in Sect. II.3, intense Ka1 diagram X-ray lines
of various metallic elements were used. The measurements were performed using
the standard von Hamos geometry (see Sect. II.2.1). For each XAS spectrum, the
employed reference X-ray lines are indicated in Table II.3.
II.4.2 Instrumental resolution
The above mentioned energy calibration measurements were also used to determine
the instrumental energy resolution of the spectrometer in the energy ranges of
interest. As the shape of an X-ray line is Lorentzian and the instrumental response
of the spectrometer can be well reproduced by a Gauss function, and because
the convolution of a Gauss function with a Lorentz function results into a so-
called Voigt function, the measured reference Ka1 X-ray lines were fitted with
Voigtian profiles. The standard deviation of the Gaussian instrumental response
was determined from the fits of the reference X-ray lines, the natural Lorentzian
widths of the latter being kept fixed in the fits at the values deduced from the
atomic level widths reported by Campbell and Papp [161].
The instrumental broadening of the von Hamos spectrometer originates mainly
from the slit width, spatial resolution of the CCD detector, Darwin width and
crystal mosaicity. The broadening due to the slit reads:
Gslit =
wslit
2R · cos(ϑ) · E, (II.16)
where wslit represents the width of the slit, R the radius of curvature of the crys-
tal, ϑ the Bragg angle and E the energy of the measured X-rays. Similarly the
broadening resulting from the spatial resolution of the detector is given by:
GCCD =
wpixel
4R · sin(2ϑ) · E, (II.17)
where wpixel stands for the size of the CCD pixels in the direction of dispersion.
From the relation II.16 one finds for instance that for the K-edge of Cu (energy
E=8980 eV) measured with the SiO2(22¯3) crystal (ϑ = 30.145◦), the relative
broadening induced by the slit is DGslit/Dwslit=15.3 meV/mm. As the efficiency
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of the spectrometer increases with the slit width, a width of 200 mm was chosen for
all XAS measurements as a compromise between a high enough energy resolution
and an acceptable luminosity. According to equation II.17, for the K-edge of
Cu the detector contribution to the instrumental broadening amounts to 0.15
eV only. The 20 mm pixel resolution of the CCD detector was thus not really
needed for the XAS measurements and a software binning of five adjacent pixels
was performed off-line in order to obtain higher counting rates, the corresponding
energy resolution remaining high enough. On the other hand, in the case of the
SiO2(22¯3) crystal, the two other contributions are negligibly small. Quartz being
indeed a perfect crystal, the mosaicity width can be assumed to be zero, while
the Darwin width calculated from the XOP code [162] amounts to only 0.075 eV
for unpolarized photons. In the case of the K-edge XAS spectrum of Cu, the
experimental broadenings induced by the 200 mm slit width and the 100 mm CCD
spatial resolution corresponding to a binning of 5 pixels are thus Gslit=3.06 eV
and GCCD=0.77 eV, respectively. It can be pointed out here that the FWHM
energy resolution determined from the fits of the Ka1 X-ray lines of Zn and Ge
taken as references for the Cu K-edge measurement was found to be 3.82 eV at this
energy, a value which is well in line with the sum of the slit and CCD instrumental
broadening contributions.
II.4.3 Determination of the edge energies and absorption
coefficients
Edge energies
As mentioned in Sect. I.1.2 there are several different definitions of the edge
energy in the literature [5, 6]. In this work the edge energies were associated with
the first inflection points of the absorption spectra. The derivative of the function
m(E) was computed numerically and then fitted with a Gaussian function. For
illustration the L3 absorption spectrum of Mo and the first derivative of the latter
are presented in Fig. II.21. The maximum value of the derivative which coincides
with the inflection point was determined from the energy corresponding to the
centroid of the fitted Gaussian function since for symmetric functions the energy
corresponding to the maximum value of the function coincides with the centroid
of the latter. The errors on the edge energies quoted in this work correspond thus
to the errors given by the fits for the Gaussian centroids but the errors originating
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from the energy calibration measurements are included (see Table II.4). It was
found that the determination of the inflection point was not really sensitive to
the choice of the function employed to fit the derivative dm(E)/dE. Actually no
significant differences could be evinced between the edge energies obtained from
the fits of the derivatives performed with Gauss, Lorentz or Voigt functions (see
the example of the Cu K-edge below).
An alternative approach was probed which consisted to interpolate the XAS spec-
trum in the region of the edge with a third degree polynomial:
m(E) = a3 · E3 + a2 · E2 + a1 · E + a0. (II.18)
The inflection point was then determined by solving the following equation:
[
d2m(E)
dE2
]
E=Eedge
= 6a3 · Eedge + 2a2 = 0⇒ Eedge = –
a2
3a3
. (II.19)
In this case, the error on the edge energy reads:
DEedge = ±
√√√√(∂Eedge
∂a2
)2
· S22 +
(
∂Eedge
∂a3
)2
· S33 + 2 ·
∂Eedge
∂a2
· ∂Eedge
∂a3
· S23,
(II.20)
where S22 and S33 represent the variances of the coefficients a2 and a3, respec-
tively, and S23 the covariance of the latter. After calculating the partial deriva-
tives, Eq. II.20 becomes:
DEedge = ±
√√√√ 1
9a23
· S22 + a
2
2
9a43
· S33 – 2a29a33
· S23. (II.21)
For example, for the K-edge of Cu, values of 8980.53±0.44 eV, 8980.42±0.42 eV and
8980.58±0.39 eV were found by fitting the derivative of the XAS spectrum with a
Gaussian, a Lorentzian and a Voigtian function, respectively. Note that the errors
are rather large because no smoothing process was applied to the data before the
numerical calculation of the derivative. For comparison, the result obtained with
the third degree polynomial is 8980.56±0.17 eV. In this case, the error is about
three times smaller because the second derivative was calculated analytically from
the polynomial interpolation of the data, which amounts to smoothing the data.
However, to err on the safe side, the edge energies were determined from the fits of
the first derivatives. As the choice of the fit function was found to be not critical,
Gaussian functions were employed for all edges investigated in the present work.
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Figure II.21 – Mo L3-edge spectrum (red points) and its first derivative
(purple points). The vertical dashed line represents the edge energy. The
latter was determined from the centroid of the Gaussian used to fit the
derivative in the edge region.
Absorption coefficients
The total absorption coefficients m(E) were determined from the measured inten-
sities of the incoming (I0) and transmitted (I) photon beams, using the formula
I.4. As in most cases the transmitted intensity I(E) was significantly smaller than
the incident intensity I0(E), the transmission spectra were collected using longer
acquisition times than the incident spectra and all spectra were then normalized
by the corresponding acquisition times to get I0(E) and I(E) in counts/s. The
observed variation of the incoming beam intensity I0 with the energy reflects the
energy distribution of the Bremsstrahlung emission of the X-ray tube as well as
the inhomogeneous intensity of the electron beam spot on the anode of the tube.
However, as the experimental setup is exactly the same in the measurements of
I0(E) and I(E), the same variations are observed in the spectrum I(E) and the
latter do not affect thus the determination of the absorption coefficient.
On the other hand, it was observed that the intensity of the X-ray tube emission
may vary by a few percent between different measurements although the latter are
performed with the same X-ray tube voltage and current. With our methodology
the intensity spectra I0(E) and I(E) being not measured simultaneously but con-
secutively, the absorption coefficients can be affected by this limited reproducibility
of the radiation source intensity. For this reason, the latter was included in the
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errors’ budget of the absorption coefficients (see below).
In the XCOM tables [156], the absorption coefficients are quoted as a function
of the photon energy with energy steps of 1 keV between 2 and 6 keV, 2 keV
between 6 and 10 keV, 5 keV between 10 and 20 keV and 10 keV above. However,
for each edge energy two values are given which correspond to the absorption
coefficients just before and after the jump, i.e., to mb(Eedge)=m(E→< Eedge) and
ma(Eedge)=m(E→> Eedge). Thus, for the comparison of the absorption coefficients
obtained in the present work with the data from the XCOM database [156], linear
functions were fitted to the XAS data below and above the edges, the values
mb(Eedge) and ma(Eedge) reported in Table II.5 being obtained by calculating the
values of the two linear functions for E = Eedge.
Neglecting the uncertainty on the density of the sample, the error on the absorption
coefficient m reads:
Dm = ±
√
s2fit + s
2
h + s
2
tube, (II.22)
where sfit represents the error from the linear fitting of the data, sh the error
originating from the uncertainty on the sample thickness and stube the error ac-
counting for the intensity variation of the X-ray tube between the I0(E) and I(E)
measurements. The error sh is simply given by:
sh =
Dh
h ·m, (II.23)
whereas stube can be expressed as a function of the parameter x representing the
variation of the X-ray tube intensity between the I0(E) and I(E) measurements:
I(E) = x · I0(E) · e–m(E)·r·h, (II.24)
which leads to:
stube =
1
r · h
∣∣∣∣∣ln
[
I0(E)
I(E)
]
– ln
[
x · I0(E)
I(E)
]∣∣∣∣∣ = 1r · h
∣∣∣∣∣ln
[
1
x
]∣∣∣∣∣ . (II.25)
The parameter x was assumed to lie for all measurements within a range of 0.99
to 1.01.
II.5 Results and discussion
II.5.1 Comparison with synchrotron radiation measurements
At synchrotron radiation facilities XAS measurements are performed by scanning
the energy of the beam around the absorption edge. In other words, the XAS
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spectra are measured step by step but the intensities I0(E) and I(E) are determined
simultaneously and the acquisition time per energy step is typically in the order of
1-10 s thanks to the very high flux of monochromatic X-rays available as SR beam
lines (up to 1012 photons/s). As a consequence, a 300 eV wide XAS spectrum
can be measured in less than 1 hour, whereas about 10 hours (see Table II.3) are
needed to measure the same spectrum with a laboratory-based XAS setup as the
one presented in this work. Thus, XAS setups based on conventional X-ray sources
cannot compete in terms of measuring times with synchrotron radiation sources
but, in most cases, this is not a big disadvantage because the time constraints are
not as severe at home as at external big facilities. It should be also noted that
in SR-based XAS measurements the main interest resides in the determination of
the edge energies and XANES oscillations and not in the values of the absorption
coefficients m(E) because in the fluorescence and electron yield XAS techniques
(see Sect. I.1.3) that are most commonly used at SR facilities the coefficients m(E)
cannot be determined in a straightforward way.
Despite the above mentioned differences, XAS spectra obtained from laboratory-
based measurements can be compared to those measured at SR facilities to validate
the methodology and the setup used in-house. Such comparisons were done in the
present work for the Cu K and Ta L3 XAS spectra. The results are presented in
Figs. II.22 and II.23, respectively.
The SR-based measurement of the Cu K-edge spectrum was performed in the
fluorescence mode at the beam line SuperXAS of the Swiss Light Source (SLS).
The in-house experiment was performed with a 7 mm thick foil and the X-ray tube
was operated at 45 kV. This explains why this Cu XAS spectrum is less noisy
than the one presented in Fig. II.14. The intensity scales of the two spectra were
adjusted to get the same mean value of the absorbance before the edge. As shown,
the overall shape of the two spectra is very similar although the spectrum measured
at home is more noisy due to the much weaker photon flux of the conventional
X-ray source as compared to the one of the SR beam. On the other hand , the mid-
edge shoulder (at about 8982 eV) of the spectrum measured in Fribourg is slightly
shifted towards higher energy and a little bit broader. The difference in the mid-
edge shoulder width is due to the better energy resolution of the SLS measurement,
whereas the energy difference of about 2 eV was assumed to originate from the
bigger scatter of the in-house data.
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Figure II.22 – Shape comparison between the Cu K-edge absorption spec-
trum measured at SLS in the fluorescence mode (black solid line) and the
corresponding spectrum measured in Fribourg with the laboratory-based
setup (red points). The relative uncertainties of the points measured in Fri-
bourg amount to about 10% (below the edge) and 3% (above the edge),
respectively. The SLS plot was taken from [17])
Figure II.23 – Same as Fig. II.22 but for the Ta L3 XAS spectrum. In this
case the SLS data (taken from [21]) were collected in the transmission mode
and the relative uncertainties of the data of Fribourg amount to about 4%
(below the edge) and 3% (above the edge), respectively.
The second comparison concerns the L3 XAS spectrum of a 5 mm thick metallic
foil of Ta. The SR-based measurement was again performed at the SuperXAS
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beamline of SLS but this time in the transmission mode. The measurement of
Fribourg was performed with a Ge(440) crystal and a Cr anode X-ray tube. As the
aim of this measurement was to compare the shapes of the XAS spectra collected
in Fribourg and SLS and not to determine the absorption coefficient, the X-ray
tube was operated at a higher voltage (25 kV) to get a better statistics. In addition
the data of Fribourg were smoothed off-line before calculating the absorbance. As
a consequence the in-house Ta data presented in Fig. II.23 are less noisy than
those shown in Fig. II.17. As it can be seen in Fig. II.23, the SLS and Fribourg
Ta L3 XAS spectra are in excellent agreement, except at about 9956 eV where a
small excess of the absorbance is observed in the spectrum measured at home. The
difference, however, is not significant within the uncertainty of the experimental
data.
II.5.2 Edge energies
As mentioned in Sect. II.5.2, in this work the absorption edges were associated to
the first inflection points of the XAS spectra and the inflection points were deter-
mined from the centroids of the Gaussian functions used to fit the first derivatives
of the spectra in the edge regions. To estimate the contribution of the energy
calibration measurements to the errors on the edge energies, the Cu K-edge was
determined using three different combinations of references samples, namely Cu
and Zn, Zn and Ge and Cu and Ge. The standard deviation of the edge energies
obtained from the three calibrations was found to be 0.25 eV. This rather large
value is probably due to the fact that the positions of the CCD detectors cor-
responding to the Ka1 transitions of Cu and Ge are quite distant from the one
employed to measure the K-edge of Cu. However, to keep the total errors on the
edge energies on the safe side, an energy calibration uncertainty of 0.25 eV was
assumed for all edges.
A further difficulty encountered in the energy calibration was the lack in certain
cases of convenient samples for the energies of interest. For instance, for the
calibration of the K-edge of Ge (at about 11103 eV) which was measured in 2nd
order of diffraction with the Si(220) crystal, the Ka1 X-ray lines of As (10544 eV)
and Se (11222 eV) represented the best choice of calibration samples. However, As
being highly toxic and only available in the form of lumps, we renounced to use it
and decided to employ metallic foils of Cr (EKa1=5415 eV, i.e., equivalent to 10830
eV in second order) and Mn (EKa1=5898 eV, i.e., equivalent to 11796 eV in second
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order) measured in first order of diffraction and to crosscheck the obtained edge
energy using the Ka1 transition of Se whose energy is very close to that of the Ge
K-edge. It was found that the energy calibration based on the X-ray lines of Cr
and Mn measured in first order was shifted by -0.79±0.28 eV with respect to the
calibration performed in second order with Se. The deviation could be explained
by two effects, namely the refraction of the X-rays by the crystal which is different
for the first and second orders of diffraction and by the penetration of the X-rays in
the depth of the crystal which is higher in second order than in the first one. The
calculations showed that the refraction effect produces a shift of -0.34(24) eV and
the depth penetration effect a smaller shift of -0.08 eV so that the total calculated
shift was -0.42(24) eV, a value which is just consistent within the combined error
with the experimental shift of -0.79(28) eV.
Table II.4 – Comparison between present edge energies and other ex-
isting experimental values. All energies are given in eV. The notation
4964.65(27/9) means 4964.65 ± 0.27 with an included fit error of 0.09.
Edge Present Kraft [124] Bearden and
Burr [163]
Bearden [164] Other
Ti K 4964.65(27/9) - 4966.4(6) 4964.58 (15) 4964.88(6)a
Fe K 7111.01 (26/8) 7110.75(2) 7112.0(1.3) 7111.28(6) 7110.86(40)a
Cu K 8980.53(51/44) 8980.48(2) 8978.9(6) 8980.39(48) 8980.5(1.0)b
Ge K 11105.29(30/17) - 11103.1(1.0) 11103.76(74) 11103.63(55)b
Mo L1 2867.59(87/83) - 2865.5(4) 2880.6(5.0) 2867.20(26)b
Mo L2 2625.41(26/8) - 2625.1(4) 2627.3(8) 2625.98(33)b
Mo L3 2520.44(26/7) - 2520.2(4) 2523.6(8) 2521.1(1.6)b
Ag L1 3806.53(50/43) - 3805.8(4) 3807.3(2) 3807.41(34)b
Ag L2 3524.98(58/52) - 3523.7(4) 3525.8(2) 3525.24(26)b
Ag L3 3352.40(27/9) - 3351.1(4) 3350.96(13) 3352.58(48)b
Hf L3 9557.33(52/46) 9558.29(5) 9560.7(6) 9557.7(1.1) 9558.0(1.1)b
Ta L3 9877.45(35/25) - 9881.1(4) 9876.7(1.2) 9878.7(2.7)b
Pt L3 11562.69(48/41) 11562.76(2) 11563.7(4) 11562.3(1.6) 11565.7(3.8)b
a Sevier [165]; bDeslattes et al. [5]
The edge energies obtained in this work are presented in Table II.4 where they
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are compared to experimental values reported by Kraft et al. [124], Bearden and
Burr [163], Bearden [164], Sevier [165] and Deslattes et al. [5]. The values ob-
tained by Kraft were derived from synchrotron radiation measurements and the
first inflection point method and the ones reported by Bearden and Burr from
photo-electron spectroscopy measurements. Values from Sevier and Deslattes were
determined by adding to the energies of K and L X-ray transitions from outer levels
the known energies of the latter. Regarding the edge energies reported by Bearden,
no indication is provided in Ref. [164] about the employed method. On the other
hand, as the values reported in [164] are given in the A˚∗ scale, they were corrected
by the conversion factor A˚/A˚∗=1.0000150 and then converted to energies using
the energy-wavelength product E · l = 12.398419 keV·A˚. The second conversion
factor E ·l was computed using for the Planck constant h, speed of light in vacuum
c and elementary charge e the values recommended by the Committee on Data for
Science and Technology (CODATA) [166]. Furthermore, the uncertainties quoted
by Bearden [164] and Bearden and Burr [163] being probable errors (50% confi-
dence limits), they were multiplied by 1.48 to obtain standard 1-s errors (67%
confidence limits). It can be mentioned here that the edge energies quoted in the
XCOM database [156] (see Figs. II.12 - II.20) are those of Bearden and Burr [163].
From Table II.4, one sees that present edge energies are consistent with the data
reported by Kraft et al. [124] for the K-edges of Fe and Cu and the L3 edge of
Pt, whereas a deviation of about 1.8 s, where s stands for the combined error
of the two measurements, is observed for the L3 edge of Hf. The values of Kraft
represent probably the most precise and reliable reference data for checking the
accuracy of present values but, unfortunately Fe, Cu, Hf and Pt are the single
elements common to both experiments. Regarding the deviation of the L3 edge
of Hf, it might be due to intensity variations of the X-ray tube during the I0(E)
and/or I(E) measurements.
The edge energies reported by Bearden and Burr [163] are all inconsistent with
ours except for the L2- and L3-edges of Mo. The discrepancy cannot be explained
by the different edge definitions used in our work (inflection point of lowest energy)
and the one of Bearden and Burr (binding energy of the 1s electron) because some
values from [163] are bigger than ours, some other ones smaller. Note that Bearden
and Burr data are also inconsistent with those of Kraft et al. [124].
The comparison with Bearden’s values [164] is more satisfactory since the latter are
in agreement with ours for the K-edges, except in the case of Ge, and for the L3-
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edges of Hf, Ta and Pt, whereas for the L1–3-edges of Mo and Ag, discrepancies
are observed. Actually, except for the L3-edge energy of Ag which is slightly
smaller than ours, the other L-edge energies of these two elements are significantly
bigger than our values. In the case of the L1-edge of Mo, the energy quoted by
Bearden overestimates even our result by about 13 eV. We guess, however, that
some problems were encountered by Bearden in this measurement because an error
of ± 5 eV is reported for this edge which is much bigger than the uncertainties
quoted for the other edges.
Finally, a satisfactory agreement is observed in the comparison of present values
with those reported by Sevier [165] and Deslattes et al. [5]. As mentioned before,
the latter were obtained from X-ray transition energies combined with the known
binding energies of the outer levels involved in these transitions. Actually, the
K-edge energies of Ti and Fe reported by Sevier are very close to our values, while
the data from Deslattes are also in good agreement with the results obtained in
the present work, except for the K-edge of Ge (deviation of 2.6 s), L2-edge of Mo
(1.3 s) and L1-edge of Ag (1.4 s). The L3-edge energy of Pt quoted by Deslattes
is 3.3 eV bigger than our value but nevertheless consistent with it because in this
case the error quoted by Deslattes is quite big (3.8 eV). For the K-edge of Ge,
the values of Bearden and Burr [163], Bearden [164] and Deslattes et al. [5] are
consistent. The average of the three values which amounts to 11103.50(45) eV is
2.09 eV lower than the energy found in our work. Thus, our result is probably too
big. The deviation might be due to the partial oxidation of the thin polycrystaline
Ge film employed in our measurement because the sample which was prepared
at the PTB (Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Berlin) was exposed to the
atmospheric pressure for several weeks before the measurement.
II.5.3 Absorption coefficients
The absorption coefficients determined in the present work for photon energies just
below and above the edges are presented in Table II.5 where they are compared to
the values from the XCOM database [156] and from the Tables of Storm and Israel
[167] and Henke [168]. In the latter reference, the listed absorption coefficients do
not include the coherent scattering cross sections. However, the contributions of
the latter to the total absorption coefficients are quite small. For instance, in the
case of the K-edge of Ti the coherent scattering cross section is about 50 times
smaller than the photoionization cross section below the edge and about 400 times
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Table II.5 – Comparison of the absorption coefficients mb (below the edge)
and ma (above the edge) obtained in the present work with data from existing
databases. All values are given in cm2/g.
Edge Present XCOM [156] Storm & Israel [167] Henke [168]
mb ma mb ma mb ma mb ma
Ti K 74(11) 716(22) 84 684 84 708 83 718
Fe K 55(7) 352(11) 53 408 53 414 51 412
Cu K 40(4) 309(9) 38 278 38 285 37 289
Ge K 30(12) 237(12) 28 198 28 202 27 208
Mo L1 1943(48) 2259(56) 1961 2243 1952 2235 - 2245
Mo L2 1652(41) 2518(71) 1750 2433 1758 2410 - -
Mo L3 597(17) 1924(53) 542 1979 539 1940 542 -
Ag L1 1317(35) 1471(39) 1282 1468 1267 1457 - 1465
Ag L2 1132(30) 1507(40) 1126 1547 1122 1535 - -
Ag L3 432(14) 1205(33) 389 1274 386 1267 385 -
Hf L3 101(4) 252(7) 100 256 99 262 102 -
Ta L3 104(4) 230(7) 96 244 95 250 93 -
Pt L3 78(3) 196(6) 78 195 77 197 76 -
smaller above it. Note that the incoherent scattering contribution which is still
smaller (around the K-edge of Ti, sincoh/scoh = 0.03) is completely negligible. In
addition, the values reported by Henke are only given for energies corresponding
to strong K and L X-ray lines of selected elements. For this reason, the coefficients
mb(Eedge) and ma(Eedge) listed in the last column of Table II.5 were determined
from double logarithmic interpolations of the values quoted in [168] for energies
below and above the edges of interest. However, as only one or even no value is
reported between the L1- and L2-edges and between the L2- and L3-edges, in the
case of the L-shell only the coefficients mb(EL1–edge) and ma(EL3–edge) could be
derived.
Present absorption coefficients were determined from the equation I.4 and the
corresponding errors from the equations II.22, II.23 and II.25. For small absorp-
tion coefficients and elements with a low density, the main contribution to the
error originates from the uncertainty of the X-ray tube intensity, whereas for large
absorption coefficients the main contribution arises from the uncertainty on the
sample thickness. The contributions of the fit errors were found to be in general
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small except for noisy data. For instance, in the case of Ti the contributions sfit,
sh and stube to the total error Dmb amount to 3.1, 1.8 and 10.6 cm2/g, respec-
tively, whereas for the L3-edge of Ag (noisy data and big m), the contributions
to Dma are sfit=24 cm2/g, sh=46.5 cm2/g and stube= 7.9 cm2/g. From Table
II.5 it can be also seen that the relative errors on present absorption coefficients
below the K-edges are quite big, ranging from 10% for Cu up to 40% for Ge. This
can be explained by the fact that, due to the thinnesses of the employed samples
and the small values of the absorption coefficients below the edges, the differences
between the intensities I(E) and I0(E) are quite small (see Fig. II.7), so that the
relative errors on these tiny differences become large. In other words, more precise
absorption coefficients below the K-edges would require the use of thicker samples
but then the edge energies and XANES structures would be affected by this choice
(see Sect. I.1.3).
In the Tables of Storm and Israel, it is stated that the relative uncertainties of
the absorption coefficients are in the order of 10%, whereas no indication could be
found about the errors affecting the values listed in [156] and [168]. However, as the
values from the three databases are based on similar calculations, the same relative
uncertainties of 10% were assumed for the values taken from the XCOM and Henke
tables. With this assumption, one can see from the inspection of Table II.5 that
all absorption coefficients determined in the present work are in agreement within
the combined errors with the values reported in the three theoretical databases,
except for the coefficients ma of Fe and Ge and the coefficient mb of the Ag L3-edge
which are bigger than the theoretical predictions and differ from the average values
of the latter by about 1.4 sc, 1.5 sc and 1.1 sc, respectively, where sc stands for
the combined error.
Existing experimental values for the mass absorption coefficients m(E) are very
scarce in the literature. However, some data from the Laboratoire National Henri
Becquerel (LNHB, Paris) were found for the K-edges of Cu [169] and Ge [170] and
the L3-edges of Hf and Pt [170]. These recent experimental XAS data which were
obtained partly at the metrology beamline of the synchrotron radiation facility
SOLEIL [171] and partly with the tunable monochromatic X-ray source SOLEX
[172] are reliable and very precise. To obtain the absorption coefficients mb(Eedge)
and ma(Eedge) from the values tabulated in [169,170], the same method as the one
used for our own data was employed, namely linear spline interpolations below and
above the edges. For Hf, the strong white line was excluded from the interpolation
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domain. The obtained values are presented in Table II.6 where they are compared
to present results. As it can be seen a quite satisfactory agreement is observed
except for the coefficients ma of the K-edge of Ge and the L3-edge of Pt for which
our values are bigger than those of LNHB by about 2.4 sc and 1.6 sc, respectively.
Table II.6 – Comparison of the absorption coefficients mb(Eedge) and
ma(Eedge) obtained in the present work for the K-edges of Cu and Ge and the
L3-edges of Hf and Pt with experimental values from the LNHB (Laboratoire
National Henri Becquerel). All values are given in cm2/g.
Edge Present LNHB
mb ma mb ma
Cu K 40(4) 309(9) 37.5(1) [169] 305.6(1.3) [169]
Ge K 30(12) 237(12) 27.8(2) [170] 207.6(7) [170]
Hf L3 101(4) 252(7) 97.8(2) [170] 248.4(5) [170]
Pt L3 78(3) 196(6) 75.1(1) [170] 186.2(3) [170]
II.6 Summary and concluding remarks
In this project a laboratory-based setup for in-house XAS measurements was de-
veloped and commissioned. The setup is based on the von Hamos bent crystal
spectrometer of Fribourg and the source of radiation is an X-ray tube. The effects
of parameters such as the position of the sample, the thickness of the latter, the
high-voltage of the X-ray tube and the choice of the crystal were carefully investi-
gated. The new setup was then validated by measuring the XAS spectra around
the K-edges and L-edges of several solid samples. The shapes of the K-edge of Cu
and L3-edge of Ta were compared to those measured with synchrotron radiation
at the SLS. The spectra were found to overlap very well in both cases. Further-
more, the edge energies and absorption coefficients below and above the K-edges
of Ti, Fe, Cu and Ge, L1–3 edges of Mo and Ag and L3 edges of Hf, Ta and Pt
were extracted from the measurements and compared to the data from existing
theoretical and experimental databases.
Present edge energies were determined from the inflection points of lowest energy.
Except for the K-edge of Ge for which the energy obtained in the present work
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overestimates the value found in the literature by about 1.5 eV, the so-determined
edge energies were found to be in good agreement with recent and reliable val-
ues obtained with synchrotron radiation [124] and with values derived from X-ray
transition energies combined with the energies of the outer levels involved in these
transitions [5]. In contrast to that, most of the edge energies reported by Bear-
den [164] and to a smaller extent by Bearden and Burr [163] were found to be
inconsistent with our values.
The absorption coefficients just before and after the edges were determined by
calculating the values at the edge energies of the linear functions obtained from
spline interpolations of the XAS data points measured below and above the edges.
The results were compared to theoretical values from three different databases,
namely the NIST XCOM [156], Storm and Israel [167] and Henke [168] databases
and to recent experimental data from the LNHB [169, 170]. In both cases a quite
good agreement was observed, except for Ge and Pt for which present absorption
coefficients above the edge were found to slightly overestimate the literature values.
A clear advantage of the in-house setup presented in this work is its simplicity and
better availability as compared to SR-based equipments. In counterpart the data
taken with the laboratory-based setup are more noisy due to the significantly lower
intensity of the employed X-ray source. For the same reason, the data collection
times are longer than at SR facilities by one order of magnitude or more. Actually,
to avoid a contamination of the XAS spectra by higher energy photons, most of
present measurements were performed at low values of the X-ray tube voltage, i.e.,
with incoming photon intensities I0(E) in the order of 1 photon/s or less. However,
thanks to the energy resolution capability of the CCD, higher energy photons can
be suppressed very efficiently by applying narrow energy windows to the CCD so
that probably most of the measurements presented in Sect. II.3 could have been
performed at higher X-ray tube voltages (e.g., 50 kV) and thus with about 10-20
times higher incoming photon intensities.
A further weak point of the in-house setup resides in the fact that the spectra
I0(E) and I(E) are not measured simultaneously but sequentially. This drawback
could be eliminated, however, by monitoring the X-ray tube intensity with the
SDD detector placed above the crystal (see Fig. II.1) but then the sample should
be placed in front of the CCD and not in front of the slit. An elegant alternative
solution would consist to place again the sample in front of the CCD but to cover
only the top half part of the latter (i.e., the CCD rows 201-400) with the sample
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and to leave the bottom part (CCD rows 1-200) uncovered. By projecting then
separately the top and bottom CCD rows onto the dispersion axis, simultaneous
I(E) and I0(E) spectra would be obtained. In the two latter cases, however, the
sample should be at least as long as the CCD (2.68 cm), be free of pinholes and
have a highly homogeneous thickness.
In conclusion, it has been proven that XAS measurements are feasible by means of
the presented in-house setup and that the obtained results (XAS spectrum shapes,
edge energies and absorption coefficients) are reliable. Although laboratory-based
XAS setups cannot compete with SR-based ones in terms of photon beam inten-
sities and duration of the measurements, the two techniques can be considered as
complementary and both useful for academic research and industrial applications.
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III. Electron-induced double K-shell ionization of Sc, Cr and Cu
III.1 Experimental setup and measurements
III.1.1 Experimental setup
The K hypersatellite X-ray spectra of Sc, Cr and Cu induced by electron impact
were measured by means of the von Hamos spectrometer of Fribourg [151], using
the same setup as the one employed for the XAS measurements (see Sect. II.2.2).
For each element, the electron kinetic energy was chosen to be about 2 times bigger
than the threshold energy for the double 1s ionization. As for Cr and Cu, this
choice implied acceleration voltages of 26.5 and 39.6 kV, respectively, which are
bigger than the maximum voltage (20 kV) at which the two electron guns available
in our laboratory can be operated, 3 kW/100 kV side-window Coolidge-type X-ray
tubes equipped with a Sc, Cr and Cu anode, respectively, were employed.
Figure III.1 – Schematic drawing showing the collimator mounted on the
the X-ray tube in front of the Be window. For the measurements of the
diagram lines, one or two absorbers had to be inserted between the collimator
and the Be window to diminish the count rates.
To reduce the scattering of the X-rays in the spectrometer chamber, a Cu collima-
tor with a 20 mm high × 5 mm wide rectangular aperture was mounted on the nose
of the X-ray tube in front of the Be window (see Fig. III.1). As the intensity of
the radiation emitted by the X-ray tube is proportional to the electron current but
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not to the high voltage employed to accelerate the electrons, the same high voltage
had to be used for the measurements of the diagram and hypersatellite X-ray lines
to get reliable intensity ratios. For the diagram lines, however, these high voltage
values resulted in such high count rates that the CCD detector was fully satu-
rated. The problem was solved by inserting adequate absorbers (metallic foils)
between the collimator and the Be window for the diagram line measurements.
The metallic absorbers were chosen so that they did not produce fluorescence lines
in the energy regions corresponding to the diagram and hypersatellite transitions
and their thicknesses were selected so that the count rate on the top of the Ka1 or
Kb1 line was kept below about 20 counts/s, a count rate for which the probability
to observe multiple hits on the same pixel is reasonably low (a few percents).
III.1.2 Attenuation factors
The attenuation factors A of the employed absorbers were determined experimen-
tally in separate measurements, using the following method. At first, the highest
voltage U0 and current i0 of the X-ray tube for which the count rate measured
without absorber on the top of the Ka1 or Kb1 line was still smaller than 20
counts/s were determined. Then the attenuation factor of the absorber needed to
keep the count rate of the Ka1 or Kb1 line below the maximum value (20 counts/s)
at the high voltage U and current i used for the hypersatellite measurement was
estimated and the absorber or combination of absorbers (named hereafter main
absorber) was chosen. The effective attenuation factor of the main absorber was
then determined experimentally from the intensity ratio of the Ka1,2 or Kb1,3
line measured at U0 and i0 without and with the main absorber. In some cases,
however, it was found that for the Ka1,2 line the attenuation factor had to be
so big that the line measured with the main absorber at U0×i0 was too weak to
be observed. In such cases, the Ka1,2 intensities were also measured at the in-
termediate voltage U1 (U0 < U1 < U) with the main absorber (intensity Iabs)
and another thinner absorber (intensity I1) as well as at the voltage U0 with the
thinner absorber (intensity I2) and without absorber (intensity I0). As I0 could
not be measured at the voltage U1 (too high counting rate) like Iabs, the value
of I0(U1) was obtained by multiplying the measured intensity I0(U0) by the ratio
I1/I2 and the attenuation factor of the main absorber was determined using the
following relation:
A = I0Iabs
· I1I2 . (III.1)
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The intermediate and main absorbers (or combination of absorbers) used in the
different measurements, the X-ray tube parameters U0×i0, U1×i1 and U×i as
well as the corresponding attenuation factors A are presented in Table III.1. The
errors on the attenuation factors originate from the errors of the fitted intensities.
Furthermore, from the known thicknesses of the absorbers and the experimentally
determined attenuation factors, the absorption coefficients were calculated and
compared to the values given in the NIST XCOM database [156]. It was found
that the relative deviations between our values and the ones from XCOM were
in all cases smaller than 5% and thus consistent within the relative uncertainties
reported for the NIST values.
Table III.1 – Attenuation factors of the absorbers employed to diminish the
intensities of the diagram lines for the determination of the I(Kha)/I(Ka) and
I(Khb)/I(Kb) yield ratios. The X-ray tube voltages and currents employed
in these measurements are also given. For the Ka measurements of Sc and
Cu the intensities I1 and I2 (see text) were obtained using 10.6 mg/cm2 Al
and 13.7 mg/cm2 Au absorbers, respectively.
Measurement U0 × i0
[kV×mA]
U1 × i1
[kV×mA]
U × i
[kV×mA]
Main absorber Attenuation
factor A
Sc Ka1,2 4.5×1 6.0×2 20.0×10 16.3 mg/cm2 Al
+ 3.3 mg/cm2
Ta
4800(38)
Sc Kb1,3 6.5×1 - 20.0×10 18.9 mg/cm2 Al 144(4)
Cr Ka1,2 6.0×1 - 26.5×10 13.7 mg/cm2 Au 2462(28)
60.0×10 13.7 mg/cm2 Au
Cu Ka1,2 9.0×1 32.0×1 39.6×10 38.0 mg/cm2 Au 2528(20)
III.1.3 Measurements
In the present work the electron impact induced Kha1,2 hypersatellite lines of Sc,
Cr and Cu were measured by means of high energy resolution X-ray spectroscopy.
In the case of Sc, the weaker Khb1,3 hypersatellite could also be measured. For
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each sample the kinetic energy of the electron was set at a value two times big-
ger than the threshold energy for the double 1s ionization but for Cr additional
measurements at 60 keV were also carried out. To probe the reliability of the ex-
perimental setup the Cr Kha hypersatellite line was measured with three different
crystals (see Table III.2).
In some hypersatellite measurements, unexpected spectral features were observed.
For instance, in the Cr Kha1,2 hypersatellite spectrum measured at 26.5 kV × 10
mA with the Si(220) crystal (see Fig. III.2), one can see that in addition to the
Kha2 hypersatellite which is clearly visible at about 5650 eV, a pronounced increase
of the intensity is observed on the right hand of the measured energy region. In
order to elucidate the origin of this intensity enhancement, a broad scan of the
energy region ranging from 5590 eV up to 6590 eV was performed. To cover this
broad energy range, 18 juxtaposed and overlapping energy regions were measured
successively. Before the measurement of each new region, the crystal and detector
were moved along their axis by 1000 and 2000 motor steps, respectively, which
corresponded to an energy shift of about 48 eV, but the alignment angles g and
ϕ of the X-ray tube (see Sect. II.2.2) were kept fixed for all regions at the values
corresponding to the Kha1,2 hypersatellite.
Figure III.2 – Cr Ka hypersatellite spectrum measured at 26.5 kV×10 mA
with the Si(220) crystal.
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The obtained spectrum is presented in Fig. III.3, each energy region being depicted
with a different color. From the left to the right, one can see the Kha2 hypersatellite
line at 5650 eV and the Kb1,3 and Kb5 lines at 5945 eV and 5988 eV, respectively.
The abrupt decrease of the intensity on the high energy side of the Kb5 line
originates from the K absoption edge of Cr at 5989 eV. The weak lines at 6390
eV and 6404 eV are the Ka2 and Ka1 lines of Fe which are probably due to trace
impurities of this element in the Cr anode. Furthermore, as this exploratory
measurement was performed without absorber, there is a hole in the center of the
strong Kb1,3 line which indicates that the CCD was saturated, due to the too
high count rate on the top of this line. From Fig. III.3, one sees also that the
intensity enhancement observed in Fig. III.2, on the right of the hypersatellite
line, corresponds to the left flank of an intense and broad bump centered at about
5740 eV. This line could not be identified. The same holds for the weaker structure
observed at about 6300 eV. In our opinion, these two spectral features could be due
to spatial inhomogeneities of the electron beam intensity on the anode (hot electron
spots) or to some scattering of the X-ray tube radiation on the Cu collimator placed
in front of the Be window because the energies of these structures were found to
change when the X-ray tube alignment was modified.
Figure III.3 – Exploratory scan of the energy region around the Kha and
Kb lines of Cr. The measurement was performed without absorber using the
Si(220) crystal. To cover the about 1000 eV wide energy domain, 18 differ-
ent positions of the crystal and detector were needed. The corresponding
overlapping energy regions are presented in different colors.
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The above assumption was probed by remeasuring the same energy range with
another crystal, namely a HAPG(004) crystal. As in the case of the Si(220) scan,
18 partial overlapping regions were measured, each region corresponding to a given
crystal and detector position. As before, the X-ray tube was operated at 26.5 kV
× 10 mA and the measurement was performed without absorber. However, as the
Bragg angle corresponding to the Cr Kha1,2 hypersatellite line is not the same
for for the Si(220) and HAPG(004) crystals, the alignment of the X-ray tube was
different in the two measurements. The spectrum is presented in Fig. III.4. As
shown, due to the different X-ray tube alignment, the intriguing spectral features
observed at about 5740 and 6300 eV in the Si(220) spectrum are no more visible
in the HAPG(004) spectrum but a new ghost structure is observed at about 6070
eV.
Figure III.4 – Same as Fig. III.3 but for the HAPG(004) crystal.
Similar bumps were observed in the Khb hypersatellite spectra of Sc, Cr and Cu.
For Cr, test measurements were performed with three different crystals, namely
Si(220), HAPG(004) and Ge(220). For all crystals, the strong parasitic bump
was found to overlap with the Khb hypersatellite line. We have tried therefore to
remeasure the energy regions corresponding to the Khb hypersatellite spectra using
lower X-ray tube voltages, i.e., voltages corresponding to electron energies that
were smaller than the double 1s ionization thresholds of the different samples. The
obtained spectra were normalized to get the same background intensities outside
the bumps’ regions as the ones observed in the corresponding hypersatellite spectra
and then subtracted from the latter. The method was found to be helpful for Sc
but not for Cr and Cu so that the Khb hypersatellite spectrum could be measured
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only for Sc.
III.2 Data analysis
III.2.1 Energy calibration and instrumental broadening
For the energy calibration of the Kha hypersatellite spectra, measurements of the
photoinduced Ka1,2 diagram transitions of the element of interest (atomic number
Z) and of the next heavier element (atomic number Z + 1) were performed for
each target. For the Khb hypersatellite spectrum of Sc (Z=21), the Ka1,2 diagram
transitions of Ti (Z=22) and V (Z=23) were used. The calibration measurements
were performed in the standard von Hamos geometry (see Sect. II.2.1). The
energies of the reference X-ray transitions were taken from Ref. [5] and assigned to
the fitted centroids of the corresponding lines. More detailed explanations about
the energy calibration of X-ray spectra measured with the von Hamos spectrometer
are given in Sect. II.4.1.
To crosscheck the accuracy of the energy calibration, the reference lines were also
measured in the direct geometry, i.e., with the setup employed for the hypersatellite
measurements, placing the reference samples in front of the X-ray tube window.
The energies of the reference lines measured in the direct geometry were found
to be always bigger than the energies determined in the standard geometry. The
differences varied, depending on the sample, between 0.23 eV and 1.64 eV. These
discrepancies could be explained by a slight displacement of the slit in the direct
geometry. This displacement of a few tens of mm was produced by the nose of
the X-ray tube which was coming into contact with the slit support and was then
exerting a force on it when the spectrometer chamber was pumped down. This
effect was accounted for by correcting the hypersatellite energies by the energy
differences observed for the reference lines between the two geometries. However,
as the shift of the slit depended on the X-ray tube alignment, the precision of which
was limited to about 0.5 deg., an additional uncertainty of ± 0.45 eV corresponding
to the standard deviation of the measured energy differences between the two
geometries was included in the errors of the energy calibration.
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Table III.2 – Experimental parameters used for the measurements of the
Kha1,2 and Khb1,3 hypersatellites. The reference X-ray transitions used for
the energy calibration of the hypersatellite spectra are listed in the fourth
column. The numbers in brackets represent the energies in [eV] of the ref-
erence transitions. The values of the instrumental broadening parameter s
corresponding to the energies of the reference transitions are given in the
5th column.
K-hypersat. U × i
[kV×mA]
Crystal
2dhk` [A˚]
Calibration s [eV] Acq.
time [s]
Sc Kha1,2 20.0 × 10 LiF(200)
4.028
Sc Ka1(4090.74)
Ti Ka1(4510.90)
0.74(4)
0.88(1)
30’000
Sc Khb1,3 20.0 × 10 LiF(200)
4.028
Ti Ka1(4510.90)
V Ka1(4952.22)
0.88(1)
1.02(2)
156’000
Cr Kha1,2 26.5 ×10 Si(220)
3.840
Cr Ka1(5414.80)
Mn Ka1(5898.80)
0.85(1)
0.90(2)
30’000
Cr Kha1,2 60.0 × 10 Si(220)
3.840
Cr Ka1(5414.80)
Mn Ka1(5898.80)
0.85(1)
0.90(2)
45’000
Cr Kha1,2 60.0 × 10 Ge(220)
4.000
Cr Ka1(5414.80)
Mn Ka1(5898.80)
0.79(1)
0.93(2)
30’000
Cr Kha1,2 60.0 × 10 HAPG(004)
3.354
Cr Ka1(5414.80)
Mn Ka1(5898.80)
1.60(3)
1.77(2)
30’000
Cu Kha1,2 39.6 × 10 Si(440)
1.920
Cu Ka1(8047.82)
Zn Ka1(8638.91)
0.77(2)
0.85(1)
125’000
The above mentioned photoionization measurements were also employed to deter-
mine the instrumental energy broadening of the von Hamos spectrometer. The
latter has a Gauss-like response function (see Sect. II.4.2) whose width (FWHM
= 2.33 × s, where s2 represents the variance of the Gaussian) varies with the
photon energy. For narrow energy intervals, the variation of s can be assumed to
be linear. As the energy of the Kha hypersatellite of the element Z is comprised
between the energies of the parent Ka diagram line and the Ka diagram line of
the next heavier element (Z + 1), the instrumental broadening s of the spectrom-
eter for the Kha hypersatellite was determined from the linear interpolation of
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the standard deviations s obtained from the fits of the Ka diagram lines of the
reference elements Z and (Z + 1). In these fits, the Lorentzian widths of the Ka
transitions were kept fixed at the values deduced from the atomic level widths
reported in [161], whereas the unknown standard deviations s were used as free
fitting parameters. For the Khb hypersatellite of Sc, the standard deviation s was
determined from the linear interpolation of the values s obtained from the fits of
the Ka lines of Ti and V.
The experimental parameters employed for the Kha and Khb hypersatellite mea-
surements are presented in Table III.2. The reference transitions used for the
energy calibration of the hypersatellite spectra are presented in the fourth column
with their energies (in brackets) expressed in eV. The values of the instrumen-
tal broadening parameter s obtained from the fits of the reference transitions are
listed in the fifth column. The total acquisition times employed to measure the
hypersatellite spectra are indicated in the last column.
III.2.2 Fitting procedure
General points
The spectra were fitted by means of a nonlinear least squares fitting program using
the software package PeakFitr (SYSTAT Software Inc., Richmond, USA). As the
convolution of the Gauss function representing the instrumental response of the
spectrometer with the Lorentz function describing the natural line shape of an
X-ray transition results into a Voigt function [173], all diagram and hypersatellite
lines were fitted with Voigtian profiles. The PeakFitr program determines first
a crude linear background using a few points at the beginning and end of the
spectrum and then subtracts this background from the experimental points. The
residual spectrum is then fitted using a refined background which can be chosen by
the user (constant, linear, quadratic, cubic, logarithmic, exponential, etc). In most
cases, the energies, intensities and Lorentzian widths of the measured transitions
as well as the background parameters were let free in the fitting procedure, whereas
the instrumental broadening parameters s were kept fixed at the values obtained
from the fits of the reference transitions (see above). For some crystals, slight
asymmetries were observed on the low energy sides of the Ka1 and Ka2 diagram
transitions. They were accounted for by using additional Voigt profiles in the fits.
For the diagram lines, despite the use of absorbers, multiple hits on the same pixel
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could not be excluded a priori. As the intensity of the Ka1 transition is more
affected by multiple hits than the one of the two times less intense Ka2 transi-
tion, before each measurement the I(Ka2)/I(Ka1) yield ratios were checked and
compared to the theoretical predictions of Scofield [174]. Whenever a significant
disagreement was observed, the CCD images of the Ka measurements were re-
analyzed by considering pixels with double and triple hits and the corresponding
one-dimensional spectra were multiplied by 2 and 3, respectively, and then added
to the one-dimensional spectrum obtained from the single hit analysis.
As mentioned before the Kha1 hypersatellites are very weak for light elements. For
this reason, the Kha1 intensities of Sc and Cr had to be kept fixed in the fits. The
intensities were locked at the values obtained from the I(Kha1)/I(Kha2) yield ratios
calculated by Costa [175]. Furthermore, the same natural widths were assumed
first for both hypersatellites using the option of parameters’ sharing provided by
the PeakFitr program. In the final fit, however, the Lorentzian width of the Kha1
line was fixed at the value given by the first fit minus the difference between the
widths of the L2 and L3 atomic levels.
Specific points concerning the fits of the different spectra are given hereafter.
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Kha and Khb spectra of Sc
Figure III.5 – Sc Ka hypersatellite spectrum measured at 20 kV × 10 mA
using a LiF(200) crystal. The measured spectrum is represented by the open
circles and the total fit by the black solid line. The red and green curves
stand for the fits of the Kha2 and Kha1 hypersatellites, respectively, and the
blue solid lines for the Voigtians used to fit the KMM RAE structure. The
fitted background was subtracted from the spectrum beforehand.
The fitted Ka hypersatellite spectrum of Sc is presented in Fig. III.5. The back-
ground was fitted with a constant. The peak around 4296 eV corresponds to the
Kha2 hypersatellite and the weak bump around 4309 eV to the Kha1. The lat-
ter is superimposed on the low energy tail of KMM radiative Auger transitions.
Radiative Auger transitions are Auger transitions which are characterized by the
simultaneous emission of an Auger electron and a photon [45, 176, 177]. More
specifically, in KMM radiative Auger transitions, a M-shell electron fills the K-
shell vacancy and another M-shell electron and a photon are simultaneously emit-
ted by the atom. As the energy of the transition is shared between the electron
and the photon, KMM radiative Auger structures are continuous and appear on
the low energy sides of the Kb diagram lines. Since Auger transition probabilities
are bigger for light elements, the radiative Auger effect (RAE) is more impor-
tant for low-Z elements like Sc. Thanks to the high energy resolution of the von
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Hamos spectrometer, the Kha2 hypersatellite could be more or less well separated
from the KMM transitions but not the Kha1. The Sc Kha2 hypersatellite line
was fitted with one Voigtian whose energy, intensity and Lorentzian width could
be let free in the fit. The Kha1 hypersatellite was also fitted with one Voigtian
but only the energy could be used as free fitting parameter. Regarding the KMM
radiative Auger structure, the latter was fitted with two Voigtians whose energies,
intensities, Lorentzian and Gaussian widths were let free in the fit.
Figure III.6 – Sc Kb hypersatellite spectrum measured at 20 kV × 10 mA
using a LiF(200) crystal. The measured spectrum is represented by the open
circles and the total fit by the black solid line.
The fit of the Kb1,3 hypersatellite spectrum of Sc is presented in Fig. III.6. As
shown, the data are rather noisy due to the extremely weak intensity of the hyper-
satellite (about 0.16 count/s on the top of the line) and the fact that the spectrum
was obtained by subtracting from the rough hypersatellite spectrum the spectrum
corresponding to the same energy region but measured with the X-ray tube voltage
set below the double 1s ionization threshold (see Sect. III.1.3). The Khb1,3 hyper-
satellite was fitted with a single Voigtian because the energy separation between
the Khb1 and Khb3 components (1.4 eV according to [178]) is much smaller than
the natural widths of the two components and because the intensity ratio between
the forbidden Khb1 and allowed Khb3 hypersatellite transitions is only 0.047 [178].
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Despite the poor statistics of the spectrum, the energy, intensity and Lorentzian
width could be used as free fitting parameters but the fit errors are rather large.
Kha spectra of Cr
Figure III.7 – Cr Ka hypersatellite spectrum measured at 26.5 kV × 10
mA using a Si(200) crystal. The measured spectrum is represented by the
open circles and the total fit by the black solid line. The red and green
curves stand for the fits of the Kha2 and Kha1 hypersatellites, respectively.
The black dotted line and the blue solid line represent the Voigtians used to
fit the Kha2 asymmetry and the residual KMM RAE intensity, respectively.
The fitted background was subtracted from the spectrum beforehand.
The Cr Ka hypersatellite spectrum was measured with a Si(220) crystal. The X-
ray tube was operated first at 26.5 kV × 10 mA and then at 60.0 kV × 10 mA.
To check the reliability of the experimental setup the spectrum collected at 60 kV
was re-measured with two other crystals, namely Ge(220) and HAPG(004).
The fit of the Kha hypersatellite spectrum measured at 26.5 kV is depicted in Fig.
III.7. The background was fitted with a linear function. The Voigtians at about
5650 eV and 5667 eV correspond to the Kha2 and Kha1 hypersatellites, respec-
tively. As the Kha2 line was found to evince some significant asymmetry on its
low energy flank, it was fitted with two Voigtians. The energies, intensities and
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Figure III.8 – Same as Fig. III.7 but with the X-ray tube operated at 60
kV × 10 mA
Lorentzian widths of the these two Voigtians were let free in the fit. The Kha2
line was fitted with one Voigtian with the energy as single free fitting parameter.
As the asymmetry of the Kha2 hypersatellite was found to be broader, less intense
and shifted in the spectrum collected with the same crystal at 60 kV and was not
observed with the HAPG(004) crystal, the asymmetry was assumed to be due to
background fluctuations originating from inhomogeinities in the intensity of the
electron beam spot on the X-ray tube anode. The intensity of the Voigtian used
to account for the asymmetry was therefore not taken into consideration in the
determination of the hypersatellite intensity. Some excess of intensity was also
found on the right hand side of the spectrum. This intensity excess is probably
due to KMM RAE transitions. The RAE intensity observed in the Kha hyper-
satellite spectrum of Cr is much weaker than in the case of Sc because the energy
difference between the upper edge of the KM1M1 RAE transitions and the Kha1
hypersatellite is about 165 eV for Cr and only 66 eV for Sc [179].
The Cr Ka hypersatellite measured with the Si(220) crystal at 60 kV × 10 mA is
shown in Fig. III.8. The spectrum was fitted as the one measured at 26.5 kV. The
same spectra measured with the Ge(220) and HAPG(004) crystals are presented
in Figs. III.9 and III.10, respectively. Similar fits as the one done for the spec-
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trum measured with the Si(220) crystal were carried out except that no Voigtian
was needed for the RAE structure, the latter being smeared out by the higher
background observed in the measurements performed with these two crystals. In
particular, in the spectrum measured with the Ge(220) crystal, the background was
found to evince intensity increases on both ends of the Kha hypersatellite region.
These intensity enhancements were accounted for by adding two Voigtians (black
dotted lines) to the linear fit of the background. For the measurement with the
HAPG (Highly Annealed Pyrolytic Graphite) crystal, the background was more
regular so that it could be well fitted with a linear function. As no asymmetry
nor RAE structures were observed in the spectrum, the latter could be well fitted
using only two Voigtians, one for each hypersatellite.
Figure III.9 – Same as Fig. III.8 but measured with a Ge(220) crystal.
The black dotted lines represent the tails of the Voigtians used in the fit
to account for the intensity enhancement observed with this crystal at both
ends of the hypersatellite spectrum.
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Figure III.10 – Same as Fig. III.8 but measured with a HAPG(004) crystal.
Kha spectrum of Cu
The measured Ka hypersatellite spectrum of Cu is represented in Fig. III.11.
The data were collected in second order of diffraction using a Si(220) crystal.
The Cu anode X-ray tube was operated at 39.6 kV × 10 mA. As shown in Fig.
III.11, despite a longer acquisition time than for Sc and Cr (see Table III.2), the
spectrum is rather noisy. The scatter of the experimental data originates from
the statistical fluctuations of the subtracted background. The latter is mainly due
to the high energy tails of the very strong Ka1,2 diagram lines. Actually for the
Kha2 hypersatellite of Cu the peak-to-background ratio is only about 1:30, whereas
the same ratio amounts to 1:6 for the Cr measurement performed at 60 kV. The
hypersatellites were fitted using one Voigtian for each transition. The parameters
of both Voigtians could be let free in the fit except the Lorentzian width of the
Kha1 component which was fixed at the width of the Kha2 hypersatellite minus
the difference between the L2 and L3 atomic level widths (0.43 eV according to
Ref. [161]). When both Lorentzian widths were let free in the fit, it was indeed
found that the value of the Kha1 width was about two times smaller than the one
of the Kha1 hypersatellite, which is not physically sound. In contrast to that, the
intensity of the Kha1 could be let free. The Kha1/Kha2 yield ratio deduced from
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the fit is (33.3±4.6)%, a result well in line with the value of 32.5% predicted by the
calculations of Costa et al. [175]. The best fit of the Cu hypersatellite spectrum
was obtained when a third degree polynomial was employed for the background.
Figure III.11 – Cu Ka hypersatellite spectrum measured at 39.6 kV × 10
mA using a Si(440) crystal. The measured spectrum is represented by the
open circles and the total fit by the black solid line. The red and green
curves stand for the fits of the Kha2 and Kha1 hypersatellites, respectively.
The fitted cubic background was subtracted from the spectrum beforehand.
III.2.3 Intensity correction factors
Solid angle
In the von Hamos geometry the solid angle of the spectrometer varies with the
Bragg angle. As a consequence the hypersatellites and their parent diagram lines
correspond to different solid angles and these differences should be accounted for
in the determination of the hypersatellite-to-diagram yield ratios. A dedicated
X-ray tracing code was developed to calculate the solid angle of the von Hamos
spectrometer operated in the standard geometry (see Ref. [41]). A modified version
of this code was used in the present work. The main modification needed in the
code to adapt it to the present setup consisted to replace the distance between the
crystal and the sample by the distance between the crystal and the the X-ray tube
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anode. The latter being not vertical as the sample in the standard geometry, its
orientation (see Fig. III.12) had also to be considered in the calculations.
The distance between the anode center and the crystal center is given by:
` = Rsin(ϑ) +
d
cos(ϑ) + x, (III.2)
where R stands for the radius of curvature of the crystal, d is the distance between
the slit and the TAF axis (see Fig. II.6), ϑ is the Bragg angle, while the length x
reads:
x =
√
a2 + c2 – 2a · c · cos(p – ϕ). (III.3)
In the above equation, the lengths a and c and the angle ϕ are defined in Sect.
II.2.2 and shown in Fig. II.6.
The solid angles W corresponding to the diagram and hypersatellite X-ray lines
measured in the present project are listed in the fourth column of Table III.4. The
calculations were performed using weighted average values for the energies of the
Ka1,2 and Kha1,2 doublets. For the Kha hypersatellite of Sc, the solid angle is
bigger than the one of the corresponding diagram line although the distance ` is
larger for the hypersatellite. This is due to the fact that the solid angle is propor-
tional to the Darwin width [41] and for Sc the latter is bigger for the hypersatellite
than for the diagram line. The Darwin widths were calculated by means of the
XOP software package [162] assuming all crystals to be perfect except the HAPG
one. In the latter case, the Darwin width was replaced in the calculations by the
known mosaicity width of the HAPG crystal (1050 mrad).
Effective size of the radiation source
According to the manufacturer, for the employed X-ray tubes the electron beam
spot on the anode is 16 mm long and 9 mm wide. As the anode makes an angle
of 26 deg. with the horizontal plane, the apparent height of the source is only
about 7 mm so that, as shown by the code employed for the calculation of the
solid angle, the full length of the electron spot contributes to the production of the
observed X-rays with the present setup. In contrast to that, only a narrow part of
the electron spot width is seen by the crystal through the 0.2 mm wide slit of the
spectrometer. For a point located in the center of the crystal the effective width
of the radiation source is given by:
weff =
` · sin(ϑ)
R · ws, (III.4)
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where R is the radius of curvature of the crystal, ϑ the Bragg angle, ` the distance
between the crystal center and the anode center (see equation III.2) and ws the
width of the slit. For other points located on the crystal surface but not in the
center, widths weff nearly equal to the ones given by the above equation are
obtained. For all X-ray lines investigated in this project, the influence of the
effective source width on the hypersatellite-to-diagram line yield ratio was found
to be smaller than 1% and was thus neglected.
Crystal peak reflectivity
As the peak reflectivity R of the crystal varies as a function of the photon energy,
R should also be considered for a correct determination of the hypersatellite-to-
diagram line yield ratios. The peak reflectivities of the four crystals were calculated
for each transition of interest with the XOP software package [162]. As K X-
rays are not polarized, the average values of the peak reflectivities calculated by
the XOP code for s-polarized photons (X-rays linearly polarized in the horizontal
plane) and p-polarized photons (X-rays linearly polarized in the vertical plane)
were used to correct the fitted intensities. The calculated average peak reflectivities
R are reported in the fifth column of Table III.4. For p-polarized X-rays, the peak
reflectivity tends to zero when the Bragg angle approaches 45 deg. This explains
the rather big difference of the peak reflectivities corresponding to the Ka (ϑ=48.8
deg.) and Kha (ϑ=44.9 deg.) lines of Sc observed with the LiF(220) crystal.
CCD efficiency
Above the Si K-edge (E=1839 eV) the CCD efficiency decreases smoothly as a
function of the photon energy. If one neglects the thin SiO2 layer which deposits
on the front surface of the CCD chip when the latter is exposed to air, the CCD
efficiency e can be determined from the following relation:
e = 1 – exp
[
–mSi(E) · rSi ·
hSi
sin(ϑ)
]
, (III.5)
where mSi(E) represents the total mass attenuation coefficient (without elastic scat-
tering) of Si for the X-ray of energy E, rSi the specific weight of Si, hSi the depletion
depth of the CCD chip and ϑ the Bragg angle. The back illuminated deep depleted
CCD camera employed in the present experiment was fully characterized in a pre-
vious project [154]. In this former work a depletion depth hSi=15 mm was obtained
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by fitting with the above formula the experimental efficiencies of the CCD camera
for a variety of X-rays ranging from 1 keV to 18 keV.
The CCD efficiencies were calculated with Eq.III.5 for the energies of the diagram
and hypersatellite lines investigated in the present project, using the mass atten-
uation coefficients mSi reported in the XCOM database [156] and the depletion
depth hSi obtained in [154]. The results are presented in the sixth column of Table
III.4.
Target self absorption
The correction factor accounting for the self absorption of the Ka or Kb diagram
X-rays in the anode can be written as follows:
zKa,Kb =
∫ hK
0 sK[Ee(s)] · e–mKa.Kb·s·ctg(a)ds∫ hK
0 sK[Ee(s)]ds
, (III.6)
where Ee(s) represents the kinetic energy of the electron at the depth s, sK the
cross section of the electron-induced single K-shell ionization, a the angle made
by the X-ray tube anode with respect to the horizontal plane (see Fig.III.12) and
hK the depth at which Ee(hK)=EK, EK being the threshold energy for a single
K-shell ionization.
The correction factor for the self absorption of the Kha or Khb hypersatellites is
similarly given by:
zKha,Khb =
∫ hKK
0 sKK[Ee(s)] · e
–mKha.Khb·s·ctg(a)ds∫ hKK
0 sKK[Ee(s)]ds
, (III.7)
with sKK standing for the cross section of the electron-induced double K-shell
ionization and hKK for the depth at which Ee(hKK)=EKK, EKK corresponding to
the threshold energy for a double K-shell ionization.
The energy loss of the electrons in the anode can be parametrized using the fol-
lowing equation:
dEe
ds = –k · E
–n
e , (III.8)
where k and n are two real positive constants. The latter were determined by
a linear least squares fitting of the electron stopping powers calculated with the
NIST ESTAR code [180] to the function:
log
(∣∣∣∣∣dEeds
∣∣∣∣∣
)
= –n · log(Ee) + log(k). (III.9)
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The results obtained from the fits are presented in Table III.3. As the electron
stopping powers calculated by the ESTAR code are given in [MeV · cm2/g], the
obtained penetration depths are expressed in [g/cm2].
Figure III.12 – Schematic drawing of the X-ray tube anode geometry
showing the penetration depth s of the incoming electrons and the distance
x travelled by the X-rays to exit the anode. For the three X-ray tubes used
in the present project the angle a=26 deg.
The kinetic energy of the electrons at the depth s is obtained by integrating equa-
tion III.8:
Ee(s) =
{
[Ee(0)]n+1 – (n+ 1) · k · s
} 1
n+1 , (III.10)
where the initial kinetic energy of the electrons Ee(0)= e · U, U representing the
high voltage of the X-ray tube. The maximum penetration depths hK and hKK
can be deduced from the above equation. One finds:
hK,KK =
[Ee(0)]n+1 –
[
EK,KK
]n+1
(n+ 1) · k . (III.11)
The single K-shell ionization threshold energies EK were taken from the LBNL
X-ray data booklet [181], whereas the double K-shell ionization threshold energies
EKK were calculated from the following relation:
EKK(Z) = 2 · EK + eK · [EK(Z + 1) – EK(Z)] , (III.12)
where eK is a constant comprised between 0 and 1 which accounts for the increase
of the electronic screening resulting from the removal of the first 1s electron. The
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value eK=0.570 reported in [111] for 3d transition elements was adopted. The so-
determined maximum penetration depths hK and hKK are quoted in Table III.3.
Figure III.13 – Variation of the single K-shell ionization cross section as
a function of the electron energy for the case of the Cr X-ray tube operated
at 60 kV. The data from Refs. [182, 183] were fitted with a Gryzinsky-like
function (solid red line). For details, see text.
The single K-shell ionization cross sections sK [E(s)] were determined from least
squares fits of Gryzinsky-like functions to the experimental values reported by Liu
et al. [182]. For Cr, however, the experimental cross sections reported in [182] are
given only for electron energies below 25 keV and above 2 MeV so that the fitted
Gryzinsky functions for the 60 kV measurements were not reliable. The difficulty
was circumvented by calculating the cross sections at 40, 50 and 60 keV by means
of the universal function proposed in [183]:
sK · E2K · uK = 1.32 · 105 · bK · [ln(uK) + ln(cK)] , (III.13)
where uK is a dimensionless parameter defined by uK=Ee/EK. The parameters
bK and cK were adjusted to match Liu’s data below 25 keV. For illustration, the
variation of sK as a function of the electron energy corresponding to the Cr X-ray
tube operated at 60 kV is depicted in Fig. III.13.
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Unfortunately, for the double K-shell ionization cross section the same method
could not be applied because, to our best knowledge, no experimental cross sections
sKK(E) are available in the literature. The problem was solved by making the
following approximations in Eq. III.6:
∫ hK
0 sK[Ee(s)] · e–mKa.Kb·s·ctg(a)ds∫ hK
0 sK[Ee(s)]ds
∼= s¯K ·
∫ hK
0 e
–mKa.Kb·s·ctg(a)ds
s¯K · hK
, (III.14)
where s¯K represents the average value of the cross section sK for the anode layer
of thickness hK. Using the above approximation and calculating the integral, one
obtains the following simpler expression for the self absorption correction factor:
z˜Ka,Kb =
1 – e–mKa,Kb·hK·ctg(a)
mKa,Kb · hK · ctg(a)
. (III.15)
For the hypersatellites, a similar expression is obtained:
z˜Kha,Khb =
1 – e–mKha,Khb·hKK·ctg(a)
mKha,Khb · hKK · ctg(a)
. (III.16)
The goodness of the above approximations was probed by comparing for the dia-
gram lines the values obtained for the self absorption correction factors using the
exact expression III.6 and the simplified one III.15. For Sc, values z˜Ka=0.862 and
z˜Kb=0.889 are found which are close to the exact values zKa=0.877 and zKb=0.901.
Similar negative differences of about 1.5% and 3% are found for Cr (26.5 kV mea-
surement) and Cu, respectively, whereas for the 60 kV measurement of Cr the
relative deviation is positive and somewhat bigger (5%). To summarize, the rel-
ative differences between z and z˜ are smaller than 5% in all cases and the above
approximations are thus quite acceptable within the 10% uncertainty assumed for
the self absorption corrections. The correction factors z˜Ka,Kb and z˜Kha,Khb are
listed in Table III.4. For the Sc Khb the correction factor is smaller than for
the parent diagram line Kb because the hypersatellite lies above the K-absorption
edge, which leads to a significantly bigger absorption coefficient.
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Table III.3 – Parameters k and n describing the electron energy loss, single
and double K-shell ionization threshold energies EK and EKK and maximum
penetration depths hK and hKK.
Anode HV
[kV]
k n EK
[keV]
EKK
[keV]
hK
[mg/cm2]
hKK
[mg/cm2]
Sc 20.0 0.551 0.716 4.492 9.254 1.186 0.943
Cr 26.5 0.527 0.714 5.989 12.291 2.024 1.607
Cr 60.0 0.527 0.714 5.989 12.291 8.739 8.323
Cu 39.6 0.507 0.707 8.979 18.346 4.296 3.412
Table III.4 – Solid angles W, crystal peak reflectivities R, CCD efficiencies
e and self-absorption correction factors z˜ for the X-ray lines of interest.
Crystal Target X-ray line W [msr] R e z˜
LiF Sc Ka 5.69 0.829 0.861 0.862
(200) Kha 6.67 0.584 0.837 0.901
Kb 5.37 0.680 0.817 0.889
Khb 4.12 0.878 0.784 0.539
Si Cr Ka 3.49 0.799 0.682 0.840
(220) Kha 3.32 0.834 0.653 0.883
Si Cra Ka 3.49 0.799 0.682 0.506
(220) Kha 3.32 0.834 0.653 0.556
Ge Cra Ka 8.09 0.819 0.696 0.507
(220) Kha 7.73 0.851 0.668 0.556
HAPG Cra Ka 43.3 0.206 0.632 0.506
(004) Kha 43.3 0.217 0.603 0.556
Si Cu Ka 1.14 0.850 0.240 0.803
(440) Kha 1.03 0.771 0.226 0.852
aX-ray tube operated at 60 kV × 10 mA
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III.3 Results and discussion
III.3.1 Energies
Absolute energies
The fitted energies of the hypersatellite transitions observed in the present work
are presented in Table III.5 where they are compared to other experimental and
theoretical values found in the literature. Calibration errors which are included in
the total uncertainties are rather large due to the energy differences between the
reference lines measured in the direct and standard geometries (see 2nd paragraph
of Sect. III.2.1).
In the case of Sc, the Kha2 and Kha1 hypersatellite energies obtained in our
work are 4296.33(47) eV and 4309.42(94) eV, respectively. These results are in
excellent agreement with the experimental values of 4296.31(8) eV and 4309.60(70)
eV obtained with synchrotron radiation [32], whereas the theoretical predictions
from [184] underestimate present values by about 2.2 and 3.2 eV, respectively. For
the weak Khb hypersatellite, an energy of 4727.63(69) eV was found. The latter
could not be compared to other values because no experimental nor theoretical
value was found in the literature.
For Cr, the measurements were performed at 26.5 kV with the Si(220) crystal and
at 60.0 kV with the Si(220), Ge(220) and HAPG(004) crystals. If one compares
first the energies of the Kha2 hypersatellites measured at 60.0 kV, one sees that
the values obtained with the three crystals are consistent. The average energy is
5649.99 eV with a standard deviation of 0.19 eV which is somewhat smaller than the
calculated error on the average value (0.26 eV). The average energy corresponding
to the measurements performed at 60 kV is also consistent with the energy obtained
at 26.5 kV (5649.79 eV), the difference (0.20 eV) being about two times smaller
than the combined error (0.54 eV). The same holds for the Kha1 hypersatellite for
which an average energy of 5667.25(31) eV is found for the 60 kV measurements
which is also consistent with the value of 5666.75(73) eV corresponding to the 26.5
kV measurement. However, the energies found at 60 kV with the three different
crystals are not consistent, the average error of the three measurements being
about 0.5 eV and the standard deviation 1.2 eV. In our opinion, the scatter of the
60 kV Kha1 data is due to the poor intensity of this hypersatellite and the resulting
high sensitivity of the line centroid to the rather hilly background observed in the
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measurements performed with the Cr X-ray tube.
Table III.5 – Hypersatellite energies obtained from the fits. Present values
are compared to existing experimental and theoretical results. The exper-
imental values from other sources were obtained by irradiating the targets
with synchrotron radiation (SR), Bremsstrahlung from X-ray tubes (BS),
heavy-ions (HI) and electrons (e–). All energies are quoted in [eV]. The no-
tation 4296.33(47/12) means 4296.33 ± 0.47 with an included error from the
fit of ± 0.12.
Target/crystal X-ray Present Other sources Other sources
line (experimental) (theoretical)
Sc/LiF(200) Kha2 4296.33(47/12) 4296.31(8)a [32] 4294.16 [184]
Kha1 4309.42(94/82) 4309.60 (70)a [32] 4306.27 [184]
Khb1,3 4727.63(69/52) - -
Cr/Si(220) Kha2 5649.79(47/12) 5649.2(1)a [111]
5649(2)b [52]
5650(2)b [185]
5645(2)d [186]
5648.5 [111]
5649.2 [52]
5648.4 [187]
5647 [184]
Kha1 5666.75(73/57) 5665.1(3)a [111]
5666(3)b [185]
5662 [184]
5666.1 [52]
Cre/Si(220) Kha2 5649.72(46/7)
Kha1 5667.26(53/28)
Cre/Ge(220) Kha2 5650.13(45/4)
Kha1 5665.73(55/31)
Cre/HAPG(004) Kha2 5650.11(46/9)
Kha1 5668.78(52/27)
Cu/Si(440) Kha2 8329.46(47/14) 8329.1(1)a [111] 8329.3 [111]
8331(3)d [186] 8330 [188]
8329.9(2)c [41]
Kha1 8352.94(58/36) 8352.6(2)a [111] 8354 [188]
8352(3)d [186]
8351(3)d [44]
8354.4(6)c [41]
a SR; bBS; cHI; de–; eX-ray tube operated at 60 kV × 10 mA
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The most accurate and most reliable Cr Kha2 energy is probably the one reported
by Diamant et al. [111]. Our results obtained with the Si(220) crystal at 26.5 kV
and 60 kV are just consistent with this value, whereas the energies determined
with the Ge(220) and HAPG(004) crystals are slightly inconsistent (about 0.9 eV
bigger for a combined error of 0.5 eV). For the Kha1 energy, the value obtained
in the present work with the Ge(220) crystal is consistent with the value quoted
in [111] but the three other values are bigger by 1-3 eV. On the other hand, present
Kha2 and Kha1 energies are well in line with the experimental results from [52,185]
but the latter are characterized by bigger uncertainties (2 eV). In contrast to that,
the energy reported by Salem et al. [186] for the Kha2 hypersatellite is more
than 4 eV smaller than ours, although the same experimental technique (electron
bombardment) was used. Regarding theory, the predictions from [184] are 2.2
eV (Kha2) and 3.1 eV (Kha1) smaller than the values from Ref. [111], confirming
thus the observation done for the Kha hypersatellites of Sc. The average value of
the other theoretical values is 5648.7 eV for the Kha2, a value well in line with
our results if one assumes a precision of 1 eV for these calculations. It can be
noted here that the energies calculated by Aberg [189] more than 30 years ago for
the Kha2 (5649.2 eV) and Kha1 (5666.1 eV) hypersatellites are very close to the
experimental values reported by Diamant et al. [111].
For Cu the Kha2 and Kha1 hypersatellite energies found in our work are 8329.46(47)
and 8352.94(58) eV, respectively. These energies are in good agreement with the
experimental values [8329.1(1) and 8352.6(2) eV] obtained by Diamant et al. [111]
with synchrotron radiation and by Salem [186] with electrons [8331(3) and 8352(3)
eV]. The energy reported in [41] for the Kha2 hypersatellite [8329.9(2) eV] is also
well in line with our value, whereas for the Kha2 hypersatellite the quoted en-
ergy [8354.4(6) eV] is 1.5 eV bigger than ours. As for Cr, theoretical predictions
are well in line with present energies if uncertainties of 1 eV are assumed in the
calculations.
Energy shifts
In several papers only the energy shifts of the hypersatellites with respect to their
parent diagram lines are quoted. In theory, energy shifts are in general more
reliable than absolute energies because they are not affected by the uncertainty
related to the origin of the energy scale. We have thus also determined from
our measurements the energy shiftsDa2=E(Kha2)-E(Ka2), Da1=E(Kha1)-E(Ka1)
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and for Sc Db1,3=E(Khb1,3)-E(Kb1,3). For Cr, the shifts Da2 and Da1 were
calculated from the average values of the Kha2 and Kha1 energies obtained at
26.5 and 60 kV. However, for the calculation of the average Kha1 energy, the
measurement performed at 60 kV with the HAPG crystal was not considered,
the obtained energy being obviously too big. The results are presented in Table
III.6 where they are compared to experimental and theoretical data found in the
literature. As for the absolute energies, the most reliable and accurate energy shifts
are those obtained with synchrotron radiation by Hoszowska et al. for Sc [32]and
by Diamant et al. for Cr and Cu [111]. As the shifts Da1 are not reported in [111],
they were determined from the Kha1 and Kha2 absolute energies quoted in [111]
and the shifts D=E(Kha2)-E(Ka1) reported earlier by the same group [190].
As it can be seen in Table III.6, present energy shifts are consistent with all other
experimental values, except in two cases. The first one concerns the shift Da2
of Cr for which a deviation of 0.7 eV is observed between our value and the one
reported in [111], whereas the combined error amounts to 0.25 eV. No explanation
was found for this discrepancy. The second case concerns the shift Da1 of Cu, the
value quoted in [41] being 2.0 eV bigger than ours and the deviation 2 times bigger
than the combined error. In this case, however, the value quoted in [41] which was
obtained with heavy ions is obviously too big as compared to other experimental
and theoretical values.
A similar good agreement is observed between present hypersatellite shifts and
theoretical predictions. Actually, if one assumes an uncertainty of 1 eV for the
calculations, 75% of the theoretical values agree with our shifts within the com-
bined errors and the percentage of agreement is even 100% if the uncertainty of
the calculations is increased to 2 eV.
The energies of the diagram and hypersatellite X-ray lines can be written as follows:
E(Ka2,1) = EK – EL2,L3 , (III.17)
E(Kb3,1) = EK – EM2,M3 , (III.18)
E(Kha2,1) = EKK – EKL2,KL3 , (III.19)
E(Khb3,1) = EKK – EKM2,KM3 , (III.20)
where EK, EL2,L3 and EM2,M3 represent the energy of the ion with a single
1s–1, 2p–11/2,3/2 and 3p
–1
1/2,3/2 vacancy, respectively. Similarly, EKK, EKL2,KL3 and
EKM2,KM3 stand for the energy of the ion with a double 1s
–2, 1s–12p–11/2,3/2 and
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1s–13p–11/2,3/2 vacancy, respectively. Note that, if the origin of the energy scale
corresponds to the total energy of the neutral atom, the excitation energy EK is
equal to the absolute value of the binding energy of the 1s electron in the neu-
tral atom. The energy EKK can be calculated by means of Eq. III.12. Similar
approximations can be used for EKL2,KL3 and EKM2,KM3 , namely:
EKL2,KL3(Z) = EK + EL2,L3 + eL2,L3 ·
[
EL2,L3(Z + 1) – EL2,L3(Z)
]
, (III.21)
EKM2,KM3(Z) = EK+EM2,M3 + eM2,M3 ·
[
EM2,M3(Z + 1) – EM2,M3(Z)
]
, (III.22)
where eK, eL2,L3 and eM2,M3 are real constants comprised between 0 and 1 that
account for the increase of the electronic screening of the K-, L2,3- or M2,3-subshells
resulting from the vacancy in the K-shell. Using above equations, the energy shifts
can be written as:
Da2(Z) = eK ·
[
EK(Z + 1) – EK(Z)
]
– eL2 ·
[
EL2(Z + 1) – EL2(Z)
]
, (III.23)
Da1(Z) = eK ·
[
EK(Z + 1) – EK(Z)
]
– eL3 ·
[
EL3(Z + 1) – EL3(Z)
]
, (III.24)
Db1,3(Z) = eK ·
[
EK(Z + 1) – EK(Z)
]
– eM2,3 ·
[
EM2,3(Z + 1) – EM2,3(Z)
]
. (III.25)
For 3d elements eK=0.570 [111]. As for the screening parameters eL2 and eL3
no value could be found in the literature, the latter were determined from the
measured shifts Da2 and Da1 by means of a linear least-squares fit method which
leads to the following formula [41]:
eL2,3 =
eK
∑
Z
[
EK(Z + 1) – EK(Z)
]
–∑
Z
Da2,1(Z)∑
Z
[
EL2,L3(Z + 1) – EL2,L3(Z)
] . (III.26)
Using the electron binding energies quoted in [181] and the above mentioned value
eK=0.570, one finds from Eq. III.26 eL2=0.998 and eL3=0.937, values which
are very close to the ones found in [41] for Ca, V, Fe and Cu (eL2=0.995 and
eL3=0.935). On the other hand, if one uses the theoretical shifts Da2 and Da1
reported in [175] for Sc, Ti, V, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn, one finds eL2=0.991 and
eL3=0.945 which are also close to the results obtained from our experimental shifts.
Finally, inserting the screening factors eK=0.570, eL2=0.998 and eL3=0.937 in Eqs
III.23 and III.24 and assuming that eM2,3 ∼=1 in Eq. III.25, one obtains the shifts
Da2, Da1 and Db1,3 quoted in the last column of Table III.6. As shown, the val-
ues obtained with this simple method are quite satisfactory, the average relative
deviation with respect to the present experimental shifts being 0.9% only.
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Table III.6 – Energy shifts Da2=E(Kha2)-E(Ka2), Da1=E(Kha1)-E(Ka1)
and Db1,3=E(Khb1,3)-E(Kb1,3) obtained in the present work. Experimental
values from other sources as well as theoretical predictions are also quoted for
comparison. Values obtained from the formulas III.23 - III.25 are presented
in the last column. All energy shifts are quoted in eV.
Target Shift Present Other (exp) Other (theo) Eqs. III.23
- III.25
Sc Da2 210.38(47) 210.36(8) [32] 209.29 [175] 213.7
Da1 218.69(94) 218.87(70) [32] 216.69 [175] 218.6
Db1,3 267.19(83) - 267.66 [178]
268.3a [188]
265.9
Cr Da2 244.40(23)b 243.7(1) [111]
243(2) [52]
245(2) [185]
243.5 [191]
243.0 [111]
243.2 [52]
243.15c [175]
243.4c [188]
247.5
Da1 251.78(35)d 251(3) [185] 249.75c [175]
249.8c [188]
253.0
Cu Da2 301.62(47) 301.3(1) [111]
303(3) [44]
302.7(7)e [41]
301.93 [175]
301.6 [111]
302.2f [188]
295.2
Da1 305.12(58) 307.1(8)e [41]
304.9(3) [111,190]
305.59 [175]
306.0f [188]
304.1
alinear interpolation of the shifts reported for Ca (Z=20) and Mn (Z=25)
baverage values of the measurements performed at 26.5 kV and 60 kV
clinear interpolation of the shifts reported for V (Z=23) and Fe (Z=26)
dsame as b but the energy obtained with the HAPG crystal was not considered
eHI experiment
flinear interpolation of the shifts reported for Mn (Z=25) and Zn (Z=30)
III.3.2 Line widths
As mentioned in Sect. III.2.2 the Lorentzian widths of the Kha1 hypersatellites
had to be kept fixed in the data analysis to get reliable fits but the widths of the
Kha2 and, for Sc, Khb1,3 hypersatellites could be used as free fitting parameters.
The obtained Lorentian widths are presented in Table III.7 together with the few
other experimental and theoretical data found in the literature. For Cr, the values
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obtained at 26.5 kV with the Si(220) crystal [5.32(16) eV] and at 60 kV with the
Si(220) [5.71(10) eV], Ge(220) [5.80(38) eV] and HAPG(004) [5.35(12) eV] crystals
were found to be nearly consistent within the fit errors so that only the average
value is given in Table III.7. For the Khb hypersatellite of Sc, the obtained line
width has a big uncertainty due to the very poor intensity of this transition.
As the width of an X-ray transition is equal to the sum of the natural widths of the
initial and final atomic states, the line width of the Kha2 hypersatellite is given
by:
G(Kha2) = GKK + GKL2 ∼= (2 · GK) + (GK + GL2) = 3 · GK + GL2 , (III.27)
where GK and GL2 stand for the widths of the 1s and 2p1/2 atomic levels.
In the above equation, we have assumed, as proposed by Mossé [192], that the
mean lifetime of a double K-shell vacancy state is two times shorter than a single
K-shell vacancy state, i.e., GKK ∼= 2·GK. For the same reason, GKL2 ∼= GK+GL2 .
For the Khb1,3 hypersatellite, one gets similarly:
G(Khb1,3) ∼= 3 · GK + GM2,3 , (III.28)
where GM2,3 stands for the natural width of the 3p1/2,3/2 atomic levels.
The widths derived from the above formulas using for the atomic level widths
the values reported by Campbell and Papp [161] are presented in the last column
of Table III.7. Table III.7 shows that for Cr and Cu present Kha2 hypersatellite
widths are in a quite satisfactory agreement with the experimental values reported
in [111] and the theoretical predictions obtained in [193], whereas for Sc the present
value overestimates significantly the experimental result quoted in [32] and the
theoretical prediction from [193]. This discrepancy is probably due to the close
lying and partly overlapping KMM RAE transitions (see Fig. III.5). Regarding the
width of the Khb1,3 hypersatellite of Sc, it is difficult to make a comment because
no experimental nor theoretical data was found in the literature for comparison.
Nevertheless, the present value of (7.1±1.1) eV looks quite reasonable since a
width of 7.8 eV is reported in [113] for the Khb1,3 hypersatellite of Ti, the next
higher Z element. A rapid examination of Table III.7 shows also that the widths
calculated with Eqs III.27 and III.28 underestimate considerably the real widths
of the hypersatellites. This is, however, a well known problem that was already
pointed out in several papers (see, e.g., [32, 111]).
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Table III.7 – Natural line widths in [eV] of the Kha2 hypersatellites of Sc,
Cr and Cu and Khb1,3 hypersatellite of Sc obtained in the present work.
For Cr, the indicated value corresponds to the average of the measurements
performed at 26.5 kV and 60 kV and the error to the standard deviation of
the average. Other available experimental (Exp.) and theoretical (Theo.)
values are also quoted for comparison as well as the widths derived from
Eqs.III.27 and III.28.
Transition Present Other (Exp.) Theo. [193] Eq. III.27 -
III.28
Sc Kha2 4.89(13) 3.88(17) [32] 4.24a 2.85
Sc Khb1,3 7.1(1.1) - - 3.69
Cr Kha2 5.55(21) 5.7(1) [111] 5.77 3.82
Cu Kha2 6.95(61) 6.99(34) [111] 7.09b 5.51
adetermined by a linear interpolation of the values quoted for Ca (Z=20) and V (Z=23)
bdetermined by a linear interpolation of the values quoted for Co (Z=27) and Zn (Z=30)
III.3.3 Ratios of double-to-single K-shell ionization cross
sections
The measured count rates of the hypersatellite X-ray lines can be written as:
IKha,Khb = Ie ·
∫ hKK
0
sKK[Ee(s)]ds · n · wKha,Khb · WKha,Khb·
·RKha,Khb · eKha,Khb · z˜Kha,Khb,
(III.29)
where Ie represents the number of electrons impacting the anode per second, sKK
the double K-shell ionization cross section, hKK the maximum penetration depth of
the electrons producing a double K-shell ionization, n the number of anode atoms
per unit volume, wKha,Khb the partial fluorescence yield of the considered hyper-
satellite line and WKha,Kb, RKha,Khb, eKha,Khb and z˜Kha,Khb the corresponding
solid angle of the spectrometer, crystal peak reflectivity, CCD efficiency and self
absorption correction factor, respectively. The partial fluorescence yield wKha,Khb
is given by:
wKha,Khb =
WKha,Khb
WKha +WKhb
· wKK, (III.30)
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where WKha and WKhb stand for the radiative transition probability of the K
ha
and Khb hypersatellites and wKK for the fluorescence yield of the doubly ionized
K-shell atom.
Similarly, the measured count rates of the diagram lines read:
IKa,Kb =
1
A · Ie ·
∫ hK
0
sK[Ee(s)]ds · n · wKa,Kb · WKa,Kb · RKa,Kb · eKa,Kb · z˜Ka,Kb
= 1A · Ie ·
∫ hKK
0
sK[Ee(s)]ds ·
∫ hK
0 sK[Ee(s)]ds∫ hKK
0 sK[Ee(s)]ds
· n · wKa,Kb · WKa,Kb · RKa,Kb·
·eKa,Kb · z˜Ka,Kb,
(III.31)
where A represents the attenuation factor of the absorber used for the measurement
of the considered diagram line (see Sect. III.1.2).
Note that the contribution of the bremsstrahlung to the production of the observed
hypersatellite and diagram X-ray yields was assumed to be negligibly small and
thus omitted in Eqs III.29 and III.31. Actually, this contribution was estimated
in [53] and found to be less than 2% of the X-ray yield produced by electron
impact, i.e., far below the uncertainties related to the X-ray intensities measured
in the present work.
Using the definitions
s¯K =
1
hKK
·
∫ hKK
0
sK[Ee(s)]ds (III.32)
s¯KK =
1
hKK
·
∫ hKK
0
sKK[Ee(s)]ds (III.33)
q =
∫ hK
0 sK[Ee(s)]ds∫ hKK
0 sK[Ee(s)]ds
(III.34)
and dividing Eq. III.29 by Eq. III.31 one finds the relative intensity of the hyper-
satellite line with respect to the parent diagram line:
IKha,Khb
A · IKa,Kb
= s¯KK
s¯K
· 1
q
·
wKha,Khb
wKa,Kb
·
WKha,Khb
WKa,Kb
·
RKha,Khb
RKa,Kb
·
eKha,Khb
eKa,Kb
·
z˜Kha,Khb
z˜Ka,Kb
.
(III.35)
Finally, the double-to-single K-shell ionization cross section ratio PKK can be
derived from Eq. III.35:
PKK =
s¯KK
s¯K
=
 IKha,Khb
A · IKa,Kb

cor
· wKa,Kb
wKha,Khb
· q, (III.36)
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where IKha,Khb
A · IKa,Kb

cor
=
IKha,Khb
A · IKa,Kb
· WKa,Kb
WKha,Khb
· RKa,KbRKha,Khb
· eKa,Kb
eKha,Khb
· z˜Ka,Kb
z˜Kha,Khb
. (III.37)
The corrected Kha and Khb relative intensities which were calculated with the solid
angles, crystal peak reflectivities, CCD efficiencies and self absorption correction
factors given in Table III.4 are presented in Tables III.8 and III.9, respectively. To
show the size of the corrections, the uncorrected relative intensities are also listed.
A relative uncertainty of 5% was assumed for each correction factor except for the
self absorption z˜ for which a relative uncertainty of 10% was estimated, due to the
additional uncertainty related to the approximation z˜ ∼= z made in the calculations
(see subsection "Target self absorption" in Sect. III.2.3).
Table III.8 – Measured and corrected relative intensities of the Ka hyper-
satellites (see text)
Target/Crystal [I(Kha1,2)/[A×I(Ka1,2)]]fit [I(Kha1,2)/[A×I(Ka1,2)]]cor
Sc/LiF(200) 1.14(7)×10–4 1.35(20)×10–4
Cr/Si(220) 0.82(7)×10–4 0.87(14)×10–4
Cra/Si(220) 1.04(2)×10–4 0.99(13)×10–4
Cra/Ge(220) 0.84(12)×10–4 0.80(16)×10–4
Cra/HAPG(004) 0.70(2)×10–4 0.63(8)×10–4
Cu/Si(440) 0.50(4)×10–4 0.62(10)×10–4
aX-ray tube operated at 60 kV × 10 mA
Table III.9 – Same as Table III.8 but for the Kb hypersatellite of Sc.
Target/Crystal [I(Khb1,3)/[A×I(Kb1,3)]]fit [I(Khb1,3)/[A×I(Kb1,3)]]cor
Sc/ LiF(200) 1.08(19)×10–4 1.87(41)×10–4
For the Cr measurements performed at 60 kV with three different crystals, the
corrected intensity ratios should be the same but, as shown by Table III.8, there
is a large scatter of the results. However, in view of the rather big uncertainties
characterizing the three ratios, this scatter is not really surprising. Actually, the
standard deviation of the three ratios is 0.15×10–4, a value which is comparable
to the average uncertainty of the three measurements which is equal to 0.12×10–4.
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The partial fluorescence yields were calculated using the fluorescence yields wK for
singly ionized atoms from Kostroun [194] and the fluorescence yields wKK for dou-
bly ionized atoms from Natarajan [187]. The relative intensities I(Ka,Kb)/I(Ka+
Kb) of the diagram lines were determined from the radiative emission rates quoted
by Scofield [174] and the relative intensities I(Kha,Khb)/I(Kha+Khb) of the hy-
persatellites from the rates reported for Al and Sc by Costa [178]. The correction
factors q (see Eq. III.34) for the difference in the effective thicknesses of the anode
layers contributing to the production of the diagram lines and hypersatellites, re-
spectively, were computed by integrating numerically the Gryzinsky-like functions
used to reproduce the variation of sK as a function of the electron energy. The
values obtained for all these parameters are presented in Tables III.10.
Table III.10 – Fluorescence yields wK and wKK for singly and dou-
bly K-shell ionized atoms, resulting partial fluorescence yield ratios
wKha,Khb/wKa,Kb and correction factors q accounting for the effective source
thicknesses.
Target wK
[194]
wKK [187]
WKa,Kb
WKa+WKb
[174]
WKha
WKha+WKhb
[178]
wKa,Kb
wKha,Khb
q
Sca 0.183 0.212b 0.900 0.857 0.906 1.118
Scc 0.183 0.212 0.100 0.143 0.604 1.118
Cr 0.276 0.316 0.897 0.852d 0.920 1.151
Cre 0.276 0.316 0.897 0.852d 0.920 1.035
Cu 0.448 0.478f 0.892 0.848d 0.986 1.126
aKha hypersatellite
blinear interpolation from the values reported for Ca (Z=20) and Ti (Z=22)
cKhb hypersatellite
dlinear extrapolation from the values reported for Al (Z=13) and Sc (Z=21)
e60 kV measurement
flinear interpolation from the values reported for Fe (Z=26) and Zn (Z=30)
Finally, inserting above values in Eq. III.36, one obtains the double-to-single ion-
ization cross section ratios presented in Table III.11. As shown, for Sc the values
obtained from the relative intensities of the Kha and Khb hypersatellites are fully
consistent. For the Cr measurements performed at 60 kV, the ratio PKK was
calculated from the average relative intensity (0.81×10–4) of the hypersatellites
measured with the three crystals using the standard deviation of the three mea-
surements (0.15×10–4) as uncertainty. One sees that the value PKK obtained for
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Cr at 60 kV is about 20% smaller than the one measured at 26.5 kV.
Table III.11 – Double-to-single K-shell ionization cross-section ratios PKK.
Target PKK
Sca 1.37(22)×10–4
Scb 1.26(29)×10–4
Cr 0.92(16)×10–4
Crc 0.77(13)×10–4 d
Cu 0.69(12)×10–4
aKa hypersatellite
bKb hypersatellite
cX-ray tube operated at 60 kV
daverage value of the PKK ratios obtained with the three crystals
Figure III.14 – Double-to-single K-shell ionization cross-section ratios ver-
sus atomic number for electron impact. • present results, ⊗ [31], ⊕ [53],
. [42], / [54], 2 [195]
Present PKK values are compared with other available experimental data in Figs.
III.14 and III.15. Fig. III.14 presents results obtained with electrons only, whereas
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in Fig. III.15 results obtained from measurements performed with photons and
electrons as well as data derived from nuclear electron capture (EC) are plotted.
In our experiment, the dimensionless parameter h = Ee/EKK amounts to about
2.2 (see Table III.3) for Sc, Cr (26.5 kV measurement) and Cu and to about 4.9
for the 60 kV measurement of Cr. As it is more sound to compare the ratios
PKK of different elements for the same h, the present Cr value depicted in Figs.
III.14 and III.15 corresponds to the 26.5 kV measurement. For Sc, the weighted
average [(1.33±0.18)×10–4] of the PKK values derived from the Kha and Khb
hypersatellites is plotted.
1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0
1 0 - 5
1 0 - 4
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Figure III.15 – Double-to-single K-shell ionization cross-section ratios ver-
sus atomic number for electron impact, photoionization and nuclear electron
capture (EC). Electron impact: • present results, ⊕ [53], . [42], / [54],
2 [195], ⊗ [31]. Photoionization:  [196], ∗ [113, 197], 4 [185], 5 [198],
× [46, 199], F [32]. Nuclear electron capture:  [200]. Also shown are the
photoabsorption asymptotic limits of Forrey et al. [201] (dashed line) and
the power-law fit of Kanter et al. [198,202] of the photoionozation data (solid
line).
Fig. III.14 shows that our result for Cr agrees well with the one obtained by
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Saijonmaa and Rahkonen [53] for a similar excitation energy (h ∼= 2). On the
other hand, a power-law fit of the few electron data found in the literature for
elements 11 ≤ Z ≤ 26 shows a Z–2 dependence of PKK. This is be well confirmed
by our results since a double logarithmic fit of the Sc, Cr and Cu PKK ratios leads
to a straight line whose slope is -1.999. Furthermore, the PKK ratio deduced from
the Cr measurements performed at 60 kV (h=4.9) is smaller by about 20% than
the value obtained at 26.5 kV (h=2.2). This suggests that the maximum value of
PKK occurs below 60 keV.
As a result of the combined influence of the TS1 and shake processes, the double-to-
single photoionization cross section ratio PKK increases rapidly with the excitation
energy, levels off in the so-called broad maximum region and then drops smoothly
with growing energy to reach an asymptotic value corresponding to the photoab-
sorption shake probability. The latter can be determined via the nuclear electron
capture process (EC) in which the first 1s electron is captured by the nucleus and
the second one is ejected as a result of a shake process produced by the abrupt
change of the nuclear Coulomb potential. Most of the photon data depicted in Fig.
III.15 correspond to excitation energies belonging to the broad maximum region.
In the case of the double ionization induced by electron impact, the atomic elec-
trons are ejected with a continuous energy distribution but most of them leave
the atom with small velocities even at high excitation energies. As a consequence,
the shake contribution to the double ionization is significantly smaller than for
photons and the TS1 process, which tends rapidly to zero for growing energies in
photoionization, still contributes to the double ionization at the asymptotic en-
ergy limit [203–205]. A further difference between photon and electron excitation
resides in the fact that for electrons the direct multiple ionization is possible. In
contrast to photons, an electron can indeed interact sequentially with two bound
electrons producing a direct double ionization (TS2 process). Despite of that, Fig.
III.15 shows that the PKK values obtained in electron measurements are about
10 times lower than those obtained with photons. Fig. III.15 shows further that
the electron data lie below the Forrey fit of the EC data [201], indicating that
the contribution of the shake process is much smaller for electron impact than in
photoionization.
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III.4 Summary and concluding remarks
We have investigated the radiative decay of double K-shell vacancy states produced
in solid Sc, Cr and Cu targets by impact with electrons. The K-hypersatellite X-ray
transitions were measured in-house with the von Hamos curved crystal spectrome-
ter of Fribourg operated in the direct geometry, using the Sc, Cr and Cu anodes of
X-ray tubes as targets. The high voltages of the X-ray tubes were chosen so that
the kinetic energy Ee of the electrons at the front surface of the anode was about
2 times higher than the threshold energy EKK for the double K-shell ionization.
In order to probe the evolution of the relative intensities of the hypersatellites as a
function of the electron energy and check the reliability of the experimental setup,
the Cr measurements were also performed at a higher voltage (60 kV) and with
three different crystals.
The measured hypersatellite spectra were analysed by means of a least-squares
fitting program using Voigt profiles to fit the diagram and hypersatellite lines. The
major difficulties encountered in the data analysis were related to the poor peak-
to-background ratios characterizing the measured hypersatellites and the bumps
observed in the background as a result of intensity inhomogeneities of the electron
beam spots on the X-ray tube anodes. Despite of this, the energies, line widths
and relative intensities of the hypersatellite transitions could be determined from
the fits.
The values obtained for the absolute energies of the hypersatellites and the en-
ergy shifts of the latter with respect to their parent diagram lines were found to
be in good agreement with other available experimental values and theoretical
predictions, except for the Kha1 hypersatellite of Cr. In this case, the scatter of
the values obtained with the three different crystals was found to be more than
two times bigger than the errors of the individual measurements and the average
energy about 2 eV bigger than the value obtained with synchrotron radiation.
The Lorentzian widths of the weak Kha1 hypersatellites had to be kept fixed in
the fits so that only the natural widths of the hypersatellites Kha2 of Sc, Cr and
Cu and Khb1,3 of Sc could be determined. For Cr and Cu, the obtained widths
were found to be in good agreement with the ones determined at synchrotron
radiation facilities and those predicted by MCDF calculations. For Sc, however,
the value obtained for the Kha2 hypersatellite is about 1.3 times bigger than the
synchrotron radiation value and 1.2 times bigger than the theoretical prediction.
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The deviation was explained by the close lying and partly overlapping KMM RAE
transitions. For the width of the extremely weak Khb1,3 hypersatellite of Sc, no
other experimental value nor theoretical prediction could be found but the obtained
value (7.1 eV) seems to be well in line with the width of 7.8 eV reported in the
literature for the next heavier element (Ti).
The main objective of the present project was to determine the double-to-single
K-shell ionization cross section ratios PKK and to compare the latter with other
available experimental values. The PKK ratios were deduced from the relative
intensities of the hypersatellites corrected beforehand for the energy dependent
solid angle of the von Hamos spectrometer, crystal peak reflectivity, CCD efficiency
and self absorption in the target. Our results are well in line with the ratios found
in the literature for 3d elements, namely Cr and Fe, that were measured at similar
relative electron energies (h = Ee/EKK ∼= 2). A power-law fit of the few electron
data found in the literature for elements 11 ≤ Z ≤ 26 shows a Z–2 dependence of
PKK. This could be well confirmed by our results. A double logarithmic plot of
the Sc, Cr and Cu PKK ratios leads indeed to a straight line whose slope is -1.999.
Furthermore, the PKK ratio deduced from the Cr measurements performed at 60
kV (h=4.5) was found to be smaller by about 20% than the value found at 26.5 kV
(h = 2.2). This suggests that the maximum of the PKK(Ee) function lies below 60
keV. Our results were also compared to other experimental ratios obtained with
photons and radioactive sources decaying via the nuclear electronic capture (EC).
From this comparison, it was found that present PKK ratios deduced from electron
impact measurements are about 10 times smaller than those obtained by photon
impact, confirming thus an observation made in all former similar investigations.
It was also found that the PKK found in the present study like the ones obtained
in other electron impact measurements lie below the EC data, indicating that the
contribution of the shake process to the electron induced double K-shell ionization
is negligibly small.
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IV.1 Experiment
IV.1.1 Beam line setup
The experiment was performed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource
(SSRL) beam-line 6-2, and for the measurements of the X-ray emission spec-
tra the seven-crystal Johann-type hard X-ray spectrometer [92] was employed.
Beam-line 6-2 is equipped with two liquid nitrogen cooled Si(111)- and Si(311)-
crystal monochromators, and the incident x-ray beam is provided by the 0.9 T
56-pole wiggler. The high flux and monochromaticity of the photon beam, and
the wide solid angle of detection allow studying weak atomic processes even for
relatively low-density samples. Rh-coated mirrors were positioned before and af-
ter the monochromators for focusing and collimation of the beam. A beam size of
about 170 mm vertical and 400 mm horizontal was delivered at the sample position.
The incident beam flux was typically 1-2×1013 photons/s. For the measurements
of the Cr Kb spectra (Kb1,3, Kb2,5, Kb”) the photon beam energy was set to
6.1 keV, whereas for the Khb1,3 hypersatellites the beam energy of 13.7 keV close
to the maximum of the double K-shell photoionization cross section for Cr was
chosen.
IV.1.2 Johann-type hard X-ray spectrometer
The schematic of the seven-crystal Johann-type hard X-ray spectrometer [92] is
depicted in Fig. IV.1 and a photograph of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. IV.2. The Johann geometry is semi-focusing in which the crystal planes are
bent to a radius 2R, where R is the radius of the Rowland circle but the crystal
inner surface is not grounded. In order to reduce the geometrical effects [88], the
Rowland circle was placed on a vertical plane as the vertical beam size was smaller.
The analyzer crystals were spherically bent to a radius of 1 m with a projected
diameter of 100 mm. All crystal modules are placed on the common plate that
moves vertically with the help of stepping motors as shown in Fig. IV.2, and
each crystal module can move along its normal direction so that the crystals can
follow the exact Rowland circle as the spectrometer is scanned. The spectrometer
captures a backscattering Bragg angular range of 88◦ to 74◦.
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Figure IV.1 – Schematic drawing of the overlapping Rowland circles and
seven spherically bent crystal analyzers (taken from Ref. [92]).
In the present experiment, five Ge(440) analyzer crystals for the Cr Kb spectra and
seven Si(333) crystals for the Khb1,3 transitions were placed on intersecting Row-
land circles of 1 m of diameter as shown in Fig. IV.1. The Bragg angle for the Cr
Kb1,3 was 85.9◦and for the Khb1,3 lines 82.3◦. The diffracted X-rays from all crys-
tals were recorded simultaneously with a SDD detector placed on the vertical axis.
The energy resolution of the SDD at the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
was about 150 eV at 5.9 keV. As the spectrometer was operated at atmospheric
pressure a helium filled bag was placed between the crystal analyzers and the de-
tector to minimize the attenuation and the diffuse scattering of X-rays. For each
energy point the incident photon beam intensity was monitored with ionization
chambers. The photon beam energy was calibrated using the K-edge energies of
Cr and Mn as references. The energy resolution and the energy calibration of the
spectrometer were determined from the elastically scattered peaks in the photon
energy domain of interest. For the Cr Kb transitions the experimental resolution
(FWHM) was 0.47 eV and for the Khb1,3 lines 0.49 eV. The collection time per
energy point was 1 s for the Kb1,3, and 5 s for the VtC and Khb1,3 transitions.
The samples were in form of pellets from compressed high-purity powders from
Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc., Milwaukee, WI.
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Figure IV.2 – Photograph of the experimental set-up showing the 7-crystal
Johann-type hard X-ray spectrometer [92] at the beam-line 6-2 of SSRL
equipped with 5 Ge(440) analyzer crystals.
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IV.2 Data analysis
The spectra were fitted by means of a least squares fitting program using the
software package named PeakFitr. Voigt functions were employed for all the fits
because they correspond to the convolution of the Gaussian and Lorentzian func-
tions [173] which represent the instrumental response of the spectrometer and the
natural line shape of the transitions, respectively. Prior to fitting, each spectrum
was normalized with the photon beam intensity and the total acquisition time.
IV.2.1 Kb diagram spectra
The electronic configuration of Cr in the ground state is [Ar] 3d54s1, with 5 un-
paired electrons in the 3d shell. The Kb1,3 line is generated in the 3p → 1s
transition and is the strongest among the Kb X-ray lines. The unpaired electron
in the 3p–1 state is strongly coupled with the unpaired electrons in the partially
filled 3d shell. Due to the 3p3d exchange interaction two transitions are possible
depending on the spin orientation of the unpaired electron in the 3p–1 state with
respect to that of the 3d electrons. According to the dipole selection rules, if the
spins are parallel the Kb1,3 transition line will occur and if the spins are anti-
parallel then the Kb′ satellite line of lower energy will originate. A shoulder on
the low energy side of the main Kb1,3 line arises when a 3d electron flips its spin
and is denoted as Kbx [206]. The Kb5 transition is dipole forbidden in free atoms.
In solids, the Kb2,5 line reflects the valence band and corresponds to transitions
from the metal 3d or 4p states (hybridized with the ligand 2p or 3p orbitals in
case of compounds) to the metal 1s state [71]. For oxide compounds, the Kb”
crossover transition from the ligand 2s orbital states mixed with np–metal states
to the 1s state of the central atom can be identified between the Kb1,3 line and the
valence-to-core Kb2,5 transitions. The energy of the Kb” line gives information
about the type of ligand that is bound to the central atom and its intensity is
related to the number of ligand atoms and the distance between them and the
emitting atom [207].
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Figure IV.3 – Fit of the Kb1,3 spectrum of Cr metal (Cr0) collected in-
house with the von Hamos spectrometer of Fribourg [151]. Shown are the
background subtracted experimental spectrum (open circles), the total fit
(black curve) together with the five individual Voigt components of the fit:
the red solid line and the two red dotted lines for the main Kb1,3 transition,
the green dotted line for the Kbx transition and the blue line for the Kb
′
transition.
Kb1,3 diagram transitions
In Figs. IV.4, IV.5, IV.6 and IV.7 we present the Kb1,3 X-ray emission spectra
for Cr-metal (Cr0), and Cr compounds (Cr2O3, CrO2 and K2Cr2O7) measured at
SSRL. The Cr-metal and Cr-compound spectra were all fitted with four Voigtians.
Three Voigt functions were used for the Kb1,3 main component keeping the in-
strumental response function width fixed and all other parameters free. Since
the limited angular range of the X-ray spectrometer does not allow for Bragg an-
gles higher than 88 degrees, the Kb′ transition could not be measured with the
Ge(440) crystal. For a reliable fit of the main Kb1,3 line the Kb
′ transition should
be included. The fitting parameters for the Kb′ transition were therefore deter-
mined from the Cr-metal Kb1,3 spectrum collected in-house with the von Hamos
spectrometer of Fribourg [151]. The fit of the Kb1,3 X-ray emission spectrum of
Cr-metal is shown in Fig.IV.3. To obtain the values for the energy, width, and
intensity of the Kb′ line the spectrum was analyzed using the fitting parameters
reported by G. Hölzer et al. [104]. To account for the Kb′ transitions in the mea-
sured spectra of Cr-compounds, the energies, Lorentzian and Gaussian widths were
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fixed, while the intensities were let free in the fit where the relative energy shifts
with respect to the peak energy of Kb1,3 were adopted from [107].
Figure IV.4 – Fit of the Kb1,3 spectrum of Cr metal (Cr0) measured at
SSRL. Shown are the background subtracted experimental spectrum (open
circles), the total fit (black curve) together with the four individual Voigt
components of the fit: the red solid and red dotted lines for the main Kb1,3
transition, the green dotted line for the Kbx transition, and the blue line for
the Kb
′
transition.
Figure IV.5 – Same as Fig. IV.4 but for Cr2O3.
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Figure IV.6 – Same as Fig. IV.4 but for CrO2.
Figure IV.7 – Same as Fig. IV.4 but for K2Cr2O7.
Kb2,5 and Kb” transitions
In Figs. IV.8, IV.9, IV.10 and IV.11 shown are the fitted VtC X-ray emission
spectra of Cr-metal (Cr0) and Cr compounds (Cr2O3, CrO2 and K2Cr2O7). The
Kb2,5 lines were fitted with several Voigtians, whereas for the fit of the the Kb”
lines one Voigtian was used. The energies, intensities and Lorentzian widths were
free fitting parameters, while the instrumental width was kept fixed. The fitted
linear background was subtracted in the presented X-ray spectra.
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Figure IV.8 – Fit of the Kb2,5 spectrum of Cr metal. Shown are the
measured spectrum (open circles) and the total fit (black curve). The red
solid and dotted lines represent the individual Voigt components. The peak
energy of the red solid Voigtian was assigned to the energy of the Kb2,5
transition.
Figure IV.9 – Same as Fig. IV.8 but for Cr2O3 compound. The blue line
represents the Kb” line.
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Figure IV.10 – Same as Fig. IV.8 but for CrO2 compound. The weighted
average energy of the two red solid Voigtians was assigned to the energy of
the Kb2,5 transition. The blue line represents the Kb” transition.
Figure IV.11 – Same as Fig. IV.8 but for K2Cr2O7. The blue line repre-
sents the Kb” transition.
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IV.2.2 Khb1,3 hypersatellite spectra
Figure IV.12 – Fit of the Khb1,3 hypersatellite spectrum of Cr metal (Cr0)
showing the measured spectrum (open circles) and the total fit (black curve).
The fitted Khb1,3 component is depicted by the red solid line and the Khb′1,3
asymmetry by the red dotted line.
In Figs. IV.12, IV.13, IV.14 and IV.15 we present the Khb1,3 X-ray emission spec-
tra of Cr metal, and Cr compounds Cr2O3, CrO2 and K2Cr2O7, respectively. Each
spectrum was fitted with two Voigtians, one corresponding to the highest peak as-
signed to Khb1,3 and the second to the low energy asymmetry denoted as Khb′1,3.
Only one Voigtian was used for the main line because the Khb1 and Khb3 hyper-
satellite transitions are highly overlapping due to the small expected separation (≤
1 eV) and large lifetime widths [112], and because the Khb1 (1s–2 →1s–13p–13/2)
intensity is only about 1.7 % of the Khb3 (1s–2 →1s–13p–11/2) transition [178,188].
The intensities, energies and the Lorentzian widths of the Voigtians and the pa-
rameters of the linear background were used as free fitting parameters, whereas
the instrumental response of the spectrometer was kept fixed in the fit.
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Figure IV.13 – Same as Fig. IV.12 but for Cr2O3.
Figure IV.14 – Same as Fig. IV.12 but for CrO2.
Figure IV.15 – Same as Fig. IV.12 but for K2Cr2O7.
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IV.3 Results and discussion
IV.3.1 Kb diagram and VtC transitions
A comparison of the Kb diagram emission spectra for Cr metal, Cr2O3, CrO2 and
K2Cr2O7 is represented in Fig. IV.16, while the comparison of the VtC transitions
Kb” and Kb2,5 lines is depicted in Fig.IV.17. It can be clearly seen from the plots
that the chemical effects on the Cr Kb transitions in oxide compounds are reflected
in the relative energy shifts, and in the variation of spectral intensities, widths
and shapes. In the following we present our experimental results on energies,
energy shifts, line widths, and relative intensities for the Kb diagram and VtC
emission spectra for Cr in different oxidation states, and compare our values to
other published data.
Figure IV.16 – Comparison of the Kb1,3 emission spectra for Cr metal
(Cr0) and different Cr compounds. All spectra were normalized to the same
peak height.
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Figure IV.17 – Comparison of the Kb” and Kb2,5 lines measured for the
Cr metal (Cr0) and different Cr compounds. The Cr compound spectra were
shifted up for clarity.
Energies
The energies of the Kb1,3 diagram transitions obtained in the present work are
listed in Table IV.1, and those of the Kb2,5 and Kb” transitions in Table IV.2, where
they are compared to other experimental values found in the literature. The latter
were obtained by photon beam (XRF- X-ray Fluorescence), proton beam (PIXE
- Particle Induced X-ray Emission) and Bremsstrahlung from X-ray tubes (BS)
induced ionization mechanisms. Trends of the Kb1,3 and Kb2,5 energies with the
formal oxidation number are illustrated in Fig.IV.18(a) and IV.18(b), respectively,
and compared to other experimental values [100,207–210].
A linear dependence of the Kb1,3 and Kb2,5 peak positions with the oxidation
state is clearly observed for the three studied compounds. The Kb1,3 peak position
shifts to lower energy with increasing formal oxidation number, whereas the Kb2,5
transitions shift to higher energies. The energy shift due to the oxidation state
is more important for the Kb2,5 line as compared to the main Kb1,3 line. The
position of the Kb” line follows that of Kb2,5.
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Table IV.1 – Energies of the diagram Kb line in [eV]. The quoted values
correspond to the energy of the highest peak in the fits (red solid curve).
Present values are compared to other experimental values obtained by irra-
diating the targets with XRF, PIXE and BS excitation modes. The uncer-
tainties correspond to statistical errors from the fits.
Compound Oxidation X-ray Present Other Exp.
state line data
Cr0 0 Kb1,3 5946.42(2) 5946.82(1) [104]
5946.70(1)a [100]
5946.5a [211]
5947.29c [208]
5946.62a [207]
Cr2O3 3 Kb1,3 5947.20(1) 5947.84(5)a [100]
5946.9a [211]
5948.20c [208]
5945.80a [207]
5947.15b [102]
CrO2 4 Kb1,3 5947.04(5) 5947.08b [102]
5946.98a [212]
5947.3a [209]
5947.0a [210]
K2Cr2O7 6 Kb1,3 5945.62(4) 5946.26(5)a [100]
5946.27c [208]
5944.30a [207]
5946.21b [102]
a XRF; bPIXE; cBS;
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Table IV.2 – Same as Table IV.1 but for the Cr Kb2,5 and Kb” energies.
Compound Oxidation X-ray Present Other Exp.
state line data
Cr0 0 Kb2,5 5986.15(7) 5986.80(1)a [100]
5986.20a [211]
5985.17c [208]
Kb” - -
Cr2O3 3 Kb2,5 5982.52(16) 5984.14a [100]
5983.80a [211]
5982.03c [208]
5983.80b [102]
Kb” 5967.43(19) 5966.74a [100]
5969.90a [211]
CrO2 4 Kb2,5 5983.76(8) 5984.82b [102]
5985.20a [209]
Kb” 5968.33(7) -
K2Cr2O7 6 Kb2,5 5987.44(3) 5984.26a [100]
5986.03c [208]
5988.00b [102]
Kb” 5971.51(2) 5965.86a [100]
a XRF; bPIXE; cBS;
Koster and Mendel [211] reported that the Kb1,3 energy shift should behave linearly
if the bond character and the coordination number are approximately the same
in the oxide compounds. According to Tyson et al. [213], the 3p → 1s transition
energy should decrease with increasing oxidation state because the 3d electron
charge localized around the metal decreases. Although both the initial 3p and
final 1s states shift to higher binding energies due to the reduced screening, the
3p shift is more important. In more recent works it is argued that the Kb1,3
shifts are less due to the change in the outer screening for different oxidation
states, but principally to the variation of the 3p3d exchange interaction, i.e., to the
change of the effective number of unpaired 3d electrons related with the oxidation
state [55, 214,215].
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Figure IV.18 – Energies of the Kb1,3 main line (a) and the Kb2,5 VtC
transition (b) as a function of the oxidation number, compared to other
existing data. The dashed lines are linear fits to present data.
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Data obtained in the present work confirm the linear dependence of the Kb1,3 and
Kb2,5 energy positions with the oxidation states for the studied Cr compounds.
Similar trends with the oxidation state for the Kb1,3 and Kb2,5 peak positions
were reported in case of Mn-compounds [71,211]. The values for the Kb transition
energies from different sources, however, show a noticeable dispersion. This spread
is mainly due to the energy calibration procedures, the experimental energy resolu-
tion and spectra fitting methodology as pointed out by Fazinić et al. [102]. In this
context, the relative energy differences seem more reliable for chemical speciation,
and a comparison of different data sets more meaningful.
Energy shifts
Numerical values for the energy shifts of the Kb1,3 and Kb2,5 X-ray lines for Cr-
compounds relative to the Cr-metal are listed in Table. IV.3. One can observe
an increase in the energy shift of the Kb1,3 X-ray line for Cr2O3 with respect
to elemental Cr, and then a decrease with the oxidation number for CrO2 and
K2Cr2O7. For the Kb2,5 transitions an inverse behavior is seen. The present
energy shifts are in fair agreement with the values reported by J. Iihara et al. [208]
and follow the general trends reported by other authors [100,207,208,210,211].
Table IV.3 – Energy shifts in [eV] for the Cr-compounds relative to the
Cr-metal of the Kb1,3 and Kb2,5 X-ray lines. Present results are compared
with the values reported by J. Iihara et al. [208].
Compound DE(Kb1,3) DE(Kb2,5)
Present Exp. [208] Present Exp. [208]
Cr2O3 0.78(2) 0.91 -3.63(17) -3.14
CrO2 0.62(5) - -2.39(11) -
K2Cr2O7 -0.80(4) -1.01 1.29(8) 1.23
The energy differences DE(Kb2,5 – Kb1,3) for the Cr0 and the studied oxides to-
gether with other existing data are given in Table IV.4 and depicted as a function
of the oxidation number in Fig. IV.19. For the Cr metal (Cr0) the obtained value
for the energy difference between the Kb2,5 and Kb1,3 lines is 39.73(7) eV which
is very close to the value of 39.8 eV reported by Bearden [164]. For Cr oxides our
values show a similar behavior as the one found by Tirao et al. [209], Iihara et
al. [208] and by Fazinić et al. [102].
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Table IV.4 – Energy separation in [eV] between the Kb2,5 and Kb1,3 lines
for the Cr metal (Cr0) and chromium compounds. Present results and avail-
able experimental data from the literature are listed.
Compound Present data Other Exp.
DE(Kb2,5 – Kb1,3)
Cr0 39.73(7) 40.1(3)a [100]
37.88c [208]
43.9(1.4)b [107]
39.5(3)a [209]
Cr2O3 35.32(2) 36.3(3)a [100]
33.83c [208]
36.6(1.4)b [107]
36.4a [209]
36.65b [102]
CrO2 36.72(9) 37.6a [209]
37.72b [102]
K2Cr2O7 41.82(5) 38.0(3)a [100]
42.8b [107]
39.76c [208]
41.5a [209]
42.1b [102]
a XRF; bPIXE; cBS;
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Figure IV.19 – Kb2,5 energy shift relative to the Kb1,3 line as a function
of the oxidation number. The present data are compared with the results of
other authors. The dashed line is a linear fit to the present data.
Table IV.5 – Energy separation in [eV] between the Kb” and Kb1,3 lines
for chromium compounds. Present results and available experimental data
from the literature are given.
Compound Present data Other Exp.
DE(Kb” – Kb1,3)
Cr2O3 20.23(19) 18.9(3)a [100]
23a [211]
21.24b [102]
CrO2 21.29(9) 22.2a [209]
22.08b [102]
K2Cr2O7 25.89(4) 19.6(3)a [100]
26.75b [102]
a XRF; bPIXE;
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Table IV.6 – Energy separation in [eV] between the Kb2,5 and Kb” lines
for the studied chromium compounds compared to available experimental
data from the literature.
Compound Present data Other Exp.
DE(Kb2,5 – Kb”)
Cr2O3 15.09(25) 13.9a [211]
15.7a [209]
17.4a [100]
15.8b [102]
15.41b [102]
CrO2 15.43(11) 15.4b [102]
15.7a [209]
15.64b [102]
K2Cr2O7 15.93(4) 15.6b [102]
15.35b [102]
18.4a [100]
16b [107]
a XRF; bPIXE;
Results for the energy separation between the Kb” and Kb1,3 lines for the studied
chromium compounds are presented in Table. IV.5 and for the Kb2,5 and Kb” lines
in Table. IV.6. The relative energy differences between the Kb2,5 and Kb” lines are
expected to behave in a similar way with the oxidation state because the difference
in energies allows to identify the present ligand in the TM compound [211], [216].
The average energy separation between the Kb2,5 VtC and the crossover transition
Kb” obtained in the present work is 15.48 ± 0.28 eV, which is consistent with the
difference of the oxygen ligand 2s and 2p orbital energies of about 15 eV, and with
the value of 15.6 eV reported by Fazinić et al. [102].
Relative intensities of the VtC transitions
As illustrated in Fig. IV.17, the line energies, spectral shapes and also the relative
intensities of the VtC transitions are affected by the chemical environment of the
metal ion. The Kb2,5 and Kb” transitions are indeed sensitive to the ligand s and
p states, respectively, and to the local symmetry of the central metal ion (Oh vs
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Td). Furthermore, Bergmann et al. [71] have shown that for Mn compounds the
Kb” relative intensities normalized by the number of oxygen ligands vary with the
average bond lengths, and that the strength of the Kb” feature decreases expo-
nentially with the metal-ligand distance. For Cr compounds similar observations
were also reported [102,209,217].
Table IV.7 – Relative intensities of the Kb2,5 and Kb” lines to the total Kb
intensity in percent. Values presented in columns 2 & 4 were obtained from
the fitted intensities and compared with the other available experimental
values given in columns 3 & 5.
Compound I(Kb2,5)/I(Kb) I(Kb”)/I(Kb)
Present Other Exp. Present Other Exp.
Cr0 1.77(62) 3.1a [100]
4.12a [208]
4.0(1.5)b [107]
- -
Cr2O3 1.61(27) 3.5a [100]
3.40c [217]
3.91(23)a [208]
1.79(84)b [107]
0.25(5) 5.40a [100]
0.66c [217]
CrO2 1.77(49) 4.04c [217] 0.27(3) 0.98c [217]
K2Cr2O7 1.85(18) 4.3a [100]
3.98c [217]
2.70(13)a [208]
3.0(1.6)b [107]
1.68(6) 7.7a [100]
2.58c [217]
a BS bPIXE cXRF
In Table IV.7 we present the relative intensities of the Kb2,5 and Kb” lines with re-
spect to the total Kb intensity (sum of all components) together with other existing
experimental values. The relative intensity of the Kb2,5 line to the sum of the Kb
components shows a increasing behavior with the oxidation state as reported by
Ursˇiˇs et al. [107] and Torres Deluigi et al. [100,217], whereas the relative intensity
of the Kb” to the Kb increases as the valency increases. The reported relative in-
tensities from different sources exhibit large variations, although the general trends
for the intensity ratios are found to be similar. Since the VtC transitions are weak
and are lying on the high energy tails of the intense diagram Kb lines, these im-
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portant differences are mainly due to the difficulty of extracting accurately the
VtC intensities from the measured X-ray emission spectra. In addition, present
Kb2,5-to-Kb intensity ratios are systematically smaller than those found in the lit-
erature because the Kb2,5 yields were not corrected for the target self absorption.
As the employed samples were rather thick, the target self absorption is indeed not
negligible and significantly bigger for the Kb2,5 line, which is partly overlapping
with the Cr K absorption edge, than for the Kb transition.
IV.3.2 Khb1,3 hypersatellite transitions
The Khb hypersatellite transitions result from the radiative decay of double K-shell
vacancy states through the M-shell. The Khb1 (1s–2 →1s–13p–13/2) and Khb3
(1s–2 →1s–13p–11/2) hypersatellite transitions are electric dipole transitions. The
Khb3 hypersatellite is allowed in both the LS and jj coupling schemes, while the
Khb1 hypersatellite is a spin-flip transition 1S0 - 3P1 which is forbidden by the
E1 selection rules in the LS coupling scheme. For low Z elements the Khb1 tran-
sition is not observable and the I(Khb1)/I(Khb3) yield ratio reflects the degree of
intermediacy of the coupling [178, 218]. Very few studies have been undertaken
on photon induced Khb1,3 hypersatellite spectra. High energy resolution Khb1,3
hypersatellite spectra were reported for Fe by Diamant et al. [112] and for Ti by
Huotari et al. [113]. To date, the influence of the chemical state on the Khb hyper-
satellite transitions is not known. This work is a first attempt in the investigation
of the chemical sensitivity of Khb1,3 hypersatellite lines.
Khb1,3 spectral shapes and line widths
To illustrate the chemical effects on the spectral features, the measured Khb1,3
hypersatellite and Kb diagram spectra for elemental Cr and the three Cr com-
pounds Cr2O3, CrO2 and K2Cr2O7 are plotted together in Fig. IV.20. The plots
clearly show that the spectral profiles of both the Khb1,3 hypersatellites and the
Kb diagram transitions exhibit complex line shapes with characteristic low energy
asymmetries. For the Kb diagram transitions, the 3p3d exchange interaction, that
depends on the number of unpaired 3d electrons, gives rise to predominantly low-
spin (Kb1,3 main line), high-spin (Kb
′) and spin-flip (Kbx) satellite transitions.
In a simplified picture, the spin-orbit splitting, the change of the outer screening
with the oxidation state and of the 3p3d exchange interaction are the main factors
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determining the spectral shapes of the Kb diagram lines (see Sect. IV.3.1).
Figure IV.20 – (a) Khb1,3 and (b) Kb1,3 emission spectra for Cr metal
and different Cr compounds. All spectra were normalized to the same height
and aligned at the peak position of the Khb1,3 and Kb1,3 transitions of Cr0,
respectively.
Regarding the Khb1,3 hypersatellite spectra plotted in Fig. IV.20(a), the overall
shapes show a spread in the multiplet structure over a larger energy as compared
to the Kb diagram transitions depicted in Fig. IV.20(b). The shorter lifetime of
the initial double core-hole state results in a broadening of the spectral features
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and merging of components into each other. This is reflected in the line widths of
the Khb1,3 hypersatellite transitions.
Table IV.8 – The full widths at half maximum (FWHM) and the natural
line widths of the Cr Kb1,3 main line for Cr metal and different Cr com-
pounds. Present results and available experimental data from the literature
are given.
Compounds FWHM [eV] Line width [eV]
Present Other Exp. Present Other Exp.
Cr0 2.7 2.53 [104]
2.68(5) [219]
1.47(7) 1.78(8) [100]
1.80 [219]
Cr2O3 3.8 - 1.98(6) 2.24(26) [100]
CrO2 3.7 - 2.03(12) -
K2Cr2O7 3.7 - 2.36(13) 2.30(24) [100]
Table IV.9 – Full widths at half maximum (FWHM) and line widths of the
Cr Khb1,3 and Khb′1,3 hypersatellite transitions for Cr metal and different
Cr compounds.
Compounds FWHM [eV] Line width [eV]
Khb1,3
Line width [eV]
Khb′1,3
Cr0 8.8 8.14(6) 14.0(5)
Cr2O3 10.0 8.28(4) 15.8(3)
CrO2 10.2 8.23(6) 14.5(3)
K2Cr2O7 9.1 6.92(5) 15.4(3)
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the Lorentzian widths of the Cr
Kb1,3 main lines and the Khb1,3 hypersatellites obtained in the present experiment
are presented in Tables IV.8 and IV.9 respectively, together with other existing
experimental values. The obtained Lorentzian widths of the Cr Kb1,3 main line
increase with the oxidation state. A similar behavior was reported by Torres
Deluigi et al. [100]. For the Cr Khb1,3 hypersatellite lines the Lorentzian width
increases for Cr2O3 and CrO2 with respect to Cr0 but then decreases for K2Cr2O7.
The values for the line widths of the low energy asymmetries Khb′1,3 were found
to vary from 14 to 16 eV, with relative differences of few percent. The FWHM
widths are larger for all Cr compounds relative to the Cr metal, and the FWHM
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values of Khb1,3 hypersatellite and Kb diagram line follow similar trends with the
nominal oxidation state.
Figure IV.21 – Energy separation DEh = E(Khb1,3) - E(Khb′1,3) versus
the Cr-O bond length (left panel) and relative intensities of the Khb′1,3 line
to the sum of the Khb1,3 and Khb′1,3 transitions as a function of the average
bond length (right panel). The solid lines represent linear fits to the data.
It is noteworthy that the Khb1,3 hypersatellite line width for Cr metal is larger
than the value G(Khb1,3) ∼= 3·GK+GM2,3 expected from the sum of the initial
state natural width GKK ∼= 2 · GK, where GK stands for the 1s level width, and the
natural width GK+GM2,3 of the final states 1s
–13p–11/2,3/2. Using for the atomic level
widths the values recommended by Campbell and Papp [161] the line width derived
from the above formula yields a value of 4.3 eV which is about a factor of two
smaller than the measured line width. As already mentioned in Sect. III.3.2, the
fact that this approximation underestimates the line widths is not really surprising.
For the Kha hypersatellite lines, in particular in the case of 3d transition metals,
such discrepancies have been already observed (see, e.g., [32, 111]). From the
reported Khb1,3 hypersatellite spectra plots for Ti [113] and Fe [112], one can
derive the FWHM widths of about 7.8 eV and 6.4 eV, respectively. The latter are
comparable to the FWHM of 8.8 eV obtained in this work for elemental Cr (see
Table IV.9).
The low energy shoulder of the Khb1,3 hypersatellite transitions, denoted as Khb′1,3,
varies with the compound and its intensity is stronger for Cr oxides compared to
elemental Cr. The results for the energy separation and relative intensities of the
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two transitions are presented in Table IV.10. To gain insight to the origin of the
asymmetry, we plot the energy separation DEh = E(Khb1,3) - E(Khb′1,3) versus
the Cr-O bond length and the relative intensity of the Khb′1,3 line to the total
intensity of the (Khb1,3 +Khb′1,3) transitions as a function of the average bond
length (i.e., the bond length normalized by the number of bonds) in Fig. IV.21.
Table IV.11 lists the different relevant parameters for the studied Cr compounds.
The graph (left panel of Fig. IV.21) illustrates a linear dependence of the DEh
with the Cr-O bond length, and the fit yields a correlation coefficient of 0.994. For
the relative intensities, a linear dependence (correlation coefficient 0.975) with the
average bond length could be evinced (see right panel of Fig. IV.21).
Table IV.10 – Energy separation DEh = E(Khb1,3) - E(Khb′1,3) in [eV]
and relative intensity of the Khb′1,3 line to the sum of the Khb1,3 and Khb′1,3
lines for Cr metal and Cr compounds.
Compound DEh
I(Khb′1,3)
I(Khb1,3)+I(Khb′1,3)
Cr0 8.39(28) 0.21(1)
Cr2O3 9.78(12) 0.34(2)
CrO2 8.58(16) 0.32(4)
K2Cr2O7 6.63(13) 0.41(6)
As a general rule, the formal oxidation number applies well to purely ionic com-
pounds. In the case of covalent bonding the effective charge on the central ion
may be different due to charge-transfer effects, hybridization, and the nature of
the ligand. The above observations suggest that the energy separation DEh is
indeed related to the strength of 3p3d exchange interaction which changes with
inter-atomic ligand-metal p-d hybridization or charge-transfer. The relative inten-
sity of the Khb′1,3 feature seems to reflect the degree of covalency as its intensity
is higher for the Cr compounds compared to metallic Cr. It is difficult to draw
definite conclusions for the Cr compounds, however, because the obtained relative
intensities are almost consistent within the experimental uncertainties.
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Table IV.11 – List of the studied Cr compounds and their characteristic
parameters, the nominal oxidation state, symmetry (tetrahedral Td and oc-
tahedral Oh), Cr-O bond lengths, average Cr-O bond lengths, coordination
number (CN), and the nominal 3d spin state.
Compound Oxidation Symmetry Bond
length
[A˚]
<Bond
length>
[A˚]
CN Spin
Cr2O3 3 Oh 2.0 [220] 0.33 6 1.5
CrO2 4 Oh 1.9 [221] 0.32 6 1.0
K2Cr2O7 6 Td 1.7 [222] 0.43 4 0.0
Energies and Energy shifts
The energies of the Kb hypersatellite and diagram transitions obtained in the
present work are listed in Table IV.12. Energies of the Khb1,3, Khb′1,3 components,
the center of gravity energies of the two hypersatellite transitions Khb, and the
center of gravity energies of the diagram main line Kb are listed. The numerical
values for the energy shifts DE are presented in Table IV.13.
Table IV.12 – Energies of the Khb1,3, Khb′1,3 lines, and the center of
gravity energies of the two hypersatellite transitions Khb. The center of
gravity energies of the diagram main lines denoted as Kb are also listed. All
values are given in [eV]. The quoted uncertainties correspond to 1s statistical
errors from the fit.
Compound Khb1,3 Khb′1,3 Khb Kb
Cr0 6254.88(3) 6246.49(28) 6253.14(6) 5945.09(2)
Cr2O3 6255.12(3) 6245.34(12) 6251.81(4) 5945.69(2)
CrO2 6254.89(3) 6246.31(16) 6252.17(6) 5945.53(2)
K2Cr2O7 6253.75(3) 6247.12(13) 6251.09(6) 5944.62(2)
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Table IV.13 – Energy shifts DE = E(Khb1,3)-E(Kb) in [eV] for Cr metal
and Cr compounds. For Cr metal the second value for the shift corresponds
to the difference of the center of gravity energies of all spectral components
of the hypersatellite (Khb1,3 and Khb′1,3) and diagram (Kb and Kb’) spectra.
Experimental results are compared to theoretical predictions.
Compound Present Costa [178] Santos [223]
Cr0 309.79(6)
310.85(7)
309.49 310.8
Cr2O3 309.43(5) - -
CrO2 309.36(6) - -
K2Cr2O7 309.13(6) - -
In Fig. IV.22, we plot the energy shifts of the Kb hypersatellite to the diagram
transitions as a function of the atomic number Z. The available experimental
values are compared to theoretical predictions of Costa et al. [178] and Santos et
al. [223]. The energy shift of 310.85(7) for elemental Cr obtained in this work
is found to be in an excellent agreement with the theoretical value of 310.8 eV
from Multi-configuration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculations of Santos et al. [223]
(see Table IV.13).
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Figure IV.22 – Energy shift DE of the Kb hypersatellite to the diagram
transition as a function of the atomic number Z. • present results, ∗ [224],
⊗ [112], 4 [44], × [178], + [223].
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Figure IV.23 – Experimental shift DE of the hypersatellite main compo-
nent Khb1,3 energy to the center of gravity energy of the diagram main line
Kb as a function of the nominal oxidation state for elemental Cr and Cr
compounds. The solid line represents a linear fit to the data.
In case of Cr compounds, a linear dependence with the oxidation state for the Khb
and Kb energies is found, where the diagram Kb energy decreases per oxidation
state increment by -0.37 eV, while the Khb by -0.47 eV. The shift DE as a function
of the nominal oxidation state for elemental Cr and Cr compounds is illustrated
in Fig. IV.23. The slope of the linear fit DE vs the oxidation state yields a
value of -0.109(6) eV and an intercept of 309.78(2) with a correlation coefficient of
0.992. Note the excellent agreement of the intercept with the experimental value
of 309.79(6) for Cr metal. One can surmise that this difference of -0.109(6) eV per
oxidation state increment is related to the change of the initial state potential of the
single- and double-K-shell hole states that influences the outer electron screening,
and thus the intra-electron and inter-atomic ligand-metal interactions. The effect
of the 1s-vacancy creation on the effective 3d spin was put forward for classification
of transition metal compounds by Suzuki et al. [116] using the method of spin
unrestricted Hartree Fock Slater discrete-variational (DV-Xa). The observed linear
dependence of DE on the oxidation state could be used as a diagnostic tool for
the determination of effective oxidation states of complex compounds, and for
comparison with theoretical calculations.
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IV.4 Summary and concluding remarks
In this work we have investigated the influence of solid state and chemical effects
on the shapes, line widths, energies and intensities of the Khb1,3 hypersatellite X-
ray lines of metallic Cr and several Cr compounds (Cr2O3, CrO2 and K2Cr2O7).
For comparison, the Kb1,3 diagram lines and the Kb2,5 and Kb
′′ valence-to-core
(VtC) lines were also measured. The experiment was carried out at the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL), in Menlo Park, USA, using the 7-
crystal Johann-type hard X-ray spectrometer installed at the beamline 6-2. For
the measurements of the diagram and VtC lines, the beam energy was tuned to
6.1 keV, whereas for the hypersatellite measurements a beam energy of 13.7 keV
close to the maximum of the double K-shell photoionization cross section for Cr
was chosen. The high-energy resolution and high collection efficiency of the X-ray
spectrometer combined with a photon beam intensity of about 1013 photons/s
allowed to measure X-ray line energy shifts with high precision and to evince the
variations in the X-ray line intensities and spectral shapes.
To the best of our knowledge, the Khb1,3 hypersatellite transitions of Cr com-
pounds were measured for the first time. The main objective of the work was
to explore the influence of the chemical environment on the Khb1,3 hypersatellite
transitions and to derive any relevant dependencies of the energies, energy shifts,
relative spectral intensities and line widths on the oxidation state, metal-ligand
bond length or spin state. Further, the question of how these trends compare to
the ones of the diagram and VtC transitions was also addressed.
To this end, the chemical sensitivity of the Kb1,3 diagram lines and the Kb2,5 and
Kb′′ valence-to-core transitions to the oxidation state of Cr and Cr compounds
was first investigated. The obtained results were compared to existing experimen-
tal data and theoretical predictions. Chemical speciation of 3d transition metal
compounds based on the Kb X-ray emission spectra has been intensively studied.
Numerous works have shown that the line energies, energy shifts, and relative in-
tensities provide information on the oxidation state, ligand type and metal-ligand
bond length, and the effective spin state. The present work, confirms the general
expected trends reported in the literature despite a spread of the values from dif-
ferent sources. The peak energies of the Kb1,3 diagram lines for Cr compounds
were found to decrease with the oxidation state with a negative slope of -0.55(14)
eV, whereas the for the Kb2,5 a positive slope of 1.67(15) eV per unit oxidation
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state increment was obtained. The DE(Kb2,5 –Kb1,3) energy shift can be, indeed,
considered as a good parameter for Cr compound characterization. The average
energy separation of the Kb2,5 VtC and the cross-over Kb
′′ transition of 15.48(28)
eV was found to be consistent with the difference of the oxygen 2s and 2p orbital
energies of about 15 eV, allowing thus to identify the ligand. The relative inten-
sity of both the Kb2,5 and Kb” lines to the integrated intensity of the Kb diagram
line showed an increasing behavior with the oxidation state. To summarize, the
present results for the Kb1,3 diagram lines and the Kb2,5 and Kb
′′ valence-to-core
transitions agree with other experimental data and are in line with the previously
determined trends of the different characteristic parameters with the oxidation
state.
The principal findings of the work for the Khb1,3 hypersatellite transitions of el-
emental Cr and the three Cr compounds are the following. All the measured
Khb1,3 hypersatellite spectra were found to exhibit complex spectral line shapes
with a spread in the multiplet structure over a larger energy range compared to
the diagram transitions. Two components, a main peak and a low energy shoulder
whose relative positions and intensity ratios are sensitive to the chemical state, are
characteristic of the Khb1,3 hypersatellite spectral shapes. A linear relationship
for the energy separation between the two components and the Cr-O bond length
was evinced suggesting that this value is related to the 3p-3d exchange interaction
which is affected by the inter-atomic ligand-metal hybridization or charge-transfer.
These spectral features are also reflected in the FWHM and line widths that were
found to be larger for Cr compounds relative to elemental Cr. The FWHM values
for the hypersatellite and diagram transitions follow similar trends with the oxida-
tion state. For Cr metal, the line width of the Khb1,3 hypersatellite transition of
8.8 eV was found to be about a factor of two larger than the value expected from
the sum of the widths of the initial and final states.
The energies of the hypersatellite transitions and the energy shifts to the diagram
lines were determined. For Cr metal, the energy shift of 310.85(7) eV obtained in
this work is in excellent agreement with the value of 310.8 eV from recent theoret-
ical calculations of Santos et al. [223]. The energy differences of the main Khb1,3
hypersatellite line and the center of gravity of the main Kb1,3 diagram line for the
Cr metal and Cr compounds follow a linear dependence with the nominal oxida-
tion state with a slope of -0.109(6) eV per oxidation state increment. This finding
suggests that the initial single- and double-K-shell potential influences intra- and
140
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inter-atomic ligand-metal interactions through the influence of the outer electron
screening. The observed linear dependence could be considered for chemical speci-
ation and determination of effective oxidation states of complex compounds, and
for comparison with theory.
141
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